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SAMPLE ENTRY

AIRLINES
Central and Ozark merger planned
9/21/5A:1

This article appeared on September 21 and is found on page 5 of Section A in column 1.
AREA
see
Arkansas Rural Education Association
ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC
see
traffic accidents
ADOPTION
society plans drive to update laws 2/10/18:4
ADVERTISING
see
billboards
AERONAUTICS
Air Force plans low-level practice flights over state 2/9/8A:1
central Arkansas airports 9/11/2A:1
Central seeks to supplant Braniff at Little Rock 3/12/6A:4
Experimental Aircraft Assn. builds planes as hobby 1/23/8A:4
heliport to be built at Little Rock 1/23/1C:2
Little Rock Airmotive is successful 3/13/1C:1
Little Rock Municipal Airport expansion plans 1/3/8A:1
1/30/11A:1 3/3/3A:4
northwest Arkansas regional airport sought 3/30/5A:4
plays major role in state's progress 1/9/4E:3
soaring is introduced in Arkansas 9/23/23A:2
see also airlines
AERONAUTICS - ACCIDENTS
police helicopter crashes at Little Rock 4/5/1A:3
AFRICA
Sub-Sahara region problems 2/27/1E:1
AGED
elderly center grant for Hot Springs 3/29/7A:4
AGED (continued)
Pope and Newton Counties get funds for elderly 4/5/10B:4
state office on aging looks for projects 2/4/13A:4
AGED - MEDICAL CARE
approved hospitals listed for Medicare 6/13/17A:1
Arkansas leads in rejection of Medicare 1/23/1A:1
Blue Cross and Blue Shield is Medicare agent for Arkansas 2/16/1B:3
delay growth of Medicare, state advised 9/17/5A:3
El Dorado hospital ineligible for Medicare 7/7/1B:5
El Dorado hospital will be in Medicare plan 7/8/1B:8
Faubus says state funds assured 3/17/1B:8
hospitals at Little Rock see no big problem 6/23/7A:3
list of Arkansas hospitals with Medicare contracts 6/30/9A:3 7/1/7A:5
90% of eligible Arkansans sign up for Medicare 5/27/13B:5
nursing homes Medicare programs is developing slowly 11/16/1B:4
Paris hospital will not join Medicare 7/8/1B:8
special session of legislature may be called on Medicare 3/3/15A:1
state equipped for Medicare, Faubus says 4/12/1B:2
state saves $300,000 on Medicare 10/2/9A:1
state saves $275,000 on Medicare 9/9/1B:1
state signs agreement for Medicare 4/5/1B:3
state to pay Medicare fee for indigent 2/26/1A:3
3/1/4A:6
AGED - MEDICAL CARE (continued)
state will pay only $40.00 for hospital bill 5/12/1B:5

AGRICULTURE
crop safety procedures after nuclear attack reviewed 3/8/1B:5
farm venture in Costa Rica planned by Arkansas farmers 12/4/14C:1
food piles shrink as famine threatens 1/16/1E:1
Lizard County ASC vote must be re-taken 1/16/16C:3
production controls see also Weir, James
see also name of product

AIR POLLUTION
threat to world 8/14/18A:1

AIRLINES
American plans all-jet service for Little Rock 12/4/14A:1
Central and Ozark merger planned 9/21/5A:1
see also Aeronautics

ALFORD, DALE
advisory panel would be used 5/10/1B:6
bridges along Arkansas River urged 7/19/1B:2
brother has scuffle with reporter 7/4/1A:4
calls for special legislative session to spend surplus 7/16/6A:1
campaign manager named 6/17/1B:3
Chandler joins campaign staff 6/18/66/1A:2
education will be boosted 7/22/1B:7
emotionalism will be spurned by voters 6/3/1B:8
does Holt for runoff 7/29/1A:3
Federal help can be used without surrender of state powers 7/9/3A:1

ALFORD, DALE (continued)
Federal program approved if principles unharmed 7/24/2A:7
funds are coming in for governor's race 4/14/7A:3
Holt stole planks from him 7/20/1B:6
Holt, Johnson bloc entry 7/14/3A:1
hospital pay for needy pledged 7/6/18A:3
Johnson attacked on defeat of Millwee 7/15/1B:8
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1A:6
more aid for elderly urged 4/5/66/5A:1
outlines voters' guide to candidates 3/30/2A:1
reveals plans for South Arkansas as governor 4/1/66/1B:2
says he isn't tied to anybody 7/3/3C:3
seeks governor's office 4/24/1A:5 4/26/1A:3
shake-down charge reveals no names 6/28/18:7
shake-down of state employees charges 6/27/2A:2
share travel and costs proposal 6/7/1B:5
share travel expense proposal gets cautious approval 6/8/2A:1
staff, motto chosen for governor's race 4/7/1B:6
teacher job security is needed 6/8/1B:3
tourism stressed in north 7/12/12A:2
veterans bonus proposal 5/21/8A:6
waste by federal agency to be curbed 7/21/1B:5
welfare workers qualifications should be set by state 5/19/10A:3
youth group dispute with Holt over signs 6/21/1B:6 6/22/1B:8
ALGAE
Arkansas expert lives at Eureka Springs 2/27/4E:1

ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS
Arkansas partners deny politics 3/5/11A:5
Arkansas partners visited by Bolivians 2/8/14A:1

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
censure policies explained 5/18/5A:1 5/22/14A:5
see also
Arkansas A and M College
Arkansas State Teachers College
College of the Ozarks
University of Arkansas

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Arkansas Chapter urges birth control in poverty war 4/24/3A:3

AMERICAN LEGION
Arkansans had part in founding 3/13/4E:1

AMERICAN LEGION COMMUNITY AWARD
Russellville winner 3/30/13:3

AMISH Mennonites
see Mennonites

AMUSEMENT PARKS
see Enchanted Hills

ANIMALS
Little Rock sells strays to University Medical Center 11/18/2A:1
raccoons (feature story) 12/25/4D:1

ANIMALS - TREATMENT
Little Rock willed $20,000 to care for animals 4/2/3A:6

ARCHEOLOGY
legislative aid sought to preserve sites and artifacts 12/4/12A:2
research law under preparation for state 4/22/1B:6
see also fossils

ARKANSAS - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Bennett blasts failure to list absentee voters 5/4/1B:8
defends hiring of lawyers to collect bills 1/22/5A:1
drive-in theaters are industry 2/17/1A:3 2/23/1B:3 2/24/1B:2
farmers exempted on withholding tax 1/26/1A:3
horse show books private 2/19/1A:2
Justice of the Peace status clarified 3/31/1B:7
National Guardsmen not required to pay local auto fee 1/13/10B:5
women may serve as county judge 1/28/1B:3

ARKANSAS - STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Adams, Leon named music supervisor 3/16/1B:7
see also Education Schools Teachers

ARKANSAS - STATE WELFARE DEPARTMENT

ARKANSAS - SUPREME COURT
Amsler, Guy appointed 4/5/1A:3
averaging value estimates by jurors valid 1/11/1B:2
barring public during trial brings reversal 1/19/1B:8
Bland, Hugh M. appointed 4/26/3A:1
Cobb appointment 1/5/1B:2
election commissioner may not hold elective office 5/3/66/1B:4
Justices retiring 12/20/1B:5
refuses contempt charges against Madison County officials 2/22/1A:2
vaccination required for attendance at any school 1/11/1B:4
ARKANSAS A & M COLLEGE
AAUP investigation of Davis case 2/18/1B:5
Davis files suit for back pay 9/8/16A:2

ARKANSAS A. M. & N. COLLEGE
chosen for AID training 3/22/4A:1
library loan approved 3/23/1B:3
new buildings dedicated 4/25/2A:2
seeks school for training of foreign students 3/1/14A:1

ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
biology expert addresses meet 3/27/4A:7
list of award winners 4/3/7C:1

ARKANSAS ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE
U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
Civil Rights

ARKANSAS ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION
20 advisers selected 3/16/8A:1

ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER
committee of 100 of Pulaski County seeks $300,000 for center 9/1/1B:8
financial troubles revealed 12/15/10A:5
plans to extend services 9/9/66/1B:4
porcelain birds loaned indefinitely by Rebsamen 11/25/3A:1
Thornton new artmobile curator 2/20/16C:1
two 19th Century landscapes willed to center 2/20/11A:7

ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - EXHIBITIONS
Avery show 5/4/1A:5
5/6/10A:4
Contemporary Americans Show 2/10/1B:2 2/12/3A:2
designed for production 1/14/1B:2
handicrafts show 9/30/1B:3

ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - EXHIBITIONS (continued)
Southern sculpture show depicts new look 9/4/11A:4

ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - PLAYS
"The Boy Friend" 11/20/16A:7
"Fantasticks" production 3/6/23A:1
four plays planned for season 9/4/5D:1
"Streetcar Named Desire" 9/25/66/14A:2

ARKANSAS ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES
see children

ARKANSAS ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH
see mental health

ARKANSAS BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
convention board votes to sever ties 8/31/1A:4
Harmony Association opposes plan 10/27/2A:6
plans new center to cost $20 million 7/14/1A:6
requests severance of Convention ties 8/4/1A:4
state convention severs ties to allow for federal aid 11/10/66/1B:4
suit filed to cancel severance of ties to convention 12/1/4A:3

ARKANSAS BASIN ASSOCIATION
water resources should help all, general says 9/10/2A:1

ARKANSAS BOYS TRAINING SCHOOL
merger of 4 schools urged 11/29/66/1B:2
official raps rehabilitation plan 11/30/1B:2
Rowell resigns, replaced by Shock 3/4/8A:5

ARKANSAS CAREERS, INC.
gets Rockefeller aid 4/13/1B:6
ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S COLONY -
ARKADELPHIA
Arkadelphia site of 2nd unit
3/8/1B:5
building contract awarded
12/23/1B:4
construction may not wait for
federal aid 9/14/1B:7
groundbreaking ceremony
12/31/2A:4
ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S COLONY -
CONWAY
foster grandparent program
5/28/6A:4
ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
Burn Center saves lives
3/6/5E:2
federal grant for expansion
3/23/15A:3
remodeled and expanded
3/26/18A:2
ARKANSAS CHORAL SOCIETY
Messiah presentation
11/27/4E:1
ARKANSAS COLLEGE
"Lassies" tour overseas bases
5/29/4E:2
ARKANSAS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CONTEST
see
cities and towns
ARKANSAS COUNTY JUDGES
ASSOCIATION
attack Rockefeller statement
on AHC 10/23/6A:1
ARKANSAS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
AREA chief inconsistent,
Rozzell says 9/25/9A:7
calls for session of legis-
lature to act on teacher
salary raise 8/31/1B:7
council approves reports,
including dues increase
12/11/10A:1
Council on Education endorses
consolidation act
10/2/7A:3
Council on Education will dis-
cuss consolidation proposal
9/20/1B:2
election results 4/6/1B:3
ARKANSAS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
(continued)
Johnson blasts Holt endorse-
ment 8/5/1B:8
Johnson unacceptable as gub-
ernatorial candidate
8/4/1A:3
legislative goals set
12/8/28A:1
merger with ATA discussed with
NEA leader 12/15/8A:1
merger with ATA meets obstacles
7/9/1A:4
NEA uses coercion in teacher
merger, Rozzell says
10/21/8A:5
officials nominated
12/14/1B:2
Rozzell criticizes lack of
sacrifice for state schools
9/21/1B:7
Rozzell urges top priority for
schools 8/16/18:6
rural forces defeat consol-
dation plan 3/13/1A:3
sanctions placed on White Hall
6/6/2A:7
special session would allow
teacher salary raise now
9/2/18:4
White Hall firing probed
3/10/1B:2
see also
education
schools
teachers
ARKANSAS FARM FAMILY OF THE YEAR
Schmidt family is winner
12/3/66/7B:1
ARKANSAS GAME & FISH COMMISSION
defends work of Hackler
11/11/1B:7
ARKANSAS GAZETTE
designated historic site
9/16/1B:6
ARKANSAS GIRLS TRAINING SCHOOL
(LEXANDER)
board chairman comments on
cells 12/2/18:6
counties call for reports of
conditions 12/10/6A:1
ARKANSAS GIRLS TRAINING SCHOOL
(ALEXANDER) (continued)
inspection by legislators prompts demand for reforms
12/1/1B:2
legislators demand that matron be fired 12/3/2A:4
legislators' report of abuses exaggerated, Shepherd says
12/2/1B:2
legislators retract demand that matron be fired
12/13/1B:5
matron may not be fired, Faubus says 12/6/9A:3
Shepherd named superintendent 1/4/1B:8
Shepherd took job for its challenge 3/13/8A:1
ARKANSAS HIGH SCHOOL PRESS ASSN.
award winners 4/17/7C:1
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY COMMISSION
asphalt pricing suit filed
11/17/1B:6
asphalt pricing suit filed by AHC 11/29/1B:7
allocates funds to screen junkyards 4/28/18B:3
Bearden calls for audit 11/19/1A:3
bid opening by committee resumed 5/26/1B:6
Blackwell appointed by Rockefeller 12/3/1A:2
Blackwell says he has not been asked to accept appointment
11/18/1B:6
Blackwell to replace Hampton 11/17/1B:7
federal funds cut protested to LBJ 11/26/2A:1
11/30/1B:8
figures on asphalt released by GOP 6/26/6A:1
Hampton asks Rockefeller where surplus is 12/29/5A:3
Hampton challenges Johnson on statements 10/13/5A:3
Hampton raps Hicks statement on price probe 5/5/1B:4
Hampton says criticism not true 4/25/2A:2

ARKANSAS HIGHWAY COMMISSION
(continued)
Hampton says Faubus men back Whelchel in pay raises
5/26/4A:1
impeachment rumors 5/13/1A:2;2A:1
Killingsworth, John H. asks rehearing on dismissal
5/17/1B:3
lawyers hired for price-fix probe 6/23/1A:3
8/25/1B:5
members say they will not resign 11/18/1B:4
Lion pledges co-operation in price probe 6/24/7A:8
price-fixing charges 4/28/1A:2 5/3/66/2A:4
5/26/66/1B:2
price-fixing probe headed by Bennett 7/1/66/1A:2
purchasing authority denied by ALC 7/1/7A:3
resignations will not be made 11/11/1B:7
special meet called to probe pay raises 4/16/8A:4
suit filed on asphalt sales 7/8/1A:2 7/29/1A:2
Thompson calls for investigation by ALC 4/23/1A:6
Thompson request for investigation withdrawn
5/21/2A:1
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Arkansas Automobile Club calls for investigation
4/29/3A:4
auditing committee to probe pay raises 4/30/1A:3
4/5/1B:4
Bennett says committee can’t probe 4/22/1A:2
builds bridge by Van Dalsem property 4/13/1A:2
4/14/2A:1 4/17/3A:5
Cockrill advocates independent probe 4/21/1B:3
Cockrill seeks probe opinion on pay raises 4/13/1B:8
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT (continued)
Faubus, aides share blame for pay raises, no action taken 5/28/1A:2
Faubus declares pay raises illegal 4/8/1A:3
Faubus, Sturgis refuse comment on AHC actions 4/12/3A:1
Goodman selected director 12/29/1B:7
Gray, Henry may be new director 4/24/3E:1
Hampton says Smith ignorant of AHC work 5/26/1B:6
Hampton will answer GOP charges 4/15/2A:6
headquarters building dedicated 11/23/2A:3
headquarters building nears completion 9/26/3A:1
Meredith calls for probe 4/22/1A:2
Meredith fired in pay raise dispute 4/20/1A:6
Meredith will get Faubus aid in search for new job 5/2/1B:8
paving by Hampton home criticized 4/14/1A:3
paving by Hampton home defended 4/17/7A:1
pay raise probe to be televised 5/7/3A:3
pay raise requests over $3 million 12/11/1A:2
pay raises deducted from checks 4/19/2A:2
Raney calls for probe 4/9/1A:3
salary raises recommended by ALC 12/7/1B:7
speed-up in use of funds asked by legislator 5/25/11A:6
Sturgis may not testify on raises 4/13/1B:6
Sturgis may resign soon 3/23/1B:2
Sturgis orders increase in AHD wages 4/6/1B:8 4/7/1A:6
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT (continued)
Sturgis will be expected to testify on raises 5/17/7A:3
Sturgis will not testify in pay probe 5/26/4A:4
Whelchel fired 4/10/1A:6
see also roads
ARKANSAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION annual meeting 5/1/19A:1
5/8/6A:1
ARKANSAS HISTORY COMMISSION archivist named 2/18/15A:2
ARKANSAS HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION convention 3/19/7A:5
ARKANSAS HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION state funds used to pay bills 1/29/1A:5 2/19/1A:2
ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION Baxter succeeds Moses as chairman 9/30/16A:2
jobs created total 12,075 in 1966 9/14/1B:7
trade mission to Europe 1/13/16B:4
trade mission to Europe brings sales 6/29/1B:5
see also industry
ARKANSAS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
see General Assembly - Legislative Council
ARKANSAS LEGISLATURE see General Assembly
ARKANSAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 44th annual conference 10/21/14A:1
ARKANSAS LIBRARY COMMISSION building planned 7/20/5A:1
building recommended by ALC committee 12/8/16A:1
collection of sample books for schools 3/23/1B:3
State Board of Education says commission should be under its control 12/20/8A:4
ARKANSAS LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION
special section 10/2/

ARKANSAS LOUISIANA GAS COMPANY
Arkla Plaza is new home
12/4/18A:1
expansion dependent on natural resources 10/30/1C:1
expansion plan approved by FPC 10/20/3A:1
reports $26 million income in 1965 3/26/1C:2
sets new spending records 1/16/8F:1
see also
Stephens, W. R.

ARKANSAS POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
band plays at MENC
2/17/1B:2
band will perform in Michigan 10/5/1B:7
census of red wolves is conducted by students 12/11/4B:2
enrollment 9/25/7A:5
Hall of Distinction elects 3 3/27/13A:5
Hindsman resigns, Dopson named coach 3/13/2B:5
loans for two dormitories 3/8/3A:8
science student discovers rare fossils 3/26/7C:1
Witherspoon heads Southwest Division of MENC 3.27/3A:1

ARKANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
expansion near Malvern costs $41 million 10/21/12A:6
offers reduced rate to cities 2/18/8A:6
reports best year of growth was 1965 1/16/22F:2

ARKANSAS REHABILITATION SERVICE
staff changes 5/22/16A:2

ARKANSAS RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT
(bids opened for last dam in Arkansas 1/21/1B:7
Dam No. 2 completed 9/4/7B:2
Dam No. 8 gets first concrete 9/17/9B:6
David D. Terry Lock and Dam 4/10/7A:3
discussed at National Waterways Conference 11/10/18A:1
engineers agree to bridge plans for Ft. Smith, Pine Bluff 6/21/9B:6
engineers note halfway mark in project 4/2/6A:7
4/6/18B:5
engineers recommend new bridges at Little Rock and Ft. Smith 5/20/1A:3
engineers urged to re-study bridge plans 6/16/1A:6
50% complete 6/25/2A:1
first Arkansas dam to be complete in May 1/29/8A:2
Ft. Smith bridge fund voted by Senate 10/8/5A:1
45% complete 3/13/10A:4
Lock and Dam No. 2 (photos) 11/27/15A:2
Lock and Dam 7 construction begins 4/24/5E:2
5/14/10A:1
Pine Bluff prepares for port facility 4/17/1C:2
pumped storage project planned 5/6/18B:5
rail bridge lift spans favored by engineers 5/25/5A:7
study of water flow to assure Arkansas share 4/9/7A:2

ARKANSAS RIVER VALLEY AREA COUNCIL, INC.
see poverty

ARKANSAS RIVER VALLEY RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
plan for growth of area 7/19/9B:1
ARKANSAS RURAL COMMUNITY
IMPROVEMENT CONTEST
winners 3/10/98:1
3/11/10B:1
ARKANSAS RURAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
charges AEA finances consolidation drive 10/25/3A:1
consolidation could kill small towns 10/16/18A:1
insurance plan sought 8/30/9B:6 8/31/12B:4
insurance to be handled by Little Rock firm 9/3/2A:7
McGehee, Jeff D. attacks aims 9/29/17A:1
official warns state of new fight on consolidation 11/11/1B:2
school fund use to pay dues approved by attorney general 10/25/3A:2
school fund used to pay dues 10/22/9A:6
small schools not inferior 10/21/4A:1
teachers urged to quit AEA 8/16/1A:4
see also schools
ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
vocational school is praised 10/2/16A:1
ARKANSAS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
budget request 10/8/3A:3
Negro member urged on Faubus 5/25/1B:5
Negroes due a post, Faubus says 6/2/16A:5
Rhodes elected president 6/14/1B:3
Rhodes reappointed 6/16/1B:4
Ritter named to board 6/10/1B:8
ARKANSAS STATE CAPITOL
see Capitol Grounds (Arkansas)
ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE
ALC asked to consider university status 4/16/8A:5
expands graduate program 5/1/4C:2
ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE (continued)
faculty includes 82 doctorates 10/26/8A:3
Faubus supports university status 6/10/1B:4
legislators of area meet to plan drive for status change 11/18/1B:2
Miller says he was released because of divorce 6/2/10A:7
ARKANSAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
see health
ARKANSAS STATE FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS
see arts and culture
ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Sturgis, Mack resigns; Walter Hicks named head 3/30/1B:7
ARKANSAS STATE HORSE SHOW
attorney general asked if books can be audited 2/1/9A:4
Faubus uses public funds to pay bills 1/29/1A:5
ARKANSAS STATE HOSPITAL
budget request is $11 million 9/24/3A:1
bugs sent to Faubus to protest conditions at Benton unit 7/16/2A:7
portable cooling units used 7/23/10A:5
Stephens replies to charges 7/24/17A:2
ARKANSAS STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION
separate appropriation sought 10/19/1B:2
ARKANSAS STATE OPERA COMPANY
"The King and I" production 10/16/14C:7
ARKANSAS STATE POLICE
new fund source needed, Lindsey says 11/3/1B:7
ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
Bishop says he lets record speak on whipping 8/21/20A:1
ARKANSAS STATE PRISON (continued)

board is satisfied with CID probe 9/8/1B:7
board not ready to set rules 2/2/1B:4
board refuses to consider parole for strikers 10/6/22A:1
board will ask for more buildings and employees 9/4/1A:3
Booher hired to run Tucker Farm 12/15/1A:3
Cobb files suit against state and officials 9/29/19A:1
convict reports whipping for missing okra 8/20/5A:7
convict whipping followed rules state says 8/25/1B:2
Cummins Farm calm after strike ends 9/7/1A:5
Cummins inmates end strike after tear gas used 9/6/1A:3
Cummins inmates hold sit-down strike 9/3/1A:2
9/5/1A:2
deer camps can't hire prison labor 10/20/3A:1
Ernst suit seeks restraint of whip 9/8/11A:1
full appropriation request urged by ALC 12/6/10A:1
funds sought for reform program 11/2/2A:1
GOP denies any part in selection of Tucker Farm head 12/16/1B:8
grievance board needed, Faubus says 9/10/5A:6
inmates could assist with teaching 12/18/16A:1
list of pardons and paroles 2/3/12A:1 8/4/14A:1
4/7/5A:1 10/6/22A:1
5/5/12A:1 11/3/11A:1
6/2/18A:1 12/8/13A:2
7/7/18A:1 12/17/7A:4
mass breakout planned, Faubus aide says 12/11/1A:6
new rules limit lashings 2/3/1A:2

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON (continued)

officials deny allegations in smuggled letter 9/19/1A:4
prisons rules are finished, Faubus says 2/1/9A:1
reform brings danger of coddling, Faubus says 10/11/5A:7
rehabilitation program called for by board 10/6/1B:2
Rheuark, Jack to be released 3/29/12A:1
Scott capable of labor, state says 3/25/29A:4
smuggled letter tells reasons for strike 9/17/5A:1
state petitions for dismissal in strap case 9/23/1B:5
Talley charges cruelty at Tucker 9/14/6A:6
Talley is incorrigible, Faubus says 9/15/18A:1
training program proposed by board 11/24/3A:1
trustly charged in gun death 1/19/1B:2
trustly system continues as economy measure, board says 12/8/13A:1
Tucker Farm head asked to resign 12/11/1A:6
Tucker Farm head defends himself at press conference 12/14/1A:5
Tucker Farm wardens fired as CID uncovers scandal 9/2/1A:6
whip rules won't be made public 1/6/1B:2
see also crime and criminals

ARKANSAS STATE REVENUE BUILDING COMMISSION
state geologist to move to plush home 1/8/1A:4
store building to be used for health lab 1/27/4A:4

ARKANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
AAUP censure continues 4/30/2A:4
budget set at $4,303,783 6/28/10B:5
ARKANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
(continued)
Churchill speaks on history of famous family 11/6/20A:1
enrollment 9/30/18:6
history 8/21/6E:1
mental study grant 2/17/2A:1
name change urged by Snow 2/6/16A:7
name would be changed 6/30/18:8
physical science course for non-science majors tested 5/15/3A:8
YAR mock election cancelled 10/20/3A:2
ARKANSAS STATE TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM
see Tuberculosis hospitals
ARKANSAS SYMPHONY
Priakos revitalizes group 1/17/3A:4
ARKANSAS TERRITORIAL RESTORATION
best in the nation, expert says 12/7/18:3
de-humidifying equipment installed 1/30/10A:1
expansion plans 6/10/1B:3
ARKANSAS VALLEY RESOURCE & DEVELOPMENT PLAN
see Regional Economic Development
ARMY ENGINEERS
see U.S. - Army - Corps of Engineers
ARNOLD, RICHARD S.
facing Pryor in 2nd primary 7/28/1A:3
loses bid for Congress 8/10/1A:2
says Pryor is liberal, foe of education 8/7/10A:1
see also elections, 1966 - special elections
ART
Arkansan wins award at Brooks Gallery 2/26/2A:5
flower portraits displayed at Clothesline Fair 8/28/4E:1

ART (continued)
4/10/4A:2
McKinnie, Miriam exhibit at Greenhouse Gallery 3/13/12A:2
North Little Rock Exhibitions winners 5/7/7A:2
Oliver sketches of the Ozarks 7/10/5E:2
painting stolen at Little Rock 2/4/1A:4
pottery making as a hobby 8/28/5E:2
Saline County Art Show displays Dodd story 10/2/5E:2
Vincent Price collection on sale in Little Rock 4/28/1B:4
wood carvings by Cobb are popular 7/10/17A:1
see also Arkansas Arts Center
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Eureka Springs show 3/25/14B:7
Ozark Foothills Fair (feature) 10/23/4E:1
Ozark Frontier Trail Festival and Craft Show 10/16/1C:3
War Eagle Fair (feature) 10/16/5E:2
see also hobbies
ARTS AND CULTURE
Arkansas State Festival of the Arts includes tour of historic homes 4/29/1B:2
Arkansas State Festival of the Arts literary winners 4/29/15B:3
Arkansas State Festival of the Arts opens 4/24/7A:1
Arkansas State Festival of the Arts winners 4/23/7A:4 5/20/1B:3
Cline, Sarah contributor to state arts program 3/31/9A:5
El Dorado has excellent arts program 5/22/66/5E:2
ARTS AND CULTURE (continued)

National Governors Conference Show 10/19/4A:4
state entering arts field 2/20/4A:1
Rackinsackers Theatre Players 8/7/5E:2
Still, William G., composer is native of Little Rock 4/5/10B:4
two advisors named to state posts 1/16/3A:3

ATOMIC PILES
see nuclear reactors

ATTORNEY GENERAL, ARKANSAS
see Arkansas - Attorney General

AUTHORS, ARKANSAS
Gene Stone awards in poetry 5/1/9E:3
Poetry Day to bring new faces, ideas 10/9/5E:2
see also Arts and culture books Ford, Edsel Yarborough, Anna Nash

AUTOMATION
can help labor, industry ITU told 1/10/3A:2

AUTOMOBILES
412,650 tags issued 3/8/1B:3
licensing problem turned over to Revenue Dept. 2/19/3A:6
list of low-diget license owners 2/6/15A:1
1967 models 11/15/sec.C
Petit Jean plant makes tires for antiques 2/20/1C:4
safety car developed by New York 2/6/1C:2
time extended for purchase of license 2/1/1B:6
see also taxation, local

AXUM, DONNA
divorce granted 4/8/10A:4
graduate from U. of A. and turns to TV career 2/1/1B:4
BALES, JAMES D.
   endorses Jim Johnson 8/4/IB:7

BANKRUPTCY
   state cases rise 45% in 1965 1/6/IB:7

BANKS AND BANKING
   Blewster fined in fraud case 1/18/IB:4
   federal court voids Act 385 of 1965 6/24/IB:4
   interest rise opposed by Faubus 12/15/IB:5
   Pottsville bank closes after fund shortage is found 1/23/IA:3
   Sherwood bank ruffles facade of FDIC 9/4/11A:1

Worthen to build 18 story building 7/17/IA:2

see also
   state funds

BAPTIST CHURCH
   Little Rock First Church presents drama regularly 6/26/4E:1
   Russellville First Baptist denied seat at state convention second year 11/10/IB:4
   Russellville First Baptist should be seated at convention, private poll shows 12/9/14B:8
   Russellville First Baptist votes to send mission funds through state convention 1/2/12A:1 1/21/2A:6
   wrestles with separation principle 1/22/6A:1

BASORE, JOE
   analyzes defeat of Jim Johnson 11/16/IB:2
   candidate for lieutenant governor 3/3/10A:3
   endorsed by James and Tyler in runoff 7/30/3A:1
   endorsed by Pilkington 8/5/IB:2
   Faubus dominates Carpenter 7/31/10A:3
   Faubus out to beat him 8/1/2A:4 8/3/6A:1
   basore, joe (continued)
      named campaign manager for party 8/26/1A:3
      official returns take him out of runoff 8/6/1A:5
      party refuses count report of Basore votes 8/8/3A:1
      pledges to expand office if elected 7/31/6A:4
      runoff with Carpenter likely 7/28/1B:8
      says Republicans sacrificed other candidates to elect Rockefeller 11/10/1B:5
      suit to prevent certification dismissed 7/30/2A:7
      tries to assume party leadership 11/11/1A:6
      urges voters to mark ballot for him or Pilkington in runoff 8/7/1A:2

BEAN, WILEY
   obituary 6/20/1A:3
   will retire as judge 3/9/9A:6

BEAUTIFYING OF HIGHWAYS
   see
      roads
      billboards

BEAVER LAKE
   new jewel in state's recreational tiara 11/13/4B:2
   sheriff's reserve formed to protect public 7/7/1B:2

BENNETT, BRUCE
   defeat reflects desire for a change 8/11/5A:5
   faces runoff with Purcell 7/28/1A:5
   fee for demonstrations proposed 9/10/2A:3
   loses runoff election 8/10/1A:6
   says GOP after his job 2/25/1B:4
   seeks re-election to attorney general post 4/19/1A:3 4/21/1B:3

see also
   Arkansas - Attorney General elections, 1966
   school laws - Arkansas
see prisoners of war

BENTON COUNTY

Cave Springs is historic town 8/7/4E:1

BENTON (ARKANSAS)

marks Pearl Harbor with exposition 12/4/4E:1

BIBLE

illuminated Bible at Little Rock Public Library called "priceless" 11/24/12A:5
illuminated Bible given to Little Rock Public Library by Temple B'Nai Israel 11/23/3A:7

BIBLE TABERNACLE

Branham buried in Indiana 4/12/2A:6
Branham followers expect him to rise from dead 4/10/8A:2
prophecy of floods drives families to Arkansas 3/27/2A:5

BIFFLE, LESLIE L.
dies in Washington 4/7/1A:4

BILLBOARDS

advertisers object to controls 3/16/1B:4

BILLINGSLEY, W. E.
candidate for attorney general 4/28/1A:3
drops out of race 5/3/1B:7

BIRD, MARVIN E.
obituary 5/11/1B:4

BIRDS

Bird lovers suggest making entire state a bird haven 3/18/1B:2

BIRTH CONTROL

Pulaski County grant approved 4/9/5A:1

suit filed over pill's side effects 5/26/4A:8

BIRTH DEFECTS

see deformities

BLACKWELL, WILLIAM C.
obituary 1/29/7A:3

BLANCHARD SPRINGS CAVERN (continued)
contract let for elevators 12/2/24A:1

BLIND

AEB to send Vietnam messages 12/18/5E:2
fields open to the blind 2/20/8A:1
IRS at Little Rock makes pilot test of blind to answer questions 12/11/4A:6
prep school for college enrollees 6/19/5E:2
see also eye

BLYTHEVILLE AIR FORCE BASE

DeHaan is new commander 9/23/8A:5
new commander named 6/5/16A:1

BOMB THREATS

ASTC buildings emptied 4/1/1B:8

BOMBS

Hot Springs homes bombed 4/1/1A:3

BOND, JULIAN

speaks at University of Arkansas 5/20/1B:8

BOND ELECTIONS, 1966

Benton County vote causes uproar 1/30/1C:4
Benton County votes "no" on poultry bonds 2/2/1B:2
Dardanelle turns down purchase of water system 2/2/17A:4
Jacksonville approves 2/16/1B:3
Jacksonville to vote on industrial bonds 2/2/1B:1
Jerome proposal challenged by FDR Jr. 10/14/1A:4
Jerome proposal includes more than just a mill 11/6/1A:2
Jerome vote postponed 10/17/1A:3
North Little Rock approves municipal bonds 2/2/1A:2
West Memphis votes bonds 2/9/2A:8

BONDS

revenue bond insurance plan approved by ALC 10/9/2A:8
BONDS (continued)
screening law needed, AIDC says 11/16/1B:2
BONDS, ROAD
AHC plan rejected by legislative Council 6/30/1B:5
BONES
growth research project at University of Arkansas Medical Center 1/9/9A:1
BOOKS
Burns, Jerry H., Scherzo for Schizos 9/25/9E:4
Coffin, Tristan Senator Fulbright: Portrait of a Public Philosopher
11/17/17A:1 12/11/9E:1
Collier, Calvin L., The War Child's Children 2/13/9E:3
Contemporary Poets of Arkansas 4/3/9E:4
Ellis, Clyde, A Giant Step 3/13/3E:5 4/24/9E:6
Evans, William F., Animal Communications 4/21/1B:8
Grant, Ozro F., Kick the Dog Gently 5/8/9E:2
Hinegardner, Verna Lee, Magic Moments 2/27/9E:3
Lofton, John Justice and the Press 11/13/9E:2
McDougal, Jo A Lemon Yeast and Other Mornings 3/20/9E:1
Portis, Charles, Norwood 8/14/9E:1
Rushing, Marie Morris, Migration to Sand 7/31/6E:6
Schlesinger, Arthur M. Jr., A Thousand Days 1/16/3E:1 1/26/7A:1
1/18/7A:1 1/27/7A:1
1/19/7A:1 1/28/7A:1
1/20/5A:1 1/30/3E:1
1/21/7A:1 2/1/7A:1
1/23/3E:3 2/2/7A:1
1/25/7A:1 2/3/7A:1
2/4/7A:1 2/9/7A:1
2/6/3E:1 2/10/7A:1
2/8/7A:1 2/10/7A:1
Scully, Francis J., Hot Springs
Arkansas and Hot Springs National Park 10/23/9E:1

BOOKS (continued)
Stephens, Edna B., John Gould Fletcher 6/5/4C:2
Walker, Kenneth R. The Days the Presidents Died
6/12/9E:6
Ward, Marie Erwin, Swiftly... the years 10/9/9E:4
Yarborough, Anna Nash, Building With Blocks 6/26/9E:5

BOTULISM
see food poisoning
BOYCE, SAM
appeals to youth 6/25/3A:3 asks if cult or law rules state 3/11/1B:2
blasts Faubus administration 1/11/1B:2
Combs, Bland would be fired 7/14/3A:1
Commerce and Public Service staff will be dismissed 7/17/18A:4
dodges no vital issues 7/20/1A:3
education proposals 7/19/1B:5
Faubus says backed by GOP 1/28/3A:4
Faubus takes credit for recognition by Demos 1/27/1B:6
favors constitutional convention 4/15/1B:4
Holt aided by police official 7/16/6A:4
Holt, Johnson attacked as opposites 6/15/1B:2
lambasts Faubus in Helena speech 1/27/1B:7
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1A:6
machine desperate in last days of campaign 7/25/2A:1
only man to defeat Faubus 7/23/6A:4
parasites would go 6/22/9A:1
party must unite to stay alive 6/5/15A:4
penal reform called for 7/22/1B:2
BOYCE, SAM (Continued)

publicity agencies of state should merge 7/20/1A:8
recognized by state party as president of Y D C
1/26/1A:3
road co-ordination urged
7/6/18A:4
says backing for governor's race grows 2/18/1A:4
says Democrat Party pays for Faubus polls 3/31/2A:6
says Faubus uses verbal bribery 1/28/1B:2
says he does not back Holt in runoff 8/7/2A:1
says his fight kept Faubus out of race 6/19/3A:2
says party switches shows reorganization need
2/17/2A:2
seeks governor's office
4/24/1A:5 4/26/1A:3
statewide economic plan urged
3/25/1B:2
Sulcer asked to join forces
7/18/1A:2
summary of campaign 7/24/6A:1
teacher tenure law needed
6/27/5A:1
women and youth wooed for votes 7/2/3A:5

BRAZIL

Arkansans escape from jail
10/29/1A:4
Arkansans exonerate U.S. of connection with jail break
11/2/1B:7
Arkansans flown out by Texas pilot
11/1/3A:4
Arkansans tell about escape
10/31/1A:3
Arkansans treated fairly, State Department says
11/1/3A:3
Arkansans who fled jail are in Ft. Smith
10/30/1A:4
businessmen from state appeal conviction
6/25/5A:1
businessmen from state arrested
2/26/5A:6 3/1/1B:3
2/27/1A:2 3/4/3A:6
businessmen from state convicted in smuggling trial
6/24/1A:6

BRAZIL (continued)

businessmen from state face smuggling charge
3/5/3A:6 3/9/1B:4
3/6/4C:5 3/12/8A:1
3/8/2A:7
businessmen from state talk with lawyers 3/11/1B:3
businessmen seek appeal of smuggling sentence
7/13/1B:2
controversy rages over escape of Arkansans 11/7/12B:4
Fulbright concerned about arrested businessmen
5/13/1B:2
smuggling charges against state businessmen reported dropped 12/30/3A:7
smuggling charges not dropped
lawyer says 12/31/5A:4
trial of businessmen from state
3/22/1B:6
3/24/9A:2 4/28/1B:3
3/30/10A:4 4/30/2A:6
4/12/5A:7 5/27/1B:5
two more Arkansans charged
5/20/1B:4
wives of jailed Arkansans plead for clemency
9/8/10A:3
wives of jailed Arkansans visit husbands
9/11/2A:7

BRIDGE (GAME)
perfect hand dealt at DeWitt club
9/9/1A:5

BRIDGES
see roads

BRITT, HENRY M.
candidate for judge's post in Garland 1/21/11A:1

BRITT, MAURICE
campaign opens 9/20/3A:6
candidate for lieutenant governor 2/13/3A:6
committee assignments removed from his control
11/27/1A:3 11/29/1A:6
defeated by Pilkington
11/9/1A:2
late returns show gain in lead
11/11/1A:5
late returns show lead
11/10/1A:5
BRITT, MAURICE (continued)
official returns show victory
11/24/3A:1

BROWN, J. A.
obituary 9/5/6B:2

BROWN, LYLE
candidate for supreme court
4/1/1B:3

BRYANT, HOMER
house at Crossett is unusual
7/3/4E:1

BRYANT, KELLY
seeks re-election as Secretary
of State 4/17/26A:2
wins nomination 7/28/1B:8

BUFFALO RIVER
flood crest is 7th highest
1/4/2A:3

Ozark Society meets at park
3/30/5A:8 4/3/3A:1

BUFFALO RIVER DAM (PROPOSED)
Army Engineers withdraw plans
4/16/1A:3;2A:4
fund drive set 3/4/2A:4
new governor could revive dam
proposal 9/10/2A:1
parks agency apologizes for
breaking word 3/29/1B:6
parks agency writer invited
back by Faubus 3/31/1B:2
parks agency writer resigns
because of apology
3/30/1B:2

BUFFALO RIVER DAM (PROPOSED)
(continued)
supporters say state broke
its word 3/27/3A:2

BUFFALO RIVER STATE PARK
Improvements planned
7/3/7A:1

BUILDING
Arkansan invents new way to
build tall structure
8/7/1C:1
homebuilding slowed in state
by high cost of materials,
financing 4/13/4A:1

BULLION, BRUCE T.
candidate for Supreme Court
post 4/26/1B:4

BURLESON, DAVID J.
candidate for 3rd district
house seat 1/4/2A:1
1/5/1B:8
loses bid for nomination
7/28/1B:2
tax sharing plan 7/6/18A:1

BURNS AND SCALDS
Arkansas Children's Hospital
Burn Center 3/6/5E:2

BUSSEY, CHARLES
withdraws from representative
race 4/24/3A:1

BYRD, CONLEY F.
candidate for Supreme Court
post 4/26/1B:4
see Churches United Against Gambling

CADDIO GAP RESEARCH AND TEST STATION
dedicated 6/5/1C:2

Caldwell, Erskine
lecture at University of Arkansas 1/14/1B:2

Campbell, Arch
will not seek re-election 4/24/3A:3

Campbell, Leon (Muscles)
candidate for house seat 2/20/14A:1

Cancer
Japanese doctor may try operation at Jonesboro 2/24/1B:5
University of Arkansas Medical Center research on parasites 1/16/22A:1

Candy
Kountry Kandy Kitchen at Russellville 11/6/5E:2

Canterbury, Arthur Michael Ramsey, ABP of
see Ramsey, Arthur Michael

Capital Punishment
abolishment may be unconstitutional, prosecutor says 12/22/15A:1
Boswell disputes figures used by prosecutor 12/30/1B:5
Hurst favors life sentence with iron-clad parole rules 12/30/1B:6
lawyer invites prosecutors to debate merits of death penalty 12/15/1B:3
police chiefs support death penalty 12/16/14A:4
president of prosecuting attorneys defends death penalty 12/29/1B:2
prosecutor refuses to tell source of statistics used in talk 12/31/3A:4
prosecutors urge retention of law 12/11/22A:3

Capital Punishment (continued)
question of validity revived 12/12/1A:4
Representative Oglesby will lead bid to abolish death penalty in Arkansas 12/9/1B:8
Rockefeller favors abolishment 12/7/1A:3
State Representative sheets opposes abolishing law 12/10/9B:4

Capitol Building (Arkansas)
remodeling of house chamber 1/14/1B:5
remodeling of house finished 12/28/5A:4

Capitol Grounds (Arkansas)
expansion continues 6/15/11A:1 11/24/1A:7
expansion program nears limits 3/20/4E:1
9 new tracts added 3/10/1B:8
7 tracts purchased for expansion 5/4/1B:3

Carpenter, Claude Jr.
background years lead to campaign 7/31/6A:1
candidate for lieutenant governor 4/28/1A:3
endorsed by Mask for runoff 7/30/3A:1
endorsed by Thompson for runoff 8/4/7A:3
Faubus role left to speculation 8/3/8A:2
foe does not matter to him 8/6/2A:4
loses runoff election 8/10/1A:3
relieved of job as general counsel for state commerce commission 5/20/2A:6
runoff with Basore likely 7/28/1B:8
says he resigned as commerce counsel 5/21/7B:8

Caves
Civil War cave ads bring complaints 10/8/6A:2
Cob Cave (sketch) 8/14/6E:1
CAVES (continued)
see also
Blanchard Springs Cavern

CEMETERIES
historic cemeteries are disappearing 6/26/5E:2

CENSORSHIP
see
immoral literature and pictures

CENTRAL ARKANSAS GOVERNMENTAL COUNCIL
organized 5/6/10A:1

CHAIN LETTERS
see
lotteries

CHANDLER, WINSTON G.
evolution teaching ban favored 5/30/7A:1
fees to Smith criticized 5/14/9A:1
files for governor's race 4/16/1A:4
free textbooks proposal 5/25/8A:8
Holt steamroller caused him to throw support to Alford 6/19/1A:2
price-fixing in asphalt sales to highway department revealed 5/19/10A:1
seeks data on auto insurance rate 6/4/6A:3
wants equal time for speech 4/8/1B:3
withdraws from governor's race 6/17/1A:2
withdraws from governor's race to join Alford 6/18/1A:2
withholding system would be scrapped 5/7/10A:3

CHENEY, J. ORVILLE
friends raise filing fee for governor's race 4/16/5A:6
raps Johnson statements on Faubus 3/16/1A:4

CHILLOREN
AAACL organized to help impaired children 5/8/2A:5
foster parents give a vital gift-home 4/10/5E:2
Pulaski County Guidance Center 9/11/5E:1
see also
adoption
Project Head Start

CHINA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC)
rulers plan for the future 5/1/1E:1

CHRIST OF THE OZARKS
dedication 5/26/1A:2 6/26/1A:3
letter says statue will be blasted 11/2/1B:3

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS FOR ARKANSAS
announces formation of organization 6/23/10A:1

CHILD CUSTODY (continued)
Swindle child is placed in foster home 12/17/1A:4
Swindle child to spend Christmas with mother 12/21/1B:4 12/22/12A:3
Swindle custody of child upheld by state supreme court 5/24/1B:6
Swindle mother described as unfit 12/30/4A:6
Swindle says he's taking daughter to Africa 4/13/1B:2
Swindle says officers broke in and took his child 12/18/4A:4
Swindle, Gerald asks for revocation of custody 12/28/1B:4
Swindle, Valerie asks state supreme court to reconsider ruling 6/1/1B:2
Swindle, Valerie gets custody of daughter 12/31/1A:2
Swindle, Valeria refused hearing by U.S. Supreme Court 10/18/1B:8
Swindle, Valeria seeks writ from U.S. Supreme Court 8/30/1B:5

CHILD CUSTODY
father wins custody of son he has never seen 5/10/1B:3
Swindle case 2/17/1B:5 3/11/1B:5
Swindle case should be decided in Greene County, St. Louis judge says 12/20/3A:3
CHRISTMAS
notes on mistletoe as symbol
12/11/5E:4

CHRONICLES OF ARKANSAS
Batesville Institute
2/13/6E:4
Baxter suffered for Union sentiment 12/4/6E:4
Berry, James Russell describes his life in 1830's
11/13/6E:4 11/27/6E:4
boxing comes to Little Rock 8/14/6E:4
buried treasure legends 10/23/6E:4
Camden had exciting start 3/6/6E:4
Camden newspaper demolished by federal soldiers
3/26/6E:4
Capital established at Little Rock 2/27/6E:4
Cincinnati newspaper writes about state in 1871 5/8/6E:4
circus come to Little Rock in 1838 6/26/6E:4
Civil War memoirs of Susan B. Fletcher 8/28/6E:4
9/4/6E:4
Danley gets a good story at Hot Springs 2/20/6E:4
diamonds are discovered 10/30/6E:4
Fulton's Marengo Joe was confidence man 8/21/6E:4
Hindman assassination 12/11/6E:4
Hindman murderer is never caught 12/18/6E:4
Hindman wounded in Helena gunfight 2/6/6E:4
historical societies 5/1/6E:4
Hot Springs ravaged by floods in 1871 5/22/6E:4
Huntersville grows up around a railroad 5/15/6E:4
Indians bring tragedy to Tidwell family 1/2/6E:4
James Gang accused of Hot Springs stage robbery 10/2/6E:4
James Gang accused of train robbery 10/9/6E:4

CHRISTMAS (continued)
Laclede, founder of St. Louis, dies in state 6/19/6E:4
Little Rock has second wave of settlers 4/24/6E:4
Little Rock hit by fire in 1854 6/5/6E:4
Little Rock hit by fire in 1871 6/12/6E:4
Little Rock is incorporated by Governor Pope 11/6/6E:4
Little Rock settled 4/17/6E:4
Memphis "Old Folks" organize newspapers published following creation of Arkansas Territory 1/30/6E:4
old state house 7/10/6E:4
Pine Bluff editor mistaken for conspirator in death of Lincoln 4/3/6E:4
Powell, William Byrd 3/20/6E:4
Pulaski County's first jail 4/10/6E:4
Spadra mine 8/7/6E:4
stagecoach robbery near Hot Springs 10/16/6E:4
steamboating in the 1800's 12/25/6E:4
steamboats built on Arkansas River 3/13/6E:4
Taylor, John, comes to Little Rock 7/3/6E:4
Temperance crusader Mathew visits state in 1850 1/23/6E:4
Theatrical company at Little Rock in 1838 1/9/6E:4
Theatrical company at Little Rock, 1839 1/16/6E:4
train trip to Memphis in 1871 was memorable event 5/29/6E:4
Wilson, Henry visits Arkansas 9/18/6E:4
Woodruff founds the Arkansas Gazette 11/20/6E:4

CHURCHES
Americans give 1% of salary as support 7/23/12A:4
CHURCHES (continued)
church council seeks church unity 9/18/9A:1
fire destroys 2 Negro churches near Gillett 10/9/10A:5
membership sets national record 1/7/8A:1
Second Baptist at Little Rock leads in business, too 12/25/7B:1
see also
Baptist Church
Bible Tabernacle
Congregational Church
Episcopal Church
Methodist Church
Presbyterian Church
religion
CHURCHES UNITED AGAINST GAMBLING
endorses Joe Purcell 8/7/17A:3
see also
gambling
CIARD, JOHN
Little Rock lecture 10/15/1A:6
CIGARETTES
see smoking
CITIES AND TOWNS (continued)
Arkansas Community Development Contest 2/6/2C:1
2/10/1B:5 3/10/1B:3
Cammock Village is 2nd class city 3/25/1B:6
Carroll County towns seek more water 3/26/4C:3
Eureka Springs darkens city because of lack of funds 11/25/34A:1
Eureka Springs plans drastic cuts 12/7/20B:7
Fayetteville names city manager 4/6/1B:2
Fordyce asks lower status 3/5/2A:3
Hector told to set election this year 3/22/1B:2
Jacksonville redistricting 4/2/6A:3
Junction City water shortage 3/31/1B:6
Lake Village seeks lower status 3/20/14A:5
CITIES AND TOWNS (continued)
Maumelle model city planned 10/20/1B:6
Metroplan for Little Rock is proving value 6/5/5E:2
Parkin seeks doctor, clinic 4/3/24A:1
Russellville wins Commercial Appeal award 4/13/18:3
sewer system loans will be financed by FHA 2/9/1B:7
Washington-Benton County towns classified as urban area 4/14/1B:2
see also
City Planning
name of city or town
CITIZENS COMMITTEE ON HUMAN AFFAIRS
see Interracial cooperation
CITY GOVERNMENT
see municipal government
CITY PLANNING
Berryville urban renewal planned 3/24/1B:2
Brinkley defeats Urban Renewal 9/14/1B:5
cities must rely on federal aid to solve problems 1/16/1C:2
Corning election abolishing housing agency is valid 3/1/1B:6
Eureka Springs seeks funds to restore 1890 style 8/3/1B:6
Ft. Smith rejects urban renewal 4/14/15A:5
Grand Jury probes report on influence in urban renewal at Little Rock 3/8/12A:1
judges ask look at remarks on court influence of ad agency 2/5/1A:5
Little Rock applies for urban renewal funds while bill is in Congress 3/15/1A:2
Little Rock Central Urban Renewal Project 4/24/4A:1
Little Rock changed by urban renewal 3/26/4E:1
Little Rock hopes to serve as guide in federal program 3/20/6A:1
CITY PLANNING (continued)
Little Rock received $6 million in federal funds in 1966
12/18/7A:1
Little Rock urban renewal bill in Congress 3/12/1A:2
Little Rock wins architects' award for best renewal project 4/14/1B:4
McGhee receives grant 1/19/18:7
North Little Rock agency hires Faubus aide's firm 1/28/3A:1
North Little Rock urban renewal 1/16/5F:1
Pine Bluff expects population of 200,000 2/16/18:5
Pine Bluff limits service stations 3/4/18:3
Russellville vote on urban renewal set 11/30/18:8
Springdale gets urban renewal grant 4/5/12A:1
underground parking for Little Rock 1/8/1A:3 1/9/1C:2
urban renewal halts blight 1/16/2F:3
see also housing
CIVIL DEFENSE
crop safety procedures after nuclear attack reviewed 3/8/1B:5
5,000 men ready to act in case of disaster 2/23/18:3
mock enemy attack at Rogers 4/5/18:5
Northwest Arkansas counties first in nation with packaged plan 12/7/16A:1
warning system equipment arrives 8/31/18:1
CIVIL RIGHTS
Arkansas Advisory Committee calls for fund cut-off to schools 7/20/1A:2
Arkansas Advisory Committee report blasted by Lamb 12/1/18:7
Cableton appeal to U.S. Court denied 5/19/2A:1
CIVIL RIGHTS (continued)
Cableton appeals to U.S. Circuit Court 5/27/3A:1
Cableton takes case to U.S. Court 2/15/3A:3
Faubus apologizes to Africans denied service at cafe 9/1/1A:4
federal court denies discrimination in rape cases 8/30/18:7
field director of CRC critical of Lamb remarks 12/5/8A:1
Gould Freedom School 3/27/16A:1
Human Relations Act favored by state AFL-CIO 12/19/8A:1
rights lawyers watch polls in St. Francis, Phillips, Crittenden Counties 7/27/1A:4
SNCC calls for vote observers in state 2/27/16C:1
SNCC complaint on voting is checked 3/17/7B:6 4/21/3A:3
3/23/4A:1 4/24/3A:4
study made of alleged vote fraud in state 7/1/7A:6
study shows discrimination in rape cases 8/21/8A:1
Townsend asks that jury lists show true ratio of races 5/17/1A:2
Townsend files suit following arrest 2/9/2A:5
Urban League head says press created militant Negro leaders 11/15/1B:4
CIVIL WAR ROUNDTABLE guards a heritage 4/3/5E:2
CLINE, SARAH contributor to music in Arkansas 3/31/9A:5
CLUBS, PRIVATE bill prepared to open doors to police 1/18/18:2
Legislative Council kills control proposal 4/23/7A:5
McCaslin refuses to reveal records 3/16/18:3
Ouachita County clubs lose charter 2/15/18:5
CLUBS, PRIVATE (continued)
study requested by legislators 3/19/10A:1

COAL
submerged deposits at
Russellville leads to court
suit 1/5/8A:5 1/9/16C:4

COFFEE
was once considered medicine
2/27/4E:4

COFFELT, KENNETH C.
Bennett signs on phone poles
attacked 7/14/4A:6
charges Bennett collects fund
from employees 7/16/3A:1
files suit on asphalt sales to
AHD 7/8/1A:2
loses attorney general race
7/28/1A:5
seeks attorney-general post
4/22/1B:2

COINS
collecting has become a big
business 5/29/5E:2

COLLEGE GRADUATES
See
Arkansas Careers, Inc.

COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS
AAUP censure continues
4/30/2A:4

COLLEGE STATION
poverty in 2/13/5E:2
2/21/3A:5 4/3/5A:1

COLLEGE STUDENTS
68% of students in Arkansas
region pass selective service
test 9/25/4A:8

COLLEGES
AAUP statistics on pay
5/1/5A:1
AFAC gets $8,000 gift
5/4/1B:3
budget move by University upsets
college presidents 11/1/1B:2
budget outlined for ALC
10/25/1B:7
enrollment increase expected
under GI bill 3/3/8A:1
fees to increase at state
colleges 3/2/2A:3
40,000 expected at state schools
8/14/6A:1

COLLEGES (continued)
grant for closed circuit
television 5/3/4A:2
grants for work-study
announced 4/2/5A:2
housing shortage scored by
Mullins 4/22/10A:1
list of programs offered by
federally supported teacher-
training institutions
11/6/22A:1
Negro enrollment doubles at
Arkansas schools 11/7/28A:1
Pulaski County colleges expect
large enrollment 8/14/23D:
southern college alumni below
national average in support
10/30/16A:1
southern universities lag in
graduate study, research
4/17/17A:5
students study capital city
8/14/4E:1
work-study program of Arkansas
seen as model 7/8/1B:2
see also
name of school

COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
See
satellites, artificial

COMMUNISM

COMMUNIST PARTY (UNITED STATES)
party line is changing
5/15/1E:1

COMPLIANCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
Little Rock service available
4/17/1C:5

Congo, Arkansas
history 5/22/4E:4

Congregational Church
new pastor named for state
church 2/27/9A:1

Congressional Delegation -
Arkansas
cautious on Fulbright and
Vietnam 3/6/3E:1
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION -
ARKANSAS (continued)
changing the guard begins
11/20/3E:1
Fulbright, McClellan split on key issues 10/18/7A:1
most flunk ADA liberal policy test 3/12/9A:3

CONSERVATISM
see also
John Birch Society
Minutemen (organization)
National States Rights Party
Patriotic Party
Young Americans for Freedom

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION -
ARKANSAS
petition for initiated act drawn up 4/21/1A:3

CONSTRUCTION
see
building

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
see
price indexes

CONTINGENCY FUND, STATE
see
state funds

CORPORATIONS
480 charters cancelled by state 3/11/1B:4

COST OF LIVING
see
price indexes

COTTON
Arkansas planting reduced by 28% 4/22/1B:7
farmers pass bale tax for research 12/15/1B:8

COTTRELL, J. H., JR.
war proposal is seen as slap at Fulbright 6/17/1A:6
war proposal was slap at no one 6/22/1B:6

COUNTERFEITS AND COUNTERFEITING
bogus bills turn up in Northeast Arkansas 9/9/4A:3

COUNTY GOVERNMENT
Pulaski County spending to 1980 estimated 2/6/1A:5

COUNTY JUDGES
ruling sought on legality of women as judge 1/16/13A:1

COUNTY JUDGES (continued)
women may serve, attorney general rules 1/28/1B:3

COURTS
act creating temporary court divisions ruled valid 2/1/1B:6
Arkansas Model Jury Instruction to be used 11/27/3A:2
Federal District Court divisions in state 4/10/10A:6
Mrs. James M. Roy appointed judge 4/19/1B:3
4/22/1B:4
Turner, Boldon B. holds tax court all over U.S. 10/10/22A:1

COURTS, PULASKI COUNTY CIRCUIT
juror says state cases poorly prepared 10/6/1A:4
three judges assigned to clear up load 1/7/1A:2

COWBOYS - SONGS AND MUSIC
Otto Gray retires to Springdale 7/17/6E:4

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Arkansas convict testifies in Mossier trial 2/15/1A:5
2/16/5A:2 2/17/7A:4
Bailey, Luther gets hearing on confession 12/17/3A:4
former Polk County man admits killing for which another was jailed 12/14/1B:4
Harris grants interview in Death Row 2/27/17A:1
Harris told to try state courts again 4/2/3A:4
Harris wins stay of death 3/4/1B:8 8/24/4A:1
Hartford bank robbed 2/2/1B:3
Little Rock rate drops 9/15/1B:4

Maxwell case will test theory that Negroes get death in most rape cases 11/30/1B:3
murder trial defendant shot during recess 3/15/1A:3
Nolen freedom not affected by bribe Faubus says 6/8/1B:7
CRIME AND CRIMINALS (continued)
Nolen term reduced over wishes of officials 6/4/6A:7
6/7/1B:7
rate declines at Little Rock 6/21/1B:5
rate increases at Little Rock 1/23/12A:1
Rush cleared in 3rd trial 1/21/1A:2
Rush trial at Waldron 1/19/2A:1 1/20/10B:6
Schmidt murder evidence found in Arkansas 5/26/8A:1
Schmidt murder suspect caught in state 5/24/1A:3 5/25/1A:2 5/27/1B:2
Stephens scorns training of prisoners 1/16/4A:6
Stewart signs waiver in Schmidt murder case 5/28/1A:5

CRIME AND CRIMINALS (continued)
trial judge says bribe offer made in behalf of Nolan 6/7/1B:7
Vail trial at Hamburg 2/25/3A:3 2/27/1A:4 2/26/2A:3
Walker, James Dean wins approval of hearing on denial of rights 12/13/1B:4
see also Arkansas State Prison
CROOKED CREEK DAM (PROPOSED)
Army Engineers recommend construction 4/17/3A:1
CURRENCY collection given to state history commission 1/6/2A:4
CUTTER, CHARLES developed guidebooks 6/12/5E:2
DFA
see Democrats for Arkansas

DAISY INTERNATIONAL AIR GUN MUSEUM
see museums

DAMS AND RESERVOIRS
Crooked Creek dam recommended by engineers 3/16/8A:5
Dardanelle Dam dedication 5/8/1C:2 5/13/19A:2
5/14/1A:3
engineers say north Arkansas dams stopped heavy floods 1/13/2A:3
fees areas named 5/27/1B:8
fees areas reduced to 33 in state 5/25/1B:8
fees attacked in law suit 5/13/2A:3
fees not under courts jurisdiction 5/29/7A:1
fees policy is opposed 3/12/5A:3 3/13/2A:5
fees to be charged at 9 federal lakes in state 3/5/2A:1
Saline River dam sought 3/23/1B:4
visitors at federal facilities in state increased 1/7/12B:3
see also name of facility

DAVIS, ALFRED E.
ruled liable for his own illness 3/24/9A:1

DAVIS, BRENT
gets job investigating faith healers 1/22/3A:4
resigns Texas job following debate 7/10/2A:5
see also Arkansas A & M College evolution

DAYLIGHT SAVING
Mammoth Spring may go on daylight saving 5/6/1B:3
5/10/16B:3
Mammoth Spring will go on daylight saving 5/18/4A:5
state may go on plan in 1967 4/10/15A:4

"DEATH OF GOD" CONTROVERSY
see religion

DEATH PENALTY
see capital punishment

DEATON, GOODIN
family history 5/1/5E:2

DEBT
debt adjuster ban recommended by ALC 3/18/28A:1

DEFORMITIES
Medical Center of University of Arkansas seeks to help 1/2/5A:2

DeGRAY DAM
features on Construction plans 6/26/5A:1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (ARKANSAS)
Basore named campaign manager for statewide races 8/26/1A:3
coalition sought by Jim Johnson 11/12/1A:6
control sought by Dr Luck 11/13/3E:1
Cooper named party treasurer 8/21/1A:2

Faubus calls for harmony 12/27/26A:1
Faubus will speak at state convention 9/9/1B:7
Garland-Montgomery Counties seek pact on election of representatives 1/7/1B:4
Labor Bulletin says Jim Johnson must not have prominent role in party 11/20/3A:6
move to broaden base gains momentum 11/18/1B:6
open house at headquarters draws large crowd 8/29/2A:5
platform (excerpts) 10/30/16E:1
platform is full of reform 9/16/1A:5
Pryor is keynote speaker at state convention 9/1/1A:2
Pulaski democrats raise filing fees 2/19/1A:3
Pulaski Democrats urge updating of party rules 8/16/1B:7
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (ARKANSAS)
(continued)
reform group may hold reins at state meet 9/15/1A:3
reorganization planned to defeat Rockefeller 12/30/10A:3
Republican voters will be barred from run-off primary 7/26/2A:2
state committee members listed 9/16/10A:8
state convention hears Johnson pledge clean up of government 9/17/1A:2
state convention hears unity pleas 9/16/10A:1
state convention permanent chairman is Wilbur Mills 9/13/5A:7
Young Democrats disagree on party reunification tactics 11/20/1A:3
see also
Christian Democrats for Arkansas
Democrats for Arkansas Elections
Young Democrats Club

DEMO CRATS FOR ARKANSAS
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co probe called for charter as non-profit corporation filed 1/13/2A:1
code of ethics urged 7/17/20A:3
constitution revision called for 7/3/5A:7
education changes urged 6/29/20A:1
efficiency in state government urged 7/10/6A:7
Faubus house funds attacked 3/10/1A:5
Faubus says he won't join 1/14/1F:5
Faubus urged to step down 1/5/5A:3
Luck says McClellan not Democrat 1/9/2A:2

DEMONCRATS FOR ARKANSAS (continued)
Luck says plea for 14b big hoax 1/9/2A:4
Luck seeks control of state party 11/13/3E:1
Luck studies resignation as head 5/17/12A:4
members irked by Luck's speeches favoring repeal of 14b 1/18/2A:7
minimum wage proposal 7/13/1B:4
Negroes are qualified for state boards 6/26/6A:6
new directors elected 1/8/2A:1
saving party by Faubus called joke 3/4/1B:4
seeks meaningful party planks 1/16/2A:1
tax reform proposal 6/22/2A:1
wage increase plan outlined 6/7/1B:8
see also
Luck, H. D.

DESEGREGATION
agricultural agencies 1/1/5A:7
Altheimer Negro sues over tuition 8/23/2A:1
Arkansas Council on Human Relations wants choice plan halted 1/16/4A:1
Batesville closes Negro school 3/20/12A:4
biracial districts 12/26/9A:2
Cloverdale crowded because it has no Negroes 6/24/10A:1
Crawfordsville faces integration suit 7/12/1B:2
Crawfordsville plan approved 9/18/11A:3 12/2/1B:8
Crawfordsville says choice free 8/14/2A:1
Crawfordsville submits plan 9/13/5A:3
Crawfordsville told to submit plan 9/2/1B:5
Crawfordsville, Hazen recommended for fund cutoff 6/16/1B:8
DESEGREGATION (continued)
cut-off of federal funds likely
for 4 districts 12/2/18B:8
dentist raps racial bars; told
there is none 1/28/18B:7
Dermott blasts guidelines in
court suit 12/21/18B:8
Dermott, Collins bow to guide-
lines 6/17/18B:8
Dermott, promised full support
of Rockefeller 11/12/7A:3
Dermott sues to void guidelines
11/11/2A:1
DeWitt Negroes choose transfer
1/30/5C:1
DeWitt school board told to
tell judge if plan is altered
1/14/26A:1
DeWitt told to let Negroes
switch schools 1/20/10B:8
East Arkansas schoolmen ask
easing of pressure 4/23/2A:1
enforcement of Civil Rights
Act is not state job, Ford
says 7/6/1B:4
every school plan in state
approved 2/12/3A:5
Faubus says speedup would be
bad 1/27/13A:1
federal aid cut off to 4 schools
12/6/18B:4
Ford cautions U.S. on abrupt
change in pace 1/26/2A:1
Ford declines bid to discuss
new bias rules 4/12/12A:3
Ford statement on speed-up
disputed by Negro leader
1/29/5A:6
Forrest City pools ordered
integrated 1/19/1B:2
Ft Smith Negroes ask for trans-
fer 1/26/1B:1
Ft Smith to close Negro school
3/1/10B:3
Gould Negroes appeal school
location decision 5/27/11A:1
Gould Negroes will fight school
bonds 8/12/18B:6
Gould school board says it, not
court, should locate new school
1/11/10A:4
DESEGREGATION (continued)
Gould school board upheld in
new school plans 4/27/4A:1
guidelines are used by most
schools 4/20/9A:3
guidelines explained by OEO
5/8/4A:1
guidelines followed by most
Arkansas schools 11/27/3E:5
guidelines for schools
explained by USOE
3/23/1B:8 3/24/5A:2
guidelines not used by 3 state
schools 6/5/1A:5
guidelines protest by senators
answered by education office
6/7/1A:4;8A:1
guidelines protest by senators
supported by Rozzell
5/19/1B:8
guidelines say plans must result
in integration 3/13/6A:1
guidelines signed by nearly
all schools in state
4/29/8A:3
Harris declares nonbiased
school inherent right
9/18/11A:1
hospitals may not transfer
patients by race 7/1/5A:1
Howard County Negro schools
absorbed by white districts
6/21/1B:2
Howard County schools rechecked
by U.S. 1/28/4A:1
institute at Little Rock
7/12/1B:3
Junction City named in U.S.
lawsuit 2/9/1B:4
Junction City ordered to file
plan 8/12/18B:4
Junction City ruled out for
school aid 7/14/1B:4
lawsuit seeks desegregation
of TB sanatorium
3/23/2A:1 4/3/13A:1
Little Rock enrollment in
integrated schools
9/18/6A:1
Little Rock ex-white schools
to enroll more than 1,000
negroes 5/28/5A:4
DESEGREGATION (continued)

Little Rock faculty 9/5/2A:6
Little Rock faced in choice plan 10/18/4A:6
Little Rock freedom of choice court case before 8th Circuit Court of Appeals 10/13/10A:1
Little Rock freedom of choice plan upheld by court 12/16/20A:6
Little Rock hospitals inspected for Rights Act compliance 4/13/1B:4
Little Rock Human Relations group demands speed-up 9/15/1B:2
Little Rock Human Relations group is speed-up 9/15/1B:2
Little Rock study contract goes to Univ. of Oregon 8/30/2A:1
Little Rock teachers lag in choosing integrated jobs 7/30/2A:3
Little Rock will follow new guidelines 4/8/1A:5;2A:4
Lockesburg vote on annexation of Negro district 10/19/1B:4
Magnolia to receive more emphasis 2/18/1B:7
Marvell faces aid loss 9/10/2A:4
Marvell forming plan 9/13/5A:1
Marvell interim plan approved 9/21/1B:3
Marvell investigation asked by SNCC 8/26/1B:8
Marvell Negroes granted requests, board says 10/21/1B:6
Marvell Negroes urged to end boycott 9/10/1A:2
9/12/16A:1
Marvell plan approved 12/23/2A:1

DESEGREGATION (continued)

Marvell school boycott ends 10/13/2A:1
Marvell school boycotted 8/30/1B:4 9/1/4A:8
8/31/16A:1 9/3/2A:1
Marvell suit filed 8/18/7A:3
Morrilton asks refusal of teacher claims 12/21/10B:8
Morrilton ordered to give priority to Negro teachers 9/16/1B:5
Morrilton school has 2 unresolved matters 1/18/4A:1
Morrilton School plan approved 1/11/10A:1
Morrilton suit entered by U.S. 1/28/1B:4
Morrilton suit would be entered by teachers union 5/18/1B:8
Morrilton teachers ask appeal court to order reinstatement 5/20/1B:2
Morrilton teachers seek damages in school closings 12/2/10A:1
Nashville school suit seeks merger of districts 2/8/1A:4
Nashville schools agree to desegregate 1/20/1B:4
2/18/1B:4 3/5/3A:1
Negroes elected to ASC panels 1/2/14C:3
Negroes in segregated classes increase 700% 1/1/1A:5
New Edinburg cites Negro misinformation in rejecting petition 9/9/3A:7
New Edinburg told to admit Negroes 12/25/3A:3
New Edinburg told to extend pupil transfers 9/17/2A:4
Paris cannot absorb Gray Rock, U.S. told 8/11/1B:3
Pine Bluff faculty 5/12/1B:8
Pine Bluff will integrate all grades 3/26/9B:5
DESEGREGATION (continued)
Prattsville 4/6/18:4
Pulaski County School Board delays decision on guidelines 4/13/17A:3
Pulaski County School Board will follow new guidelines 4/15/8A:1
Pulaski County teacher groups merge 6/19/5A:1
report on Negro teacher firing blasted by Rozell 2/4/13A:1
report on Negro teacher firing defended by ATA 2/17/1B:8
Rison sued by ATA 7/31/8A:3 8/5/8A:4
Scott has uneventful year 6/1/1B:5
state employs 90 Negroes above menial class 1/7/1B:2
State Training School for Boys law suit 5/6/3A:1
status of desegregation in Arkansas schools 3/13/6A:1
status of southern schools 1/7/19A:1
TB patient at McRae prefers to remain there 5/7/2A:7
TB patient enters sanatorium at Booneville after change of mind 5/11/1B:8
TB sanatorium at Booneville happy to admit Negroes 5/17/18:3
TB sanatorium board at McRae objects to merger 5/7/2A:6
TB sanatorium merger planned 5/29/3E:1
TB sanatoriums to be merged, Faubus says 5/5/9A:1
Washington (Ark) seniors may attend Hope this year 8/11/1B:5
Washington (Ark) students reported attending Hope 9/9/10A:2
Washington (Ark) told to stop sending pupils to Hope 7/19/14A:1
Washington (Ark) whites are moving 9/4/8A:4
West Memphis plan altered 2/8/2A:1
Willisville Negroes sue to enter school 10/18/3A:1
see also housing
DODBS, P. E.
will not seek re-election 4/9/2A:1

DESEGREGATION (continued)
Washington (Ark) police dog slain in Pennsylvania manhunt 5/18/2A:4 5/26/1B:4
5/20/2A:1
trainer says he lost job because of nursing dog shot in manhunt 6/22/1B:2

DOGS
Arkansas police dog slain in Pennsylvania manhunt 5/18/2A:4 5/26/1B:4
5/20/2A:1
trainer says he lost job because of nursing dog shot in manhunt 6/22/1B:2

DOGS
Flipper II at state fair 10/6/1B:4

DOORS
works of art 4/17/5E:2

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM 0.
University of Arkansas speech 9/30/32A:5

DRANE, JAMES F.
"Death of God" issue 10/12/7A:1 10/13/7A:1
replaced as Newman director at LRU 11/13/15A:5

DROUGHTS
how weather bureau classifies drought 7/10/9A:1
DRUGS

prescription refills hampered
by new law 7/10/16A:1
stimulant, depressant sales
tightened 2/12/10A:7
see also
tranquilizing drugs

DUTCH ELM DISEASE

see
Elm-diseases and pests
DUTCH GUIÑA
has a link with Arkansas
1/30/5E:2
EARDLEY, ROBERT JACK
candidate for 2nd House District seat 4/27/1B:3
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1B:2

EASTER
notes on the season 4/10/5E:5

EAVESDROPPING
electronic devices widely used 5/29/1E:1

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN
world-wide in concern 6/26/1E:1

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - ARKANSAS
growth shown in first quarter of 1966 6/6/2A:1

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT
Arkansas leads South in programs 1/3/2A:1
see also Economic Opportunity Office

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY OFFICE
explains how to set up community centers 3/13/4C:7
federal officials surprised by Pulaski County complaint 9/15/1A:2
grants for 2 state projects approved 3/10/1A:5
Pulaski EOA probe called for 9/14/1A:4
see also poverty regional economic development

ECONOMICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Arkansas State Council wins Freedom award 2/22/1B:7
Budget Director addresses economics workshop 8/3/12A:1
Kazanjian awards winners 10/11/1B:6
state is a leader in economic education 1/19/1B:3
5/8/1E:1
workshop of Economic Education 7/17/24A:1

EDUCATION
accreditation ratings of schools mislead public on quality, Ford says 12/21/19A:1

EDUCATION (continued)
accreditation remarks by Ford rapped by Parsons 12/22/12A:3
Arkansas ranks near bottom in NEA report 3/27/8A:1
Arkansas schools designed to produce second class citizens, educator says 8/30/18:2
artmobile for schools is planned 5/19/5A:7
calculating machines used to help state math pupils 8/28/15A:2
college students list gripes about teachers 1/9/15D:7
DFA urges changes in program 6/29/20A:1
Dunbar Junior High employs new ideas 10/16/20A:1
"Education of the Disadvantaged" conference 2/13/16C:1 2/22/1B:2
Elementary school development plan studied by state advisory group 3/30/18A:1
Ford lists Arkansas gains of 1965 1/2/11A:1
Ford says state failing its children 12/17/2A:3
Ford says state will go forward 9/8/3A:7
junior high school accreditation studied by Education Dept 10/19/10A:3
kindergarten amendment title approved for ballot 4/13/1B:2
master plan needed by state 2/20/12A:6
meeting called by Ford on improving school quality 11/30/18:5
Montessori method making come-back at Little Rock 6/26/5A:1
music education grows in state 2/25/1B:2
new math creator fears it has become trivial 4/18/12A:2
nongraded primary schools in Little Rock 1/14/1A:4
Nova School, Fort Lauderdale, tries new notions of education 10/30/8A:3
EDUCATION (continued)
$107.8 million of state income spent for education
7/3/9A:1
Parsons say U.S. not to blame for woes 2/20/9A:1
pupils attending unaccredited schools total 4,000
9/24/3A:4
quality improvement is responsibility of state, Ford tells school men 12/6/18:2
regional education laboratory planned 4/15/18:5
research center established at Little Rock 5/27/1A:3
SCREL advisory group named 7/19/3A:6
SCREL director is Dr. Nelson 12/17/6A:5
SCREL seeks federal funds 9/27/10B:3
SCREL study of role of education in reducing poverty 11/22/1B:2
school district's size shown to affect quality 10/16/8A:1
small schools hinder youth, report says 3/27/10A:1
source of financing in U.S. 12/4/3E:1
state department staff shortages 4/8/18:2
state not ready for kindergartens, professor says 4/6/1A:3
sub-standard schools attended by 30,000 students in Arkansas 4/24/17A:1
under achievers could be helped in summer schools 1/7/1B:6
see also Arkansas Advisory Council on Public Elementary and Secondary Education economics - study and teaching Project Head Start reading school
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
see television in education

EGYPT
progress outlined by visitor 4/3/1C:2

ELECTION LAW
absentee ballot handling in Searcy County is before state supreme court 10/29/3A:1
absentee ballots must be in custody of county clerk says state supreme court 11/1/18:7
absentee voting procedure clarified by state supreme court 11/29/18:5
act to foil independent candidates ruled invalid 12/21/18:2
campaign literature may be distributed on election day 7/16/88B:7
5 laws attacked by Republicans 4/30/8A:1 5/27/10A:1
5 laws attacked by Republicans are ruled unconstitutional 7/21/1A:3
poll tax receipt not needed by candidates 8/18/18:6
public office holders can not serve as election commissioners 9/4/2A:1
single primary studied by ALC 8/13/2A:4
voters limited to 3 minutes in booth 10/27/11A:1
see also voter registration law

ELECTION RESEARCH COUNCIL
engages 26 lawyers to watch polls 11/3/4A:3
irregularities at a minimum in 1966 general election, chairman says 11/9/11A:1
11/23/7A:4
Schoenfeld named head 5/1/3A:6
ELECTIONS, 1954-1964
results of gubernatorial races in state 3/22/2A:1
ELECTIONS 1964
Madison County officials answer suit 1/5/1B:5 1/7/2A:1
ELECTIONS, 1964 (continued)
supreme court asked to review
decision on Madison County
officials 3/11/64:8
supreme court refuses contempt
against Madison officials
2/22/64:2

ELECTIONS, 1966
Arkansas
Congressional races varied
6/26/66:4:A:1
Gubernatorial candidates stump
at picnics 7/5/66:1:2
gubernatorial candidates visit
Pink Tomato festival
6/12/66:5:A:1
candidates for legislature
advised to file wherever
possible 1/5/66:2:A:7
"gentlemen agreements" increase
3/6/66:16:A:1
gubernatorial candidates agree
on limit of terms
6/19/66:1:2
primaries marked by several
"firsts" 7/24/66:1:2
state workers file for Pulaski
County Democratic Committee
supreme court says new district
is basis for election in 4th
House District 4/12/66:1:7
see also
bond elections
voting booths

ELECTIONS, 1966 - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY (continued)
gubernatorial candidates woo
labor 5/22/66:4:6
hopefuls waiting to see if
Faubus will run 3/27/66:4:A:1
legislature candidates filing
in counties only raises
legal question 4/29/66:15:B:2
5/6/66:1:8
legislature candidates who do
not file with Secretary of
State are ineligible
5/7/66:7:A:1
map of county votes in guber-
natorial race 8/3/66:8:A:5
Melton will try to defeat
Faubus 2/9/66:2:A:7
Negroes hope to bargain with
governor candidates
4/21/66:8
news service blamed for vote
mixup 8/6/66:2:A:3
official election results in
state-wide races 8/6/66:9:B:5
officials told to change
ballot in lieutenant gover-
nor's race 8/7/66:1:A:2
polls will be used by Democrat
rally at Fayetteville draws
34 persons 5/15/66:2:A:1
Sharp county voters must
choose election officials
on election day 7/26/66:1:B:4
7/27/66:1:B:3
see also
Alford, Dale
Basore, Joe
Bennett, Bruce
Billingsley, W. E.
Boyce, Sam
Brown, Lyle
Bryant, Kelly

ELECTIONS, 1966 - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY
Basore suit challenges Pulaski
ballots 7/29/66:1:A:2
Bennett calls for Faubus draft
Bennett hints at governor's
race, Faubus says 3/29/66:3:A:8
early election results
7/27/issue 7/28/issue
election results 7/29/issue
Faubus administration candidates
defeated 8/11/66:1:A:4
governor's race may draw large
field 4/2/66:5:A:1
gubernatorial candidate refuse
to negotiate 6/1/66:1:B:8
ELECTIONS, 1966 - DEMOCRATIC

PRIMARY (continued)
see also (continued)
  Bullion, Bruce T.
  Burleson, David J.
  Byrd, Conly F.
  Carpenter, Claude Jr
  Chandler, Winston
  Cheney, J. Orville
  Eardley, Robert Jack
  Evans, Jim
  Faubus, Orval E.
  Fogleman, John A.
  Gaskin, Joseph Ernest
  Gathings, E. C.
  Gentry, T. J.
  George, Charles L.
  Hall, Nancy
  Hays, Brooks
  Hendrix, Olen
  Holt, J. Frank
  James, Julian
  Johnson, Foster
  Johnson, Jim
  Johnson, Ralph
  Jones, Sam
  Jones, Jimmie
  Jones, J. Fred
  McClellan, John L.
  McMillan, Gus A.
  Mills, Arthur
  Mills, Wilbur D.
  Odom, Jess P.
  Phelps, Ralph A.
  Pilkington, James J.
  Purcell, Joe
  Rebsamen, Raymond
  Ross, James A.
  Stephens, Dan D.
  Stephens, W. R.
  Sulcer, Kenneth S.
  Thompson, Thomas Glen
  Trimble, James W.
  Tyler, T. E.
  Ward, Lee
  Whaley, Storm
  Whitbeck, Frank
  Woodward, Joe D.
  Woolsey, Mark E.

ELECTIONS, 1966 - DEMOCRATIC

PRIMARY, 2ND
  county officials told how to handle votes in mixed-up race 8/9/1A:3
  election results 8/10/issue
  election results in governor's race (map) 8/11/issue
  suit filed to prevent certification of results in Lieutenant Governor's race 8/9/1A:2
  suit to prevent certification of results in Lieutenant Governor's race dropped 8/11/1A:3

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL ELECTION
  ballot positions shuffled for machines 10/14/7A:3
  certification of vote held up in 7 counties 11/18/18:4
  certification of votes from all counties completed 11/22/18:6
  county races results 11/10/18:8:1
  Democrats try to stop use of Negroes' candidate lists 11/9/1A:4
  early returns in county, city, and district races 11/9/9A:1
  election commission omits Johnson choices from county panels 9/15/18:7
  election results 11/9/issue
  election results, governor, lieutenant-governor, congressional (by county) 11/10/4A:2
  500,000 expected to vote 11/8/1A:6
  general assembly winners (by district) 11/10/10A:1
  independents ruled ineligible by Chancery Court 9/30/23A:1
ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL ELECTION

independents ruled off ballot because of signature discrepancies 9/27/1B:5
irregularities at a minimum 11/9/11A:1 11/23/7A:4
municipal election results 11/10/10A:3 11/11/10A:1
Negroes firmly established as voting power 12/11/7A:7
Negroes shunned by Johnson were welcomed by Rockefeller 12/12/8A:1
official total results 11/24/3A:1
returns in lieutenant-governor race (by county) 11/11/2A:3
Rockefeller, Johnson face uncharted route in governor's race 9/30/7A:3
school consolidation act defeated 11/9/1A:4
Sebastian County dispute over counting procedure delays vote returns 11/10/2A:6
Sebastian vote "irregularities" called possible 11/23/1B:2

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN

Bella Vista road built through political influence, GOP says 10/2/3A:1
Cherokee Village road built through influence, GOP says 9/29/3A:1
GOP charge G & FC members used state plane for hunting trip 11/6/1A:3
GOP charges against G & FC members denied 11/8/1B:5
GOP officials deny 1-man party charge 11/8/1B:2
Ford, Gerald speaks at Huntsville 10/25/1B:6
GOP questions Johnson's tax payments 11/3/1A:2
Hampton suggests GOP file list of unneeded roads 9/29/3A:4
Nixon speaks at Ft. Smith for GOP 10/22/9A:2 10/29/1A:3

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN (continued)
tourist center called political by GOP 10/16/3A:1
see also
Britt, Maurice
Hammerschmidt, John Paul
Johnson, Jim
Jones, Demoss
Lowe, Lynn
Mitchum, N. P.
Pilkinton, James H.
Pryor, David H.
Purcell, Joe
Rockefeller, Winthrop
Thomasson, Jerry K.
Trimble, James W.

ELECTIONS, 1966 - REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

Rockefeller wins smashing victory 7/27/1B:4
ticket 4/28/4A:1
ticket closes 4/28/1A:3
see also
Britt, Henry M.
Britt, Maurice (Footsie)
Campbell, Leon (Muscles)
Hammerschmidt, John Paul
Karam, James T.
Lowe, Lynn
Rockefeller, Winthrop
Thomasson, Jerry K.

ELECTIONS, 1966 - SCHOOL ELECTIONS

board races results 9/28/1A:2;21A:1
Ft Smith recount leaves results unchanged 10/5/1B:2
Millage vote results 9/28/1A:2;22A:1
North Little Rock defeats millage 10/1/1A:4
school elections will be on Sept. 27 4/5/5A:2

ELECTIONS, 1966 - SPECIAL ELECTIONS

Arnold and Pryor in runoff 7/28/1A:3
Arnold files for 4th District House seat 1/21/1B:2
2/1/1B:4 4/13/9A:1
ELECTIONS, 1966 - SPECIAL
ELECTIONS (continued)
Arnold raps federal red tape
4/5/1A:7
Arnold views river work
4/14/1B:8
Beeson lawsuit to decide
legal procedures for 4th
district election
1/25/1A:4
Beeson suit seeks ruling on
election in 4th district
1/18/12A:4
Bennett won't seek house seat
2/9/2A:8
candidates for 4th district
congressional seat
1/2/7A:1
candidates for 4th district
house seat outline stands
1/12/1B:5
Dawson drops plans for 4th
district house race
3/9/1B:4
Democrats say special primary
may be impossible 2/16/1A:3
Democrats stick to election plans
in 4th district 1/18/12A:2
Democrats to call special primary
in 4th House District
1/12/8A:7
Faubus hints at delay in 4th
district house election
3/3/1B:4
Faubus says he won't run for
4th district house seat
1/14/1B:3
Federal court injunction against
election in Old 4th House
district 1/15/1A:3
4th district house election
coincides with general
election 8/20/9A:1
10/11/1B:5
4th district house seat can't
be filled in old district
2/12/1A:2
4th district special primary
set 4/26/1B:7
GOP sets primary for 4th district
1/24/1A:4
Honey announces candidacy for
4th district seat 1/23/4A:1
Honey files for 4th district
seat 2/16/1A:4
Honey loses race 7/28/1A:3
house race fees refused
2/15/1A:7
Independent fails filling try
for Harris seat 2/10/9A:1
Jones, Jimmie files for 4th
district house seat
1/13/4A:1 2/8/1B:8
Jones, Jimmie withdraws from
4th district race
3/26/5A:3
Jones, John Harris chides
foes for not fighting in
Vietnam 4/13/1B:6
Jones, John Harris is candi-
date for 4th district house
seat 4/28/1A:3
Jones, John Harris loses race
7/28/1A:3
Lowe certified as Republican
candidate 2/15/1B:2
Lowe confronts Faubus on 4th
district vote 4/6/2A:1
Lowe criticizes election
delay 2/23/1B:5
Lowe denies Birch membership
2/13/3C:3
Miller Democrats favor primary
in 4th district 1/5/1B:5
Murphy endorsed by labor
5/13/3A:1
Murphy loses race 7/28/1A:3
Murphy opens campaign with
attack on opponents
7/14A:1
Pryor and Arnold in runoff
7/28/1A:3
Pryor and Lowe file for 4th
district seat 1/27/1B:4
Pryor calls for date for
special election 8/11/5A:3
Pryor criticizes U.S. agencies
4/24/17A:1
Pryor plans Vietnam trip if
elected 6/24/2A:1
ELECTIONS, 1966 - SPECIAL
ELECTIONS (continued)
Republicans call for special election in 4th congressional district 1/4/18A:2
Republicans say Democrats hold up election in 4th district 2/17/18A:3
special election in 4th house district matter for courts, Bennett says 2/19/5A:1
special election in 4th house district must be in new district says supreme court 3/29/18B:4
special election in 4th house district to be in new district court rules 2/22/1A:5
special election plan in 4th house district unlawful, suit charges 3/19/5A:3
ELECTIONS, 1966
CALIFORNIA
California gubernatorial race is wide open 10/16/1E:1
ELECTIONS, 1966
NATIONAL
campaigning of LBJ, assets and liability 10/9/1E:1
ELECTIONS, INC
campaign lists of Governor Faubus are used 5/14/9A:3
formed to aid political campaigns 5/13/1A:4
ELEVEN POINT DAM (PROPOSED)
see Water Valley Dam (Proposed)
ELM-DISEASES AND PESTS
Dutch elm disease now in 31 counties 10/8/3A:7
ELNA M. SMITH FOUNDATION
passion play amphitheater planned 12/2/4A:1
to open Wolf house as a museum 1/20/18B:5
see also Christ of the Ozarks
EMPHYSEMA
University of Arkansas Medical Center research project 1/30/14A:1
EMPLOYEES, STATE
Faubus denies screening Negro applicants 1/28/1A:5
job classification 5/8/3E:1
job classification progress is slow 10/16/3E:1
job classification tackled by ALC 12/2/15A:1
lawsuit by Negroes attacks screening 1/27/1A:2
2/10/18B:3, 4 2/25/2A:1
2/15/18A:1
Maner, Ernest renounces pension during working years 5/15/1A:3
Negroes to get consideration from Rockefeller 12/14/18B:8
quasi-judicial commission act, votes in General Assembly 5/19/10A:5
quasi-judicial commission pension plan 5/12/1A:2
5/17/18B:3
quasi-judicial commission will not be in call for special session of General Assembly 4/13/18B:8
quasi-judicial employee gets pension for 27 days service 5/17/18B:4
Quasi-judicial Retirement System attacked 5/11/1A:5; 2A:4
Republicans are cutting "deadwood" 11/27/3E:5
retirement plans vary widely 5/22/3E:1
will be fired for bookie gambling 3/9/2A:4
EMPLOYMENT
Arkansas statistics for 1965 7/20/2A:2
Civil Service opens office in Little Rock 12/25/10A:7
ESD has 500 jobs at Little Rock 12/23/18B:3
jobless rate in state lowest since 1953 5/2/98:1
labor force almost gone in state 6/2/3A:3
Little Rock unemployment is low 5/19/4A:3
EMPLOYMENT (continued)
Pulaski County employs 20,000
in industry 10/1/1A:5

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DIVISION
pay raises for 636 employees
4/14/3A:1
surplus funds at end of 1965
1/11/1B:8

ENCEPHALITIS
cases suspected in Arkansas
9/13/14B:7
Ft. Smith child dies
10/21/30A:1
mosquito trapper in state to
hunt culex 9/16/3A:2
mosquitoes to be tested for
virus 9/17/3A:4
suspected in 5 new cases
9/20/1B:2

ENCHANCED HILLS
new support for proposed
park 10/15/3A:1

ENGLAND, MARTHA W.
Shakespeare authority
10/9/5E:2

ENTERTAINMENT
Animals, Herman's Hermits
to appear in Little Rock
6/29/1B:2
home entertainment 11/29/Sec.C

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Arkansas native becomes bishop
6/1/2A:2
retreat singers are popular
6/25/6A:4

EUREKA SPRINGS
told to tighten city practices
3/16/1B:2

EVANS, JAMES (JIM)
files for 3rd district house
seat 2/27/2A:3 4/19/12A:4
loses bid for nomination
7/28/1B:2

EVANS, JAMES (JIM) (continued)
recount of entire election
asked 8/6/2A:2

EVENING SHADE
memorial planned
8/14/5E:2

EVOLUTION
appeal of teaching ban
decision goes to state
supreme court 6/22/2A:3
Bales - Davis debate set
6/16/1B:4 6/21/1B:3
Bales will lecture rather
than debate 6/30/3A:2
Davis will offer poison to
Bales 6/28/1A:4
debate draws large crowd
6/29/1A:6
denounced by Pulaski County
preachers 4/1/4A:4
expert examines theory of
Darwin 3/1/7A:1
3/2/7A:1 3/4/7A:1
3/3/7A:1 3/6/3E:1
history of antievolution in
Arkansas 4/24/1E:1
scientists support theory
6/28/2A:1
viewpoint of Harding professor
4/4/7A:1 5/6/7A:1
4/5/7A:1
see also
school laws - Arkansas

EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT
ASSOCIATION
see
aeronautics

EYE
Cornea transplants at
University of Arkansas
Medical Center
1/2/15A:1
FAGAN, ANNA
obituary 12/24/10B:2

FAIRS
Baxter County had pioneer fair 7/17/5E:2
state finances most county fairs 9/18/1C:2
see also
Arkansas Livestock Exposition

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
rural loan program 5/1/14C:3

FAUBUS, FARRELL
joins staff of Arkansas Commerce Commission 6/3/18:2
resigns from attorney-general staff, replaced by cousin 3/16/13B:1
see also
Elections, Inc.

FAUBUS, JOHN SAMUEL
obituary 8/25/1A:4

FAUBUS, ORVAL E.
AHD pay raise just a slip-up 4/14/18:7
acts like candidate for 7th term 3/6/1A:4
admits administration tired 7/10/15A:1
advice to gubernatorial candidates 4/29/18:8
advises gubernatorial candidates to file 3/23/9A:6
appeals for kindness for candidates 6/25/3A:7
appointed to advisory panel of OEO 1/23/17:7
Arkansas Highway Commission impeachment rumors confirmed 5/13/1A:2
attends fund-raising dinner in Houston 4/28/1A:2
automobiles given by employees 12/21/1B:5
bank interest rise opposed 12/15/1B:5
chronology of terms as governor 3/22/1A:5
comment on mixup in lieutenant governor's race 8/6/1A:5
comments on Bennett call for draft 3/31/1A:3

FAUBUS, ORVAL E. (continued)
comments on Jim Johnson nomination 8/11/1A:2
comments on primary elections 8/3/8A:2
congratulations sent to Wallaces 5/5/2A:7
defends administration against DFA charges 1/6/16A:1
delays comment on isolated paving 3/4/1B:5
delays political plans announcement 3/3/1A:4
Democratic gubernatorial nominee faces fight in general election 7/19/18:5
denies knowing Act 148 of 1965 was so liberal 5/19/1A:2
denies knowing Smith to get pension 5/12/2A:2
discloses secret meeting on candidates for governor's race 4/20/18:7
discounts Negro bloc vote 5/5/4A:1
driver fee increase urged to aid state police 12/22/8A:3
favors keeping anti-evolution law 4/5/10B:8
federal spending must be reduced to curb inflation 9/30/2A:1
fires wardens in Tucker Farm scandal 9/2/1A:6
First Baptist Church speech scores press, intellectuals 12/19/3A:2
Florida vacation planned to cure throat infection 2/8/1B:5
frees his supporters for election 4/21/1B:6
friends could aid Johnson 9/24/8A:4
Fulbright hearings are improper 7/8/2A:6
Fulbright hearings encourage enemy 10/14/1B:5
future political plans include Senate race 9/4/12A:1
FAUBUS, ORVAL E. (continued)

has decided on plans, delays announcement 3/18/1A:2
has worn many labels 3/22/1A:6
Hays leading in campaign 6/29/1A:3
helps Rockefeller review budgets 11/15/1B:7
highway department pay raises 4/8/1A:5
hits back at Republicans 1/5/10B:7
hopes for 7th term shattered by AHD furor 4/12/1A:2
horse show bills paid with public funds 1/29/1A:5
2/19/1A:2
Johnson says trying to start own draft 2/13/3A:3
Johnson stand blocked due release 12/12/1A:3
joins Johnson campaign 10/14/1B:7
knows about poll, aide says 2/15/3A:7
leads group to Washington to oppose state limit on taxing 3/5/9A:5 3/12/9A:1 3/9/1B:5
letter outline planks for 7th term 3/18/2A:6
Los Angeles visit may be extended 6/29/1B:7
Maddox victory in Georgia praised 9/30/1B:3
Madison County vote records should be available to Republicans 5/19/12C:7
misled newsmen on Stephens' interest in governor's race 4/6/1B:6
money for house accepted 3/9/1A:4
money for house sought by friends 2/18/1A:4 2/19/5A:2
Negroes due a post on state board of education 6/2/16A:5
not responsible for 7th term talk 2/25/1B:7

FAUBUS, ORVAL E. (continued)
opposes Vietnamese hearings 2/5/3A:6
pleads for Johnson election 10/23/1A:2
poll at Berryville shows him losing 3/5/3A:1
poll at Ft. Smith shows him winning 3/17/11A:4
poll at Paragould shows him losing 2/23/2A:2
poll to measure 7th term changes 2/12/1A:4 2/25/13A:2
portrait hung in capitol 12/29/1B:5
praises Johnson in speech to Negroes 1/22/3A:6
protests rate increase on auto insurance 11/23/1A:6
quasi-judicial repeal not urgent 5/20/10A:7
race attitudes have not changed 7/13/4A:7
road bond issue defeat is major failure 6/10/1B:6
Rockefeller would bring machine rule 8/5/14A:3
rules out race for 7th term 3/22/1A:5
says Conway County situation just political 2/5/8A:2
says draft-card burners treated too lightly 2/24/1B:3
says Gordon passed up chance to run for governor 4/1/4A:2
says he will be happy to leave office 4/1/4A:1
says Jim Johnson must work to solidify party 8/31/4A:4
says news 'smart alecks' are big headache 5/6/1B:5
says only he can defeat Rockefeller 2/24/1A:3
says polls show he could win 1/11/12A:6
says Republicans may see records of any state agency 4/6/12B:3
slip indicates he is running 3/21/1A:7
FAUBUS, ORVAL E. (continued)
  speeches beat handshakes in campaign 6/14/18B:5
  state income increase expected to continue 10/13/9B:1
  talked with President about Ozarka 3/5/9A:1
  tells county judges to make rural area better place to live 1/28/12A:1
  testifies on poverty 3/11/1B:3
  text of announcement that he will not seek 7th term 3/22/2A:5
  Trimble warned of strength of opponent 11/16/11A:1
  university status for ASC approved 6/10/18B:4
  Vietnam tour planned 6/10/14B:4
  Wallace can win presidency in 1968 9/19/1A:2
  warns Democrats about name calling 7/15/1B:2
  Washington trip for Ozarka ceremony 2/27/3A:2
  welfare checks raised by $2.00 2/3/1A:4
  welfare checks raised to pay medicare 2/26/1A:3
  welfare raises announced 9/2/1A:6
  white backlash nominated Johnson 9/19/1A:3
  will support all Democrats 9/15/1A:4
  women lavishly praised for governmental work 11/16/1B:7
  won't run for 4th district house seat 1/14/1B:3
  see also Elections, 1966
  gambling

FAUBUS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
  buys Waldron paper 1/13/2A:2

FAYETTEVILLE (ARKANSAS)
  pigeon eradication program 3/18/16A:4

FELLOWSHIPS
  see scholarships

FERRIES
  Toad Suck, Pendleton 5/1/4E:1

FINLEY, MELVIN
  famous showman 2/6/4E:1

FIREWORKS
  cracker balls to be returned for export only 1/25/1B:2

FIRST AID
  Medical Self-Help program has benefitted 40,000 in state 1/19/9A:4

FISHING - ARKANSAS
  fishing records 4/17/4B:2 5/1/4B:5

FLOODS
  Greene County residents seek watershed project 1/7/1B:3
  hundreds driven from homes in Northeast Arkansas 1/3/1A:2
  Northeast Arkansas counties aid denied 2/22/1B:5
  Northwest Arkansas counties seek U.S. aid 1/5/1B:4
  Northwest Arkansas surveys damage 1/4/1B:4

FLORIDA, GEORGE AND ANDREW
  tax judgment appealed 4/7/10:2
  tax judgment is $6.4 million 2/9/2A:1

FLYING SAUCERS
  Ohio deputy destitute after UFO report 10/9/14A:3
  rainmaker says he is responsible 8/18/1B:6
  sightings reported in state 8/17/1B:2

FOGLEMAN, JOHN A.
  candidate for supreme court post 4/26/1B:4
  wins supreme court post 8/10/1A:5

FOLK FESTIVALS
  Arkansas Folk Festival (Mountain View) 3/26/17A:5
  4/10/4E:1

FOLKLORE
  Judging a man as potential husband 1/2/5E:2
FOLKLORE (continued)
Rackensack Society revives a
tage 2/13/4E:1
weather predicting 12/11/4E:1
FOOD
frozen food industry opposes
regulation code 10/22/1A:3
FOOD POISONING
antitoxin flown to Stuttgart
boy 2/18/5A:1
FOOD RELIEF
Arkansas County gets stamps
3/30/1B:7
food stamp program praised
2/20/3A:7
new counties added
1/23/10A:3 5/3/5A:1
FORD, EDSEL
gets top poetry award
1/21/1A:3
FOREIGN AID
see
economic assistance
FORESTS AND FORESTRY
Mena had disastrous fire in
1963 4/3/4E:1
national forests pay their
share in taxes 7/10/1C:1
new directory points up state's
resources 7/24/6E:4
timber purchases by U.S,
better lumber industry
5/8/1C:1
weather observers help prevent
fire 1/2/5E:2
FT. CHAFFEE
feature article 4/17/2A:1
Fort Smith
city rift heads for showdown
12/18/24A:1
dispute over vacancy on
commission turned over to
committee 12/20/1B:2
efforts to fill city vacancy
fail 12/22/1B:2
FT. SMITH MARSHALS' MUSEUM
(PROPOSED)
plans revealed 4/3/4E:1
FT. SMITH JUNIOR COLLEGE
see Westark Junior College

FOSSILS
Ozark fossils get world-wide
attention 11/4/18:4
rare fossil discovered at
Russellville 3/26/7C:1

4 H CLUBS
Arkansas youths attend Washington
Conference 3/13/4E:3
FRANCE
Cultural attaché for Arkansas
region 1/8/5A:2

FRAUD
Anti-Fraud Committee of Texas
to operate in state
7/19/14A:2
FREEDOM FOUNDATIONS AWARDS
Arkansas State Council on
Economic Education
2/22/1A:7
FREEDOM SCHOOLS
see
civil rights
FUDGE, ROBERT
obituary 4/1/128:2
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM
advocate of exploring alter-
natives 6/19/3E:1
asks CIA to review use of
disguised conclusions
4/30/7A:1
assassination attempt discussed
by minutemen 4/8/4A:3
believes U.S, prolonging
Vietnam conflict 4/1/19/1A:6
bid to debate war is blocked
2/3/1A:6
biographical sketch 1/25/4A:4
bombing of Hanoi step toward
Chinese intervention
6/30/1A:5 7/1/1A:6
book by Coffin tells how
differences with LBJ came
11/17/17A:1
calls for "calming" war in
Vietnam 9/4/1A:7
calls for more foreign aid
through World Bank
4/2/1A:5 4/7/1B:5
calls for recognition of
Viet Cong 2/21/1A:7
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM (continued)
candidate on Kennedy ticket proposed 9/11/1A:E:1
China hearings suspended 3/30/8A:3
China situation hearings 3/7/1A:6 3/9/1A:6
China threat is small 3/1/1B:2
China will fight if war expanded 9/25/1A:6
Cite growing fear of Chinese war 2/9/1A:5
collides with McNamara on Vietnam 3/4/1A:3
defends war protests 4/22/1A:5
denies "Jekyll-Hyde" label of Swedish press 12/5/1A:1
disagreement with Vietnam policy brings mixed reaction at home 2/6/3A:1
Dominican Republic election does not acquit U.S. 7/3/1A:1
efforts to divorce Congress from LBJ fail 3/5/1A:6
escalation commitments of Johnson attacked 7/19/1A:3
fears Johnson building Asian Doctrine 7/23/1A:6
fears U.S. eliminating chance for peace 2/10/1A:6
fears U.S. may fight war in Thailand 9/1/1A:6
Files, Jack D. appointed aide 12/21/1A:3
foreign aid bill may be turned over to Morse 1/8/1A:3
glum about Vietnam prospects 4/5/1A:7
hints junkets used to manage news 8/18/1A:4
hopes inquiry will avert major war 2/13/1A:6
inspiration gone in Great Society 10/15/1A:1
invitations to speak total 734 5/8/4A:8
mail favors Vietnam stand 2/21/1A:5
Manila trip by President in political move to get votes 9/28/1A:8
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM (continued)
neutral SE Asia Proposal 3/2/1A:5
neutralization plan for SE Asia 10/10/1A:6
note from Vietnam says U.S. losing 2/19/1A:1
opposition to Vietnam policy reaffirmed 8/23/1A:7
panel hears China described as "paper tiger" 3/19/1A:6
panel may deepen probe of war 2/22/1A:6
President Johnson has overwhelming support on Vietnam 9/30/1A:6
probe of U.S. foreign policies will be renewed 12/5/1A:3
proposes reconvening of Geneva Conference 2/2/1A:7
proposes U.S. withdrawal from Asia 3/23/1A:6
Reds told Johnson has strong support 8/16/1A:5
regrets some of his remarks because of their interpretation 5/18/1A:6
rift with LBJ denied 1/28/11B:6
rift with LBJ reported closing 1/26/1A:4 1/27/1A:2
says defense costs 59c out of $1.00 2/10/16A:3
says Senate still may debate war 2/1/1A:6
says U.S. following same path to ruin as Germany 4/29/1A:6
says vital interest not involved in Vietnam 2/19/1A:8
schedules major Vietnam talks 3/17/12A:7
seeks reopening of Vietnam debate 5/10/1A:6
seeks showdown on policy in Asia 9/21/1A:5
sees no legal basis for U.S. in war 1/29/1A:6
seminar on European problems may be held 4/3/1A:2
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM (continued)
Senate heeds plea for rejection of 2-year plan for aid
7/20/1A:7
signs petition asking that desegregation asking that
nullified 5/15/1A:2
suggests changes to avoid war with China 5/6/1A:6
tells Harrison audience its no fun to be at odds with LBJ 11/15/1A:4
tells U of A graduates why he questions war 6/5/1A:2
Thailand may become another Vietnam 10/3/10A:1
Thailand secrecy weakens democracy 10/4/9A:7

FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM (continued)
unilateral cutback by L.S. in Vietnam favored 9/17/1A:6
U.S. offer to halt bombing is right step 9/23/1A:7
Vietnam, Great Society cannot co-exist 10/20/16A:4
Vietnam hearing to go on without help of LBJ 2/8/1A:6
Vietnam war felt on domestic front 11/19/1A:3
war protest gained little 10/27/13A:1
see also
Congressional Delegation - Arkansas
GAMBLING

bookmaking is big business 2/23/1A:2
CUAG reacts to bombing of homes 4/2/10A:4
Faubus doubts authority to act 3/16/1B:5
Faubus offers state police to fight bookies 2/25/1B:2
Hot Springs check finds no devices in sight 3/9/2A:7
Hot Springs is wide open 3/8/7A:1
Jamica Turf Club sends illegal tickets to state 2/12/10A:1
speakeasies thrive at Hot Springs 6/12/12A:8
state employees using bookies will be fired 3/9/2A:4
state police not doing its job, legislator says 4/22/1B:2
state police probe ordered 3/9/1A:3
see also Churches United Against Gambling
dog racing
horse racing
Hot Springs
GANUS, CLIFTON L. JR
endorses Holt for governor 8/5/1B:5
GASKIN, JOSEPH ERNEST
arrested on Lee County warrants 4/13/15B:5 5/14/9A:2
bound over in Lee County charges 6/22/1B:2
candidate for Secretary of State 4/28/1A:3
hearing postponed 5/21/8A:3 6/7/1B:2
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1B:8
pays $1,600, suit dropped 8/18/1B:4
seeks $1,600 in suit 8/17/7A:3
GASSVILLE
revived by shirt plant, water system 1/16/5E:2
GATHINGS, E. C.
elevated to vice-chairman of House Agriculture Committee 11/10/10A:2
files for house seat 4/12/12A:2
poll shows disfavor of LBJ acts 6/5/3A:6
refunds unused contributions 9/13/3A:4
reveals personal finances in House 8/12/14A:5
says coalition to be revived in Congress 11/15/1B:8
wins nomination 7/28/1B:2
see also Congressional Delegation - Arkansas
GAY, ELLERY C.
obituary 1/2/17A:1
GENEALOGY
Deaton, Goodin family 5/1/5E:2
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
extended sessions possible, study shows 12/1/7A:3
legislative reforms recommended 12/8/1A:3
map of house and senate districts as approved by U.S. Supreme Court 3/1/2A:1
GENERAL ASSEMBLY - LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
change in school census dates proposed 5/14/10A:4
debt adjuster ban recommended 3/18/28A:1
Galyean urges early filing of bills 2/12/10A:4
insurance probe demanded 2/18/1A:2 3/18/1B:5
simplified state tax law asked 3/12/6A:3
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1966 - SPECIAL SESSION (PROPOSED)
Faubus says both gubernatorial nominees could see plans 9/10/10A:3
may be called on Medicare 3/3/15A:1
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1966 - SPECIAL SESSION (PROPOSED) (continued)
teacher salaries, welfare, texts would be considered
8/30/1A:5
unlikely to meet in 1966
10/4/1B:2
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967
ALC decides to submit own program 11/17/1A:4
ALC recommends code of ethics for officials 12/1/1A:3
ALC votes to help Rockefeller speed up budget requests
11/30/1A:4
Cockrill is assured of house speakership 11/17/3A:4
Cockrill names 15 new chairmen 11/25/4A:1
Cockrill takes all Old Guard members off House Efficiency Committee 11/19/2A:1
emergency fund for governor will carry restrictions
12/1/7A:5
freshman legislators attend school 12/6/9A:4
independence may be vigorous
11/20/3E:5
membership changes result of elections 8/14/1A:5
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - APPROPRIATIONS
ALC acts on budget requests 12/15/10A:1
ALC approvals would require $202.3 millions 12/29/7A:3
college budgets approved by CCHEF are denied by ALC
12/18/5C:1
college budgets as approved by CCHEF adopted by ALC
12/20/8A:1
education budgets approved by ALC 12/21/8A:1
Hogan approves Rockefeller budget 12/14/1A:3
Rockefeller makes budget requests known 12/13/1A:2
welfare raises approved by ALC 12/17/10B:1
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - HOUSE
bipartisan cooperation pledged 12/6/1A:4
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - SENATE
Bearden lauds Rockefeller, will assist legislative program 12/16/16A:1
committee appointments plan result of 1965 law
12/1/2A:6
committee appointments will not be made by Britt
11/27/1A:3 11/29/1A:6
parliamentarian request by Britt sets off furor
12/3/8A:1
parliamentarian will be provided for Britt
12/12/1A:3
pre-legislative session sets plans 12/12/1A:3
GENTRY, T. J.
candidate for supreme court
3/29/1B:6 4/3/10A:5
loses race for supreme court 8/10/1A:5
panel quashed by successor 4/8/3A:1
GEORGE, CHARLES L.
considers entering governor's race 4/21/18:8
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD PARK
Arkansas monument dedicated
6/19/4C:1
GIRL SCOUTS
Lady Baden-Powell visits state
3/25/18:3 3/27/3A:3
GORDON, NATHAN
supports Hays for governor
4/15/1A:3
will not run for lieutenant governor 3/26/5A:1
GOVERNMENT, COUNTY
see county government
GOVERNMENT, MUNICIPAL
see municipal government
GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN
see women
GREAT DECISIONS, 1966
Africa, Sub-Saharah region
2/27/1E:1
Atlantic Alliance 2/20/1E:1
3/4/4A:5
Israel in the Arab World
2/13/1E:1
Japan's future 3/13/1E:1
Latin America 3/20/1E:1
3/31/1B:3
making of foreign policy
3/26/1E:1
Mrs. Powell, at 83, is active
participant 1/23/10A:5
program begins with Vietnam
1/9/1A:2
Russia after Khruschev
3/6/1E:1
Russian co-existence favored
by state group 3/18/4A:1
Vietnam heads list
1/30/4A:1
Vietnamese war 2/6/1E:1
Vietnamese war escalation
favored by state group
2/18/1B:2

GREAT SOCIETY
see
U.S. - Social Policy
GREATHOUSE FAMILY
house restored near Conway
7/10/4E:1
GREEN THUMB PROJECT
see
roads
GREERS FERRY LAKE
economy of area blooms
9/4/4B:2
Fairfield Bay project
1/30/1C:1
GULLEY, CARSON
famous chef 5/1/4E:2
GULLEY, TOM
car plunges into river, body
not found 11/25/1A:7
recovery of body from White
River 12/3/1A:4
search for body continues
11/26/1A:2
GUNN, JAMES V.
obituary
12/11/3C:3
HALE, MILAS H.  
candidate for prosecuting attorney 4/7/1B:3

HALL, NANCY  
candidate for state treasurer 2/15/5A:2

HAMMERSCHMIDT, JOHN PAUL  
campaign opening 9/13/2A:8  
candidate for 3rd House District seat 4/27/1B:8  
defeats Trimble for congressional seat 11/10/1A:2  
early returns in general election indicate close race 11/9/1A:5  
may run for Congress 4/14/2A:2

HANSEN, WILLIAM W.  
see Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

HARVEY COLLEGE  
Collegiate Players tour 5/8/10A:5  
Freedom Forum speaker says America careless with freedom 4/20/1B:2  
Freedom Forum told work, Christianity can beat Communism 4/22/4A:4  
Freedom Forum warned tax, inflation may ruin U.S. 4/21/4A:4  
wins big business contest 5/8/2C:5

HARRRELL, JOHN ROBERT  
auction of seized silver dollars 9/15/2A:1

HARRIS, OREN E.  
returns to state to prepare for new duties 1/21/1B:4  
sworn in as federal judge 2/4/1B:5

HAWKINS, MARLIN  
Bennett says Mahan can't oppose 6/15/1B:3  
taxpayers' suit revived by supreme court 11/22/1B:7  
see also Wirges - Hawkins dispute

HAYDEN, CARL  
biographical sketch 3/27/9A:1

HAYS, BROOKS  
agriculture would benefit from his election 7/22/1B:2  
Arkansas State College status should be left to Coordinating Commission 5/19/10A:4  
asserts his strong support of Democrats 4/29/14B:5  
auto tag mail purchase proposal 7/20/1B:3  
campaign managers named 5/29/18A:3  
campaign will be on high plane 6/21/5A:1  
car license through mail 5/13/10A:5  
cities need state aid with problems 7/17/18A:2  
citizen band radio installed 7/15/1B:4  
considers entering governor's race 4/7/8A:3  
constitutional amendments favored 7/13/10A:3  
describes blind attacks of federal government 7/14/3A:7  
education age restrictions would be lifted 6/3/18B:7  
education helps cure poverty 11Is 1/9/10A:1  
edorses Holt for runoff 7/30/1A:3  
family services agency proposal 7/9/3A:2  
federal aid coordination agency plan 7/16/6A:2  
files for governor's race 4/15/1A:3;2A:3  
gambling laws would be enforced 5/15/2A:1  
good government is key to industrial growth 6/8/9A:3  
highway safety panel proposed 7/6/18A:1  
joins University of Massachusetts 8/24/4A:4  
"know-how" pledge renewed 7/10/4A:1  
leading in campaign, Faubus thinks 6/29/1A:3
HAYS, BROOKS (continued)
legal services of state would be merged 6/25/3A:3
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1A:6
Medicare praised 7/2/3A:3
Miller, Mitch assists campaign 7/8/3A:1
Miller, Mitch helps raise funds 7/1/1B:3
opens campaign at Russellville 6/18/3A:1
points to past, looks ahead 7/24/3A:5
poll shows him leading 5/28/6A:7
poll tax would end 7/19/1B:7
raising income is goal 6/23/4A:1
regional juvenile offender center proposed 5/18/1B:6
registers as voter 3/24/1B:2
3/25/1B:8
teacher salaries would be increased 5/11/2A:2
teacher salary increase proposal 7/12/12A:4
ties to state never cut 7/23/6A:3
tourist trade proposals 5/27/4A:4
training schools proposal 7/7/3A:2
transit authority proposal 6/28/1B:6
urged to enter governor's race 3/11/1A:3 3/22/2A:2
urges spending more on education 5/30/3A:3
views on federal-state relations 4/30/2A:2
welfare checks would be increased 5/7/3A:7
welfare plan is hoax, Johnson says 5/9/6B:4
welfare plan no hoax 5/14/3A:7
women would be appointed 5/26/2A:2
HEAD START PROJECT
see Project Head Start

HEALTH
Climatic of Clinton workers hit by strange illness 10/15/6A:4
UHF broadcasts may affect health 11/2/10A:3
State Department of Health is a guardian of safety 9/18/4E:1
State Department of Health lists 52 new jobs 1/6/2A:1

HEALTH - FACILITIES
Jonesboro facility proposal received favorably in Washington 10/18/9A:2
Jonesboro health complex funds sought 10/13/18:8
Magnolia Monticello, picked for mental health facilities 12/17/7A:1

HEART - SURGERY
artificial valve placed in heart of Clinton man 3/24/1B:4
artificial valve placed in heart of Hickory Ridge man 5/17/1B:2
artificial valve placed in heart of Morrilton man 5/4/1B:6
open-heart embolectomy performed at Arkansas Baptist 12/6/11A:6

HEIMAN, HUGO
obituary 8/2/10B:1

HELENA
debates use of Hindman gift 3/12/8A:4 4/26/1B:3

HENDERSON STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
enrollment record set 10/13/1B:7
library building grant approved 2/16/1B:6

HENDRIX, OLEN
considers race for governor 3/31/1B:6
seeks re-election to senate 4/19/1B:4

HENDRIX COLLEGE
Ford grants $1.5 million on matching basis 6/27/1A:2
Hendrix College (continued)
Fund drive nets $100,000 in
Conway 9/30/68:1
Gift of $15,000 given by
students 12/21/68:4
Gift of $150,000 from Steele
10/7/84:3
Library gift of $300,000
received 12/18/24A:1
Murphy Foundation gives
$100,000 12/2/22A:1
$70,000 in gifts announced
10/16/15A:4
Tax dispute over gift of land
9/25/15A:1 9/28/5A:1
$20,000 gift from Alice-Sidney
Oil 11/2/1B:6
$20,000 gift from Education
Facilities lab 1/14/25A:1

Hicks, Walter E.
See
Arkansas Highway Department
Higgins, Marguerite
Obituary 1/4/12B:4
Highways
See
Roads
Hildebrand, Joe
Citizen rights restored
2/10/18:6

HISTORY - Arkansas (continued)
Arkansans had part in founding
American Legion 3/13/4E:1
Baxter County fair 7/17/5E:2
Benton County's Cave Springs
8/7/4E:1
Cutter pushed Hot Springs with
tour guides 6/12/5E:2
DeMoss writes Arkansas song
9/25/5E:2
drug store at Hot Springs fore-
runner of Walgreen's
7/3/5E:2
Evening Shade 8/14/5E:2
Finley, Melvin, showman
2/6/4E:1
Ft Smith marshals 4/3/4E:1
Garland house is restored
12/4/5E:2
Gettysburg monument 6/19/4C:1
Governor's race, 1904
3/6/6E:1

HISTORY - Arkansas (continued)
Greathouse house restored
near Conway 7/10/4E:1
Jones, Mary S. collected
autographs 6/12/4E:1
Little Rock trolley cars
11/13/4E:1
Little Rock's main street,
1860 (drawings) 10/16/6E:2
Mobley cave house at Prairie
Grove 11/6/4E:1
Morrilton's bridge is historic
2/27/5E:2
Mountain Home's Schoggen was
a true craftsman 8/28/5E:4
Parker, Isaac C. 4/3/4E:1
Pea Ridge streets mark historic
past 10/2/5E:2
Perciful, John - trapper who
owned Hot Springs 1/9/4E:1
Pioneer furniture tells a
story 2/6/4E:1
Pioneer wash day described
7/3/5E:5
Post offices "lost" in Arkansas
11/21/2A:1
Postponed execution at Jones-
boro angers crowd 5/22/6E:1
Potts Tavern at Pottsville
1/30/4E:1
Quapaws held bitter memories
of Red River 11/20/4E:1
Roosevelt, Franklin D. visits
state 5/29/4E:1
St Paul mail rider recalls
early days 7/10/5E:4
St Paul was early stage stop
7/10/5E:2
Saline County's Congo has
interesting history
5/22/4E:4
Springhouses served as
refrigerators 6/5/4E:1
Subiaco Academy 2/6/5E:1
Tontitown, established
8/14/4E:1
Villa Mare house at Little
Rock 12/11/4E:1
Wolf house at Mountain Home
1/20/18:5 4/24/8A:2
See also
Arkansas History Commission
Chronicles of Arkansas
HOBART, HENRY M.
obituary 2/15/10B:2

HOBBIES
knitting is popular at Piggot 11/13/5E:2
model railroads built by Arkansas Valley Club 12/25/50:2
painting with yarn 11/20/4E:4
see also arts and crafts

HOFFA, JAMES R.
Little Rock visit 10/16/1A:3

HOLMES, JOHN CLELLON
teaches at University of Arkansas 1/16/10A:4

HOLT, J. FRANK
avoids controversy in campaign 7/31/4A:1
COPE endorses 7/31/1A:3
candidate aids named 6/11/6A:4
campaign manager is Melton 6/23/4A:3
candidate for governor 4/25/1A:2 4/27/1A:4 4/26/1A:3
challenges foes to show domination 7/10/4A:1
change would be made in state positions 6/10/1B:6
code of conduct proposal 7/23/6A:1
condemns election mixup 8/6/1A:7
crime prevention program 7/15/1B:6
does not concede defeat on election night 8/10/4A:6
endorsed by Alford for runoff 7/29/1A:3
endorsed by Harding president 8/5/1B:5
endorsed by Hays for runoff 7/30/1A:3
endorsed by state AFL-CIO 8/5/3A:1
favored by teacher groups 8/4/1A:3
federal projects jeopardized if Johnson elected 8/3/1A:2
foes of Faubus era join forces to help campaign 8/3/1A:3

HOLT, J. FRANK (continued)
highway commission would be non-political 7/1/1B:5
ignores charges of machine candidate 7/8/3A:7
in runoff with Johnson 7/28/1A:6
job opportunity Information plan 7/17/18A:2
Johnson fighting 20th Century 8/5/1A:2
Johnson is purveyor of prejudice 8/1/1A:5
Johnson twists truth 8/8/2A:1
Johnson "war" against U.S. attacked 8/6/10A:3
machine control denied 7/24/5A:1
McClinton says committee endorsed 7/21/18A:2
Negro endorsement challenged by CDA 7/13/10A:4
Negro group endorses 7/12/1B:4
opens campaign with blast at Rockefeller 6/19/4C:2
opens campaign with proposal to end secrecy 6/17/2A:1
peace, progress, prosperity pledged 8/4/1B:2
refuses to repudiate his supporters 7/16/6A:3
Rose and McCutcheon join staff 7/7/3A:1
school chaos would result from Johnson election 8/2/1A:2
some Faubus appointees will be replaced 8/7/3A:1
state services streamlining promised 7/19/1B:8
teachers promised salary raise 7/12/12A:1
tourism would be promoted 7/22/1B:5
traffic safety plan 7/9/3A:4
unity or hatred choice of voters 8/9/1B:7
vote machine aid promised 8/4/1B:2
youth group formed 6/30/3A:1
HONEY, CHARLES
see Elections, 1966 - special elections
HOO HOO
organized by lumbermen in 1892 6/19/4E:1
HORSE RACING
Oaklawn considers fall meet 2/17/18:4
Oaklawn Park (special feature) 2/6/Sec. F
HOSPITALS
Cleveland County expansion 3/11/18:6
Faubus asks delay in rate increase 6/28/1A:2
rates increases announced 10/2/3A:2
relief clients may be denied hospital care 6/26/1A:6
relief clients will be accepted for 3 months 7/15/12A:6
rate increase result of Medicare 6/28/1A:2
see also aged - medical care
Arkansas Baptist Medical Center
Arkansas Children's Hospital
Arkansas State Hospital
desegregation
St. Vincent Infirmary
University of Arkansas Medical Center
HOT SPRINGS
bombing of 2 homes 4/1/1A:3 4/2/10A:4
HOT SPRINGS (continued)
drug store is historic 7/3/5E:2
Physical Medicine Center 3/6/1C:1
thriving after death of open gambling 2/20/1C:1
HOT SPRINGS AMUSEMENT PARK
see Enchanted Hills
HOUSING
bias charged in North Little Rock 9/14/1B:3
Parade of Homes 9/18/Sec. F
race and residence in Pulaski County 4/8/1A:4;1B:3
4/9/5A:1 4/14/7A:3
4/10/16A:1 4/15/12A:1
4/11/1A:4 4/16/7A:1
4/12/1A:4 4/17/1A:4
4/13/7A:3
senator says 3 state FHA projects a1 low 'Windfall' profits 8/15/2A:3
Stuttgart public housing proposal debated 10/19/1B:4
veteran home loans increase under new GI bill 5/12/1B:4
HOWARD, GUY WESLEY
obituary 5/14/8B:2
HUMPHREY, HUBERT H.
"stand-in" for President 4/10/1E:1
HUMPHREY, MURIEL
has a rough job, too 11/6/1E:1
HYPNOSIS
used in treatment of stubborn diseases 4/17/17A:1
IMMORAL LITERATURE AND PICTURES
Arkansas law on pornography to be reviewed by U.S. Supreme Court 5/17/1A:4
Davis opens fight against pornography 1/29/5A:5
Faubus backs Davis efforts 2/10/19A:1
legislators urged to delay study 2/18/3A:7
Periodical Distributors Assn call for upholding law in Pine Bluff case 10/5/9A:1
Pine Bluff magazine ban before U.S. Supreme Court 9/8/1B:3
stag movies not unlawful in state 10/8/9B:3
U.S. Supreme Court hears Pine Bluff case 10/12/8A:8

IMMUNITY
University of Arkansas Medical Center study seeks to bypass body’s defenses 1/23/19A:1

INCOME, PERSONAL
Arkansas averages compared with other states 3/29/7B:1
Arkansas rate rises 3/6/1C:2
Arkansas shows gain 4/25/3A:2
average per county 1/5/1B:8
counties show increase in per capita and total 12/22/1B:6
per capita average increase attributed to more jobs, fewer people 1/9/9A:6
see also wages

INCOME TAX
see taxation

INDIA
Peace Corps has major problem in food shortage 7/17/1E:1

INDIAN ARTIFACTS
Carroll County man makes arrowheads 4/24/4E:4
Indian Village at Parkin uncovered 6/26/4A:7
see also museums

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA (continued)
notes on Cherokees of Oklahoma 5/22/4E:1
the Quapaws held bitter memories of the Red River 11/20/4E:1
see also museums

INDUSTRY
AFCO plans huge expansion 9/18/1C:1
Aerojet-General will open plant at Camden 7/22/4A:1
Aluminum Company of America merges 2 Arkansas divisions 3/10/1B:7
Arkansas gains 3rd straight year 1/16/2F:1
Armstrong Tire and Rubber to build at Little Rock 12/17/10B:1
Baldwin guitar plant at DeQueen 5/11/1B:3
Boise Cascade Corp. plant to be built at West Memphis 4/6/1B:5
Brown threatens closure of Pine Bluff plant because of fine 6/24/1A:3
Camden Ordnance Depot reacted 4/26/2A:3
Cinch to build plant at Pocahontas 1/27/10B:7
Clarksville Machine Works, Inc makes parts for space craft 7/24/1C:1
Cooper Tire and Rubber expansion bonds voted at Texarkana 10/26/1B:6
Cooper Tire and Rubber of Texarkana plans expansion 9/20/2A:2
Crompton-Arkansas will expand Morrilton plant 10/13/1B:8
Curtis-Mathes opens Malvern plant 10/7/1B:4
Douglas Aircraft to build 2 plants in north Arkansas 2/10/1B:2
Dow Chemical building plant at Magnolia 1/18/1B:5
Drive-in theater loan approved by AIDC 2/17/1A:3 2/25/10A:5
INDUSTRY (continued)
drive-in theater owner asks
voiding of Industry ruling
2/23/1B:3
General Cable to build plant
at Hot Springs 11/8/1B:6
General Tire and Rubber will
build plastics plant at Ft
Smith 10/18/1B:4
Georgia - Pacific denies charges
of stock manipulation
4/29/1B:4
Georgia - Pacific will follow
ban by SEC in stock buying
5/24/7A:3
H. K. Porter plant announced
for Springdale 9/2/1B:2
House of Webster recreates
pioneer items 5/15/4E:4
Magnolia helping air strip
building in Vietnam
12/11/1C:1
Mid-States Manufacturing
operating in Shumaker Depot
8/11/1B:2
Morton Frozen Foods, Russellville
inspected by company officials
4/17/5C:6
Nekoosa - Edwards Paper to build
at Ashdown 5/6/1B:7
new lure for new Industry is
studied 9/25/1C:1
Ozark Foils, Inc to lease Hot
Spring County plant
1/14/1B:4
paper mills get option in SW
Arkansas 2/18/15A:1
Phelps Dodge plant at Fordyce
2/24/1A:2
privately owned equipment in
publicly owned facilities
are taxable 12/14/1B:2
Reynolds buys GM plant at
Malvern 1/8/7A:6
South reports large gains
2/27/1C:2
southern region makes gains
7/24/1E:1
state gained 47 industries in
1966 12/28/1B:5
state plan attacked by other
sections 6/19/1C:1

INDUSTRY (continued)
Teletype to build new plant
at Little Rock 5/20/1B:6
water quality inquiries
increase 3/26/1A:6
Whirlpool takes over Norge
plant 2/25/1B:4
see also
Arkansas Industrial Develop-
ment Commission
Maumelle Industrial Park
INDUSTRY - EMPLOYEES
see
Opportunities Industrializa-
tion Center
INNOCULATION
see
vaccination
INSURANCE - RATE INCREASES
June, 1966
auto insurance rates increased
6/1/1A:2
automobile rate increase
cancelled 6/30/1A:2
Chandler seeks data on rate
increase 6/4/6A:3
code authors broke faith,
Faubus says 6/23/2A:1
Combs fought secrecy provision,
Faubus says 6/25/2A:1
dollar amounts of auto increase
varies 6/4/6A:1
Faubus, Combs talk insurance,
give no details 6/14/1B:8
Faubus demands rate reduction
6/16/1A:3
Faubus favors advance notice
on auto rate increases
6/2/1A:5
Faubus joins protest of auto
raise 6/3/1A:4
Faubus may testify on auto
increase 6/8/1B:6
Faubus says firms used same
figures to request two
increases 6/22/1A:5
Faubus says 91 more firms
benefitted from auto rate
increase 6/11/6A:3
high jury awards do not affect
auto rates, lawyers say
6/12/2A:7
INSURANCE - RATE INCREASES
(continued)
June, 1966
list of companies benefitted by raise 6/5/13A:1
policies may be cancelled in state, insurer warns 6/22/2A:6
rate hearing date, site changed 6/25/2A:3
rumors fly on eve of investigation 6/29/5A:1
trial lawyers intervene in auto insurance hearings 6/5/4A:1

INSURANCE - RATE INCREASE
December, 1966
AFL-CIO protests proposed auto increase 12/6/9A:1
Arkansas Association of Independent Insurance Agent calls for end to rate secrecy 11/22/3A:3
Faubus tells why examiners are needed 12/23/18B:8
Faubus will oppose rate increase 11/23/1A:6
Faubus will study new rate increase request 11/22/3A:4
legislators find 26 states bar rate hearings 8/12/1B:7
protest of rate increase filed by 3 more groups 12/10/8A:4
rate increase asked by 135 insurers 11/19/1A:2
rate increase hearing will be delayed, Faubus aide says 12/16/28A:3
review called for by Cockrill 12/24/6A:4
state insurance department asks for 19 examiners 11/30/2A:1
state insurance department request for 19 examiners denied by ALC 12/20/2A:3

INSURANCE COMPANIES
ALC asks Faubus to help in probe 5/21/2A:3
Combs files suit to force Republic into receivership 11/8/1B:7

INSURANCE COMPANIES (continued)
Combs gives report to ALC 5/20/27A:1
Combs says agency ending fraud 3/3/18B:8
halt to abuses is demanded by ALC 2/18/1A:2
3/18/1B:5
Medicare forces firm in revise policies 2/6/1C:1
Southern Equitable merger with Sierra Life rejected 3/31/9B:1 4/6/10B:1
Southern Equitable merger with United Founders proposed 11/8/7B:1
Southern Equitable - United Founders merger attacked by $2 million suit 12/29/8A:5
2 firms work to clear reputations 4/10/1C:1
Universal American - Family First merger 9/29/7B:1

INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
see also Employment Security Division

INTEREST
obtaining loan at reasonable rate is difficult 12/18/1C:1

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
collections in state total $386 million 12/25/6A:1
new form to be tested in state 12/25/6A:4
phone net to aid taxpayers 1/1/3A:1

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON AIR TECHNOLOGY
attendance of 1,000 is goal 10/13/7A:4
date set for Hot Springs meet 8/14/3E:1
delegates will swap data on super airliner 10/23/1C:1
representatives from 7 nations 9/25/1C:2
supersonic transport is a blunder, says Littlewood 10/30/6A:1
supersonic travel slowed by diplomacy, not technology, says State Dept 10/27/1B:2
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON AIR TECHNOLOGY (continued)
supersonics emphasized
10/12/1B:8
will probably move to
Oklahoma because of poor attendance 10/30/6A:2
INTERNATIONAL TEACHING ALPHABET
see reading

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON AIR TECHNOLOGY (continued)
supersonics emphasized
10/12/1B:8
will probably move to
Oklahoma because of poor attendance 10/30/6A:2
INTERNATIONAL TEACHING ALPHABET
see reading

INTERRACIAL COOPERATION
Arkansas Council head recalls closed door policy of past
12/13/16A:2
Citizens Committee on Human Affairs set up at Little Rock
4/5/3A:1
JAMES, JULIAN
endorses Bascore in runoff
7/30/3A:1
loses bid for nomination for lieutenant governor
7/28/1B:8

JAPAN
future course subject of Great Decisions 3/13/1E:1
model for Far East development 11/27/1E:1

JELLYFISH
research grant for LRU 3/2/2A:4

JOB CORPS
see poverty

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
full-time worker assigned to state 1/4/1B:4
Great Society just thievery, speaker says 10/28/4A:2
Little Rock PTA leader fears take-over attempt 1/12/1A:4
TACT will increase activities in state 2/26/8A:7

JOHN BROWN UNIVERSITY
willed $5 million 10/15/10B:1

JOHNSON, CLAUDIA ALTA
blossoming as a politician 1/16/8A:1

JOHNSON, FOSTER
candidate for U. S. Senator 4/28/1A:3
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1B:5
will oppose Fulbright in 1968 8/4/10A:3

JOHNSON, JAMES D. - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY (1st) CAMPAIGN (continued)
critical of unpaved roads in north 7/7/3A:1
criticism of LBJ, W. J. Smith continues 5/27/4A:1
files for governor's race 4/5/1A:4
financial data should be revealed by state officials 7/17/18A:1
hammers away at Faubus, LBJ 7/24/3A:1
Hays pulling cruel hoax 5/9/6B:4
highway commission would be impeached 7/19/1B:3
Melton hit for joining Holt 7/3/5A:3
opens campaign with attack on power structure 6/10/18A:1
opens race with attack on foes 5/11/1A:6
party loyalty injected into campaign 5/15/3E:1
President Johnson wary of him 7/20/1B:6
racing, liquor regulation data called for 7/6/18A:1
Republican group backs 8/5/1B:2
resigns from state supreme court 3/27/1A:2
says Faubus is power drunk 3/12/2A:7
says Faubus trying to start own draft 2/13/3A:3
says Hays welcome in governor's race 4/15/2A:1
skeptical of Faubus decision not to run 3/22/1A:4
tax cut proposed 6/16/1B:5
tax reduction is main goal 7/22/1B:8
teacher salary increase plan 7/11B:2
warns against the politicians' promises 7/21/1B:2
writes lawyers on candidacy 4/30/2A:2

JOHNSON, JAMES D. - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY (1st) CAMPAIGN
AHD audit sought 6/25/3A:1
AREA endorses 7/19/1B:3
Alford financed by bond dealers 7/16/6A:5
attacks self-probe of AHD, Insurance Dept 6/29/7A:6
Cheney raps statements on Faubus 3/16/1A:4
consolidation of schools opposed 6/21/1B:6
contingency fund is fat 6/19/3A:6
JOHNSON, JAMES D. - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY (2ND) CAMPAIGN
AEA blasted for Holt endorsement 8/5/1B:8
ARKANSAS GAZETTE, Holt Camp
panic 8/2/5A:6
conservatives flock to headquarters 8/3/1A:3
cost of state hospital, colony buildings rapped 8/9/1B:2
Dixie plays as returns come in 8/10/4A:3
endorsed by Bales 8/4/1B:7
endorsed by Sulcer for runoff 8/2/1A:2
leads ticket in primary 7/28/1A:6
Negro rights protected as judge 8/3/1A:5
party loyalty challenged by Jackson County group 8/4/1B:5
party officials blamed for vote mixup 8/7/4A:1
Republicans for Johnson group formed 8/14/10A:5
runs campaign as militant segregationist 7/31/3A:1
sound business administration promised 8/5/1A:6
state employees campaign for Holt 7/31/1A:3
wife says husband's faith in God ridiculed 8/7/4A:6
wins Democratic nomination for governor 8/10/1A:2

JOHNSON, JAMES D. - GENERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN (continued)
blames defeat on Faubus Negro voters 11/12/2A:3
book blasting Rockefeller family circulates in state 10/29/2A:6
Branch, Rufus joins campaign 10/14/10A:5
Building Trades Council endorses 10/26/1B:8
COPE refuses to endorse 10/23/1A:5
calls Rockefeller a "sissy" 9/17/1A:2
citizens Band radio used in campaign 10/27/1B:5
college students do not favor constitutional offices meet for strategy 10/18/1A:5
defeat analyzed by Labor Bulletin 11/20/3A:6
defeated by Rockefeller 11/9/1A:2
double agents may be at work, aide says 11/5/1A:4
endorsed by Arkansas County Judges Association 9/17/2A:2
enrolls twin sons in integrated school 9/1/1B:5
experience comparison urged 10/25/1A:2
Faubus help not wanted 8/18/1B:8
Faubus invited to join campaign 10/14/1B:7
Faubus lavishly praised 10/23/1A:3
Faubus pleads for election 10/23/1A:2
Fendler, Oscar cites "hate, bigotry" as reason for rejection 9/16/1A:4
Fendler, Oscar opposition unanswered 9/20/1B:3
free textbooks favored over salary raise for teachers 9/20/1B:3
JOHNSON, JAMES D. - GENERAL
ELECTION CAMPAIGN (continued)
Highway Department 'wrongdoing' statement challenged by Hampton 10/13/5A:3 jobs not result of Rockefeller's aid 10/27/1A:4 Ku Klux Klan rally supports Johnson 10/30/2A:5 Ku Klux Klan says it is told to keep quiet 11/7/1A:2 LBJ cleaning house as result of Arkansas nomination 11/1/1A:4 labels party holdouts hacks, leeches 10/13/1A:6 Lake Neark repair would be made 10/6/14A:1 McGhee, Jeff D. is criticized for Johnson blast 9/24/8A:3 McGhee, Jeff D. says ignorant of school problems 9/22/1B:8 milk prices not fault of farmers 10/22/1A:5 Mills, Wilbur called on for help 10/28/1A:3 Mississippi friends raise campaign funds 10/26/4A:5 Mississippi County leaders support 9/24/8A:4 Nixon says campaign is atrocious 10/24/1A:2 no evidence of misdeeds uncovered by foes, he says 11/4/1A:2 North Little Rock sets pattern in civic pride 10/29/1A:2 party loyalty challenge dropped by Jackson County group 8/18/1B:3 patronage not being promised, he says 10/26/1B:2 people now control state, Mrs. Johnson says 9/23/1B:6 pictures of campaign appearances 11/6/8A:1 Presbyterians criticize frequent references to Deity 10/2/1A:4 10/27/1A:4 10/5/1B:5 primary vote ended machine 11/6/3A:1 JOHNSON, JAMES D. - GENERAL
ELECTION CAMPAIGN (continued) "prissy sissy" tag applied to Rockefeller 10/15/1A:4 program is threat to industry and health, plumber says 11/5/5A:3 promises fighting campaign 10/8/3A:1 Rebsamen joins campaign 10/26/1B:5 reminds Republicans of his support of Goldwater 10/27/1A:2 Republicans plagiarize platform 9/7/1A:7 rich, poor mingle at McCrory to hear speech 10/21/1A:3 sanity returns with his nomination, he says 10/20/1A:2 says Arkansas Democratic Party can recover 11/24/1B:4 shakes hands with Negroes 9/27/3A:3 silence by Rockefeller means missing tax records show loss 11/5/1A:2 special session of legislature rapped 9/11/1A:2 speech at Morrilton is typical 9/15/7A:1 9/16/7A:1 state progress under Democrats cited in closing speech 11/8/1A:5 summary of campaign 11/6/7A:1 tax payments questioned by Republicans 11/3/1A:2 taxes assessed according to law, he says 11/4/1A:3 teacher salary increase to be $500.00 per teacher 10/26/1B:3
JOHNSON, JAMES D. - GENERAL  
ELECTION CAMPAIGN (continued)  
television stations refute  
statements on time allocation  
10/24/68:6  
unity caravan trails tour of  
Mississippi County 11/3/1A:4  
unity plea made 10/19/1A:3  
"vile" book used in campaign  
ordered destroyed by  
Democrat headquarters  
10/28/2A:4  
vows to save state from  
Rockefeller 10/11/2A:4  
welfare lists used in campaign  
were like state forms, says  
GOP 11/6/4A:1  
welfare rolls used, nursing  
home owner says 11/3/1B:4  
welfare workers hear appeal by  
support 9/28/1A:6  
West German reporters refused  
interview 9/20/1B:5  
Whitten, Vernon joins campaign  
10/16/4A:1  
JOHNSON, JIM  
see  
Johnson, James D.  
JOHNSON, LADY BIRD  
see  
Johnson, Claudia Alta  
JOHNSON, LYNDON B.  
inaugural address (partial  
text) 1/14/9A:1  
mid-term assessment 12/25/1D:1  
uses the telephone to do the  
job himself 5/22/1E:1  

JOHNSON, RALPH E.  
candidate for lieutenant  
governor 3/17/1B:2  
loses bid for nomination for  
lieutenant governor  
7/28/1B:8  
JOHNSON COUNTY PEACH FESTIVAL  
program 6/29/9A:3  
royalty named 7/4/8A:4  
JONES, DeMOSS  
independent candidate for  
3rd Congressional District  
seat 5/19/2A:5  
JONES, J. FRED  
candidate for supreme court  
4/5/3A:4  
JONES, JIMMIE  
candidate for state auditor  
3/26/5A:3  
JONES, JOHN HARRIS  
see  
Elections, 1966 - special  
elections  
JONES, MARY SOMERVELL  
autograph collection  
6/12/4E:1  
JONES, SAM  
candidate for state land  
commissioner 1/3/6A:3  
JUDGES, COUNTY  
see  
county judges  
JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE  
inmates of federal prison form  
chapter at Texarkana  
3/18/1B:4  
4/3/3A:5
KARAM, JAMES T.
displays money for governor's race 4/22/4A:1
picks up autographed photo of Faubus 4/20/8A:4
requests filing form from GOP 4/21/1B:6
switches to Republican Party 4/15/1B:7
will not enter governor's race 4/27/1A:3

KAZANJIAN FOUNDATION AWARDS
PROGRAM
see Economics-Study & Teaching

KENNEDY, JOHN F.
memory lingers in places he loved 11/13/1E:1
see also books

KIDNEY
convicts at state prison donate kidneys to two patients 12/5/8A:4
transplant from convict to Mrs. Merrill is made 6/15/1B:4

KIDNEYS (continued)
transplant from dead person is successful at U. of Ark.
Medical Center 1/16/3A:4
transplant offered by convict 4/14/17A:2 4/21/1B:2

KINDLEY, FIELD E.
Gravette dedicates plane to memory 6/7/1B:6

KITCHENS, WADE
obituary 8/23/8B:2

KNOX, PEGGY A.
killed in car wreck 4/12/4A:2

KOREA
500,000 Americans are still on duty 12/11/1E:1

KU KLUX KLAN
rally at Star City; Jim Johnson praised 10/30/2A:5
rally at Star City (pictures) 10/31/3A:1
told to keep quiet about Johnson, dragon says 11/7/1A:2
LABOR AND LABORING CLASSES
COPE refuses endorsement in gubernatorial race 10/23/1A:5

LABOR DISPUTES
picketing ban at Pine Bluff overturned 2/1/4A:3
suit for overtime pay for UA workers dismissed 1/18/3A:4
see also strikes

LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION
all candidates in 4th house district favor 14b 6/15/1B:8
Becker blasts McClellan speech 2/5/5A:3
McClellan opposes repeal of 14b 1/28/19A:1 2/4/1B:1
2/3/1B:1
right-to-work law hinders state income, Becker says 2/2/1B:4
State AFL-C10 requests equal time on 14b repeal 2/3/1B:2

LABOR UNIONS
see trade unions

LAKE CHICOT
project to clear approved 8/14/13A:3

LAKE NEARK
destruction authorized by commission 9/20/16B:5
headed for destruction 9/13/3A:6
Osceola C of C protests plan to destroy 9/21/5A:4

LAKES
see dams and reservoirs

LASERS
applications limited only by mind 8/17/1B:5

LATIN AMERICA
guerrillas are not winning war inspired by Castro 9/25/1E:1

LAW ENFORCEMENT
McClellan tells sheriffs rights leaders threat to law 1/14/1B:8

LAWRENCE COUNTY
dedicates consolidated court house 4/17/16A:1

LEAKE, DOROTHY VAN DYKE
algae authority 2/27/4E:1
LEANING TOWER OF PISA
see Pisa - Campanile

LEATH, SAMUEL ALEXANDER
obituary 9/6/68:4

LEGAL AID
supreme court asked to rule on right to counsel by indigents in misdemeanor counts 4/1/1B:4
supreme court will not rule on right to counsel by indigents in misdemeanor counts 10/18/1B:7

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
see General Assembly - Legislative Council

LEGISLATIVE REAPPORTIONMENT, ARKANSAS
see reapportionment, legislative

LEGISLATURE, ARKANSAS
see General Assembly

LIBRARIES
ASTC to conduct library institute 1/19/1B:4
Crowley Ridge Regional Library formed 9/29/1B:2
Little Rock Public statistics 5/24/1B:4
Marion, Mississippi Counties face library loss without tax 10/1/2A:7
Saline library moves from doctor's office to theater 11/6/4E:1
statistics of college, regional, and city libraries in Arkansas, 1964-65 6/26/16C:6
tax limit increase urged 6/26/16C:5
see also Arkansas Library Association, Arkansas Library Commission name of institution
LIQUOR TRAFFIC

dry counties no problem Faubus says 2/5/3A:1
Greene County residents want store closed 12/23/2A:5
Greene County store location unimportant, Faubus says 12/24/7B:2
Greene County store rapped by ministers 12/30/3A:3
Ouachita County dry pending suit's outcome 2/22/1B:8
Ouachita County 'wets' declared winner 4/7/1B:8
Ouachita 'wets' victory in 1964 upheld by state supreme court 11/1/1B:6
Ouachita 'wets' win election 11/13/1A:2

LITTLE ROCK UNIVERSITY (continued)
merger with U of A proposed 6/8/4A:1
merger with University of Arkansas won't happen in near future 12/17/1A:5
$10,000 music endowment set up 1/28/1B:2
University of Arkansas board votes merger study 6/17/1A:3
Vietnam war teach-in 2/10/1B:5 2/13/5C:1

LOTTERIES
savings bond chain letters 3/2/5A:3

LOWE, LYNN
attacks President Johnson 9/9/10A:1
defeated by Pryor 11/9/1A:5
see also Elections, 1966 - Special Elections

LOWE, SCUYLER
administers government of Washington D. C. 10/30/4E:1

LUCK, H. D.
says prisoner whipping should stop 2/5/8B:1
says several Democrats could defeat Rockefeller 3/26/6A:6

LUMBER
plywood makers say load width law hurts them 6/15/2A:1
plywood production grows in state 6/5/1C:1

LUMBER INDUSTRY
Hoo Hoo organized at Gurdon in 1892 6/19/4E:1

LYNCH, ROBERT ALLEN
obituary 7/27/12B:3
McARTHUR, DOUGLAS
plane not available for Little Rock 5/27/4A:5
statue may be erected in Arkansas 7/9/2A:3

McCASKLAIN, DORIS
weds Carl C. Hinkle 11/24/1B:5

McCLELLAN, JOHN L.
announces for fifth race 3/13/1A:2
anti-crime bills hearings 2/20/3E:5
calls for tougher bank laws 4/14/1A:5
decrees criminal confession ruling by supreme court 6/14/1A:6
discusses war, poverty 1/14/10A:3
filibuster against civil rights bill 9/11/1A:3
general cut in federal spending needed 11/19/2A:3
opposes repeal of 14b 1/28/19A:1 2/4/1B:1
plans year's work in Congress 1/9/3E:1
says rights leaders are threat to law 1/14/1B:8
seeks halt of TFX purchase 8/17/1A:6
signs petition asking that desegregation guidelines be nullified 5/15/1A:2
supports Johnson projects 1/15/2A:1
TFX furor explained 9/18/10A:1
testimonial dinner 3/16/1B:3
3/26/1A:3
transportation agency hearings 4/10/3E:5
wins nomination 7/28/1B:5
wiretap bill favored 3/24/10A:1
see also Congressional delegation - Arkansas

McCUTCHEON, JOSEPH H.
see Brazil

McMATH, SIDNEY
nominated for major general rank 1/26/1B:1
reports on Vietnam trip 8/19/1B:3

McMILLAN, GUS A.
candidate for governor 4/26/3A:6 4/27/1B:6
says he is serious candidate 7/17/18A:5
will not back Rockefeller 6/23/10B:3

McPHEETERS, KEITH
named dean at Rensselaer 2/16/4A:2

MADISON COUNTY
election dispute see Elections, 1964

MARRIAGE
experts advise against early marriage 4/24/14A:1

MASK, CORBETT
derooses Carpenter in runoff 7/30/3A:1

MASSAGE
state board seeks revocation of all licenses 5/27/2A:7
state board will not revoke licenses of massage parlors 6/7/5A:3

MAUMELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK
hearing held on annexing to NLR 2/4/1B:8
North Little Rock Council votes to sell 1/15/1A:4

MAYS, RAYMOND
obituary 7/30/8B:2

MEADOR, EDDIE
net worth is now half a million 9/29/16B:2

MEASLES
Arkansas Children's Colony participated in measles vaccine test 4/28/8A:1
12/18/3E:1
vaccine for German measles found 4/28/1A:4

MEDICAL SERVICE
ambulance service may stop because of federal guidelines 8/6/10A:3
MEDICAL SERVICE (continued)
medic-aid could cover 500,000
in state 7/6/1B:2
see also
aged - medical care
hospitals
MEDICAL SERVICES ADVISORY
COMMISSION
unsure of its job 2/18/2A:1
MEDICARE
see
aged - medical care
MENNONITES
feature story on the Amish
4/17/8A:1
North Arkansas Colony migrating
to British Honduras
12/4/5A:3 12/8/1B:5
North Arkansas group refuses
to let TV record their
departure 12/15/1B:4
MENTAL HEALTH
Arkansas Association for Mental
Health lists plans
1/13/1B:3
plans for state action prepared
by two groups 12/11/21A:1
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
Flame of Hope candles
12/11/5E:2
MENTALLY RETARDED
see
mentally handicapped
METHODOIST CHURCH
Aldersgate Camp meets vital need
11/27/5E:2
MIDDLE EAST
Israel in the Arab World
2/13/1E:1
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
colleges will cooperate on
tests 3/2/8A:4
draft boards check student
grades 8/21/20A:6
draft tests devised for stu-
dents 2/26/1A:2
MILK
CAMPA investigation called for
by Senator Fletcher
10/21/1B:3
Fletcher probe plans bring
lower prices 10/22/8B:1

MILK (continued)
hearings on CAMPA milk prices
9/16/1B:1
plants in Arkansas want
stricter inspection
12/8/1B:4
price probe by legislature
gets approval of ALC
12/21/8A:14
MILLS, ARTHUR
candidate for District 2 House
seat 4/28/1A:3
loses bid for nomination
7/28/1B:2
MILLS, WILBUR D.
declares he won’t back tax
increase 11/15/1A:5
files for re-election
3/27/6A:3
flexibility in desegregation
guidelines suggested
4/15/1B:3
may be denied speaker post in
House 10/9/3E:1
poverty war in Arkansas
praised 12/9/11A:1
says Congress is asked to
abdicate responsibility in
trade bill 6/12/3A:1
wins nomination 7/28/1B:2
praises Johnson action on
inflation 9/16/13A:1
see also
Congressional delegation -
Arkansas
MILLWOOD DAM
completion near 1/9/4C:3
dedication 12/2/1B:2
12/9/28A:1
feature article 3/26/5E:2
most costly of Little River
projects 12/19/2A:1
MINERALS
see
mines and mineral resources
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
gas considered a mineral in
Logan County in 1905
4/19/1B:6
mineral production in state
sets record in 1965
8/7/14A:5
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Mines and Mineral Resources
(continued)
Rison deposits may be mined
1/15/5A:2
Rison minerals to cut shaft
3/5/9A:6
State's minerals bring in $175,2
million 1/16/4F:1

Minutemen (Organization)
Fulbright assassination plot
4/8/4A:3
girding for guerrilla action
1/23/1E:1

Miss Arkansas
Craig, Mary will be youngest
entry in Miss America Pageant
7/25/1A:3
Oglesby, Rhonda says pageants
are farce 1/5/1A:4

Miss Arkansas Pageant
candidates listed 7/17/4C:1

Mississippi
illegal liquor, gambling
flourish 2/6/3A:6

Mrs. Arkansas Contest
Morrilton mother wins title
4/10/3C:2
3 finalists named 3/25/1B:2

Mitchum, N. P.
may file as independent candi-
date for governor
7/30/2A:2

Money
see currency

Moore, Thomas R.
lost in crash in North Sea
5/8/2A:3

Moral Re-Armament
pastor's criticism stirs
dissent 2/6/5A:1
"Sing-Out Arkansas" 12/4/4E:1
"Sing-Out !66" casts visits
state 1/14/1B:6

Moses, C. Hamilton
obituary 7/26/1A:5
retires from AP&L position
5/27/1B:3

Moses, C. Hamilton (continued)
tributes from state leaders
7/27/12B:2

Moss, A. J. "Red"
Faubus comments on social
workers' criticism
12/17/3A:7
returns to economic post
2/15/3A:7
social workers call for his
resignation 12/16/1A:4
social workers respond to
retention as welfare
commissioner 12/18/3A:7

Mother's Day
origin 5/8/5E:5

Municipal Government
Blytheville gives mayor
$4,000 bonus 1/6/1B:6

Munitions
train carrying shells explodes
at Corning 3/10/1A:3
3/11/1A:2

Murphy, Dean
see Elections, 1966 - special
elections

Museums
Daisy Air Gun opens at Rogers
9/21/16A:2
Daisy Air Gun planned
6/26/5E:4
Ft. Smith Marshall's Museum
proposed 4/3/4E:1
Ozark Museum of Five Indian
Cultures 10/30/5E:3
see also University of Arkansas Museum

Music
blues society is popular
10/23/5E:2
rock and roll bands popular
in Little Rock 7/31/5E:2

Mussett Harvesting
White River industry booms
4/10/1C:2
NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT
see schools
NATIONAL GUARD
see U.S. - Armed Forces
NATIONAL SECURITY SEMINAR
change called security problem 2/22/18B:3
schedule of program 2/13/9A:7
sheds light on nation's resources 2/20/4E:1
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
Organizer at work in Little Rock 7/28/4A:4
NATIONAL WATERWAYS CONFERENCE
see water
NATURALIZATION
citizenship ceremony for 21
6/23/8A:1
48 Arkansas residents get citizenship 12/22/3A:2
NEGROES
employed by state
see employees, state
how and why of Watts riots 8/7/1E:1
Little Rock group plans pro-
gram to get jobs 1/21/1A:4
Mercer named deputy prosecutor
for Pulaski-Perry Counties
12/15/1A:4
population rises in cities
8/25/7A:1
state group asks LBJ for bigger
share of federal funds
1/20/1A:5
see also elections
employees, state
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS
Faubus says outlaws get reward
4/21/1B:6
Little Rock left out of pro-
gram 4/15/11A:3
Little Rock will have program
5/10/2A:1
see also poverty
NEUROTICS ANONYMOUS
offers aid to emotionally upset 2/27/18A:1
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Faubus suggests Arkansas for site 3/18/9A:3
NEWTON COUNTY
Lost Valley is scenic wonder 8/7/4E:1
NEWTON COUNTY GAME PRESERVE
see Wildlife Research Develop-
ment Corporation
NIXON, RICHARD M.
strong political figure 3/13/18A:1
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
problems 2/20/1E:1
NUCLEAR REACTORS
giant reactor may never be built 1/14/7A:3
Little Rock rejected as site 3/23/5A:1
Little Rock reported rejected as site 3/5/7A:7
SEFOR building permit cancelled 1/11/1A:2
SEFOR building permit re-instated by AEC 3/9/1B:8
SEFOR building to continue pending review 1/12/1B:7
SEFOR fuel contract let 9/15/15A:1
SEFOR mockup achieves mile-
stone 4/6/4A:6
SEFOR order reviewed 2/18/1B:6
site of giant reactor sets off battle in Congress
site selection of giant smasher goes on 2/25/7A:3
NUREMBERG TRIALS
Nurnberg revisited; a look back at horror 9/18/1E:1
NURSES AND NURSING
causes of shortage explained 4/13/18A:1 5/1/18A:1
McLaughlin named chief nursing officer of PHS 5/10/3A:2 5/22/3E:3
NURSES AND NURSING (continued)
St. Vincent plans to reopen
ward 6/15/1A:7
shortage at St. Vincent,
Baptist relieved 12/11/25A:1
shortage closes St. Vincent
unit 3/20/1A:2
shortage of nurses in public
schools 3/10/2A:1

NURSES AND NURSING (continued)
shortage shocks public
4/3/1A:4
NURSING HOMES
higher welfare rate sought
11/3/1B:6
more aid causes boom in
building
1/9/16A:1
OIC
see
Opportunities Industrialization Center

OAKLAWN PARK
see
horse racing

ODOM, JESS P.
ad calls for support for
governor's race 4/10/2A:7
may run for governor
3/25/1B:8
says support good for governor's
race 4/19/1B:5
will not enter governor's race
4/27/1A:3

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
see
Economic Opportunity Office

OKLAHOMA
corruption disclosures leave
state in shock 2/6/9A:1

OLD AGE
see
aged

OLDER AMERICANS ACT
see
aged

"OPEN MEETING LAW"
see
public records

OPERA
"Carmen" presented at Little
Rock 5/22/1A:2
"The King and I" production at
Little Rock 10/16/14C:7

OPERA (continued)
Metropolitan Company arrives
in Little Rock 10/29/1A:3
Rise Stevens visits Little
Rock 10/21/1B:4

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION
CENTER
Father Parker resigns vicarage
to join war on poverty
11/26/2A:3
Little Rock chosen for federal
project 9/8/1A:4
trains workers for industry
3/27/6A:5 3/31/12A:3

ORCHESTRA
see
Arkansas Symphony

OUACHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
nurse training program to be
improved 6/21/1B:3

OUACHITA RIVER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Congress asked to increase funds
5/4/2A:3

OZARK FRONTIER TRAIL FESTIVAL AND
CRAFT SHOW
see
arts and crafts

OZARK MUSEUM OF FIVE INDIAN CULTURES
see
museums

OZARK SOCIETY
meets at Buffalo River State Park
3/30/5A:8 4/3/3A:1

OZARK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
see
Regional Economic Development
PTA
see
Parents and Teachers Association

PARENTS AND TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Little Rock leader fears takeover attempt by John Birch Society 1/12/1A:4

PARKS
Cleburne, Madison, and Pope County grants approved 8/3/1B:3
crash program planned to utilize federal funds 9/26/1B:2
July attendance sets records 8/15/5A:2
Lost Valley added to state system 12/7/9A:1
Mammoth Spring added to state system 12/7/9A:1
1965 attendance at Arkansas parks 1/15/5A:4
state plans for expansion of system 2/13/3C:1
Wilhelmina and Tallmena Drive 2/20/5E:2
Withrow Springs (photographs) 1/9/5E:2
see also
Pea Ridge National Park

PATRIOTIC PARTY
branch forms in Arkansas 7/14/1B:4 8/22/2A:1
state convention draws 31
9/12/2A:1

PEA RIDGE NATIONAL PARK BATTLEFIELD
Texas marker dispute 5/5/4A:4

PEACE CORPS
Kenya is site of work of George Ower 3/13/5E:2
Little Rock girl works in Brazil 1/2/4E:1

PEMBERTON, MILDRED ALLEN
obituary 9/10/16B:6

PERRY COUNTY
judge claims suit is exaggerated 6/11/9B:3
suits charges county judge with misuse 3/24/3A:5

PHELPS, RALPH A. JR.
may run for Congress 4/13/9A:2
may run for governor 3/17/1A:4
urges defeat of Gentry over gambling 8/4/1B:8

PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
alumni program established 3/6/13A:4
Upward Bound Project 4/1/5A:1

PHILLIPS COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
enrolls 235 students 9/18/1C:5
plans for fall opening 3/20/16C:4

PIGGOTT
knitting is popular past time here 11/13/5E:2

PILKINTON, JAMES H. - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY, 1ST
loses bid for nomination for lieutenant governor 7/28/1B:8
official returns place him in runoff 8/6/1A:5

PILKINTON, JAMES H. - DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY, 2ND
endorses Basore for runoff 8/5/1B:2
urges voters to mark ballot for him or Basore in runoff 8/7/1A:2
wins Democratic nomination for lieutenant governor 8/10/1A:3

PILKINTON, JAMES H. - GENERAL ELECTION
contest of election not planned, pledges cooperation with Britt 11/27/1A:3
contest of election results may be filed 11/22/1A:3
daughter lists 'mistakes' in race 11/22/1A:3
elected lieutenant-governor 11/9/1A:2
late returns reverse early lead 11/10/1A:5
not a coattail candidate, he says 10/4/11A:2
official returns show defeat 11/24/3A:1
trails as late votes come in, attacks vote counting system 11/11/1A:5
PINE BLUFF ARSENAL
   jungle survival training  5/29/21A:1
PINK TOMATO FESTIVAL
   politics is order-of-the-day  6/5/13A:2
PISA - CAMPANILE
   plans to save  2/27/12A:1
PLEASANT PLAINS
   gets new life as result of student's survey  1/6/18B:3
POETS, ARKANSAS
   see Authors, Arkansas
POLICE
   85% of Little Rock police have 2 jobs  4/7/21A:1
   Paragould adds bloodhound to force  12/14/18B:3
POLITICS
   state employee claims fired because she supported Rockefeller 1/14/18A:4
POLLUTION, AIR
   see air pollution
POPULATION - ARKANSAS
   Census Bureau estimates fewer in state under 18 11/6/18C:2
   estimates (by counties)  6/10/18A:8
   estimate may be revised  9/22/18B:5
   estimate sees loss for state  9/21/18A:3
   rate of growth among nation's highest 3/6/20A:1
   state regains most of lost population  6/10/18A:7
POPULATION - U.S.
   rise is greatest among middle class  2/10/18B:5
PORNOGRAPHY
   see immoral literature and pictures
POSTAL SERVICE
   modernization revolutionizes service  1/9/18E:1
   self-service station for Little Rock  10/7/18A:2
POSTAL SERVICE (continued)
   summer workers must pass exam  1/28/21A:7
POTTS TAVERN
   MARVA group hopes to restore  1/30/21A:1
POULTRY INDUSTRY
   blacklisting charges against 3 firms  1/30/21A:4
POVERTY
   ARVAC has model program  4/4/20A:1
   ARVAC provides information on colleges and trade schools  6/15/18B:6
   ARVAC ready to expand program  2/13/20A:1
   Arkansas director of OEO uses public relations to gain approval of public 12/2/21A:3
   Arkansas quick to accept NYC and work-study plan  3/30/20A:7
   Camden OEO program may be dropped  11/2/21B:4
   College station  2/13/20E:2
   2/21/20A:5  4/3/20A:1
   3/8/18B:2
   community action forms basis for attack  3/31/20A:1
   Crittenden EOA funds cut off  10/11/18B:5
   despite critics, war will continue  4/6/20A:3
   ENABLE attracts national attention 12/28/20A:1
   ENABLE seeks to teach self-help  8/14/20A:1
   Faubus reports grumbling that money is not getting to poor 10/25/20A:3
   federal funds of $30 million spent in state  5/12/20A:1
   Head Start is successful  4/2/20A:2
   Hot Springs Center for elderly provided by OEO  10/14/20A:4
   how Arkansas is applying EOA  3/28/20A:2
   Job Corps Camps in state  3/29/20A:2
POVERTY (continued)
neighborhood elections at
Little Rock 6/29/1A:2
Newton County gets health
grant 3/31/1B:7
19 counties fail to file for
aid 3/11/1B:5
Phillips County OEA director
resigns 5/27/2A:4
Phillips County seeks representa-
tives of poor on panel
3/31/1B:4 4/17/23A:1
4/13/2A:3
poor victimized in goods,
services 9/21/12B:4
probe of Phillips County anti-
poverty program 2/17/1A:2
2/19/3A:1 2/20/5C:1
programs drawing less attention
may last longer 4/5/7A:3
Pulaski County OEA factions seek
control of program
12/15/1B:2
Pulaski County involves 36,000
in poverty work 10/7/1B:8
Pulaski County will take pro-
gram neighborhoods involved
4/17/4A:1
rural poverty is major problem
5/8/1E:1
U.S. program sets off debate
in ALC 12/20/7A:3
vague law gives OEA flexibility
3/28/5A:1
VISTA workers at Dixie Addition
12/12/9A:2
war effort seems successful in
state 3/27/1A:2
whites and Negroes join to
fight poverty 4/1/10A:4
world hunger threatens chaos
3/6/20A:1
see also
Economic Opportunity Act
Economic Opportunity Office
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
asks Bennett not to be cynical
about evolution court case
3/26/3A:1 3/29/1B:2
PRICE INDEXES
1949-1965 (table) 2/6/1C:2

PRISONERS OF WAR
Bennett, Harold G. officially
listed as dead 7/6/2A:4
see also
Risner, James Robinson
White, William C.
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
see also
Arkansas State Prison
Pulaski County Penal Farm
PROGRESS REPORT
1965 state progress 1/16/Sec.F
PROJECT HEAD START
Arkansas City has successful
program 8/7/14A:6
Crittenden County program
may be halted 5/24/8A:7
enrollment lagging 5/22/8A:1
funds allotted for summer
projects 5/19/1B:2
5/25/8A:5 6/1/11B:8
state director of OEO blames
regional office for
problems 5/25/1A:2
5/26/3A:1
West Memphis factions near
accord 1/16/3A:5
West Memphis ministers seek
new director 1/15/3A:5
see also
poverty
PRYOR, DAVID H.
endorsed by Murphy in runoff
7/29/21A:1
enters Congress officially
11/15/1B:6
faces Arnold in 2nd primary
7/28/1A:3
goes to Washington to assume
duties 11/10/1B:1
labor control denied
8/3/1B:2
racist attack reported
8/8/1A:5
smear tactics used by foe
8/9/1B:6
wins congressional seat from
4th house district
11/9/1A:5
wins Democratic nomination for
Congress 8/10/1A:2
see also
Elections, 1966 - special elections

PUBLIC RECORDS
Combs says GOP can see his records 4/7/5A:2
editors endorse open meeting law 1/16/4A:3
election commission bars public 9/15/1B:5
GOP court suit on bank records 3/1/1B:8
Madison GOP sues to inspect voter records 5/7/7A:5
Madison GOP wins right to voter records 5/21/1A:5
State supreme court rules records on bank deposits must be opened 3/29/1A:5

PUBLIC WELFARE
Faubus announces $2.00 benefit raise 2/3/1A:4
hospitalization plan will be continued by state 10/5/1B:4
illegitimate children may not be punished by aid cutoff, U.S. says 9/17/2A:6
increase in benefits 3/26/2A:1
indigent mental patients to receive drugs at cost 2/9/1B:4
Phillips resigns as state director, Moss appointed 6/29/1B:6
raise announced 9/2/1A:6
substitute parent plan of Arkansas and Georgia challenged by NAACP 1/31/1A:2
2/4/13A:1
substitute parent rule in public interest, Faubus says 2/1/9A:5
see also
Food Relief aged - medical care

PUBLIC WORKS
House clears $123 million in state work 9/22/1B:2
PUBLIC WORKS (continued)
Mills says state projects may be delayed because of war 1/9/12A:1
river projects get approval of committee 9/16/1B:8
Senate panel votes funds for state river 10/11/1B:5
state may get $118 million for rivers 1/25/1A:5

PULASKI COUNTY
Campbell says he can serve as county judge following death of judge-elect 12/1/1A:2
Cavin may seek county judge's office 12/3/88B:3
county judge will be appointed by Faubus 12/6/1A:5
courthouse may be built 5/22/1A:2
Grand jury criticizes city 9/27/1B:2
Justice-appointed county judge 12/18/1A:3

PULASKI COUNTY PENAL FARM
prisoners working on Campbell's farm 1/22/1A:4

PURCELL, JOE
Bennett failed to act in asphalt case 6/22/16A:3
Bennett opinions harm every candidate 6/17/11A:7
Bennett partly to blame for vote mixup 8/7/4A:8
candidate for attorney general 4/26/3A:3 4/27/16:4
confirms with Bennett on transfer of office 11/17/3A:1
derived by CUAG 8/7/17A:3
faces runoff with Bennett 7/28/1A:5
plans to assume party leadership if Pilkington is defeated 11/11/1A:6
questions Bennett's role in price probe 7/3/2A:7
thanks Coffelt for filing court suit 7/10/5C:3
PURCELL, JOE (continued)
wins Democratic nomination for
attorney general 8/10/1A:6

PYROTECHNICS
see fireworks
QUACKS AND QUACKERY
medical quackery information
program 3/4/3A:1
QUAPAW QUARTER HISTORIC DISTRICT
(LITTLE ROCK)
will not be approved 1/13/18:7

QUAST-JUDICIAL COMMISSION
see also
Employees, state
RACE RELATIONS
see
interracial cooperation
RACING
see
dog racing
horse racing
RADIATION
cloud from China A-test passes over state 11/2/1A:3
count at Little Rock 2/12/2A:5 10/14/1B:8 4/1/1B:8
fallout from Chinese bomb heavy in state 5/24/7A:4
Injury repair study grant awarded to U of A Medical Center 9/26/2A:6
see also
agriculture
RAILROADS
full-crew laws upheld by U.S. Supreme Court 2/1/1A:3
Missouri - Pacific buys Santa Fe stock 2/25/1B:6
Reader Railroad uses old engine 8/28/4E:1
Rock Island control sought by several lines 1/19/5A:1
Rock Island merger with Union Pacific opposed by state 1/29/2A:1 2/3/1B:6
RAILROADS - ACCIDENTS
Benton wreck kills fireman 2/26/8A:4
munitions explode at Corning 3/10/1A:3 3/11/1A:2
$2 million suit filed in blast of ammo car at Corning 5/14/2A:3
RAIN MAKING
Chicot County farmers hire company to seed clouds 5/19/1B:2
RAMSEY, ARTHUR MICHAEL
plans visit to Little Rock in 1967 11/1/5A:5
RANEY, JIM
calls for AHD probe 4/9/1A:3
switches to Republican Party 2/16/1A:3
READING
deprived children taught with praise, love 8/28/15A:1
ITA experiment at Little Rock 3/5/6A:1
ITA experiment at Little Rock praised by expert 5/5/1B:2
ITA experiment tests show method can increase reading level 6/19/14A:1
remedial program at Little Rock 5/15/4E:1
REAPPORATION, LEGISLATIVE
Arkansas plan approved by U.S. Supreme Court 3/1/1A:2
briefs filed in U.S. Supreme Court attack Arkansas plan 1/26/4A:1
map of house and senate districts 3/1/2A:1
re-election of 9 senators ruled unnecessary 1/26/1B:6
supreme court advances suit of 9 senators whose districts are unchanged 1/4/1B:6
10 Arkansans join Dirksen group 2/15/1B:4
REBSAMEN, RAYMOND
McArthur plane sought for Little Rock 5/11/1B:6 5/27/4A:5
porcelain bird collection loaned to Arts Center 11/25/3A:1
REBSAMEN, RAYMOND
campaign for governor banks are visited on campaign tour 7/24/3A:1
calls his candidacy serious 5/28/6A:6
efficiency is goal 7/22/1B:4
gambling at Hot Springs would not be disturbed 5/17/7A:3
honest tax handling only pledge 7/12/12A:2
joins Johnson camp 10/26/1B:5
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1A:6
says he can run state as big business 7/15/1B:2
REBSAMEN, RAYMOND
campaign for governor
seeks governor's office 4/22/1A:3 4/23/5A:4
woman named campaign manager 7/2/3A:1

RED RIVER
desalinization proposed 6/2/10A:3 10/1/8A:1

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Arkansas River Valley group
organized to develop natural resources 1/8/3A:3
Arkansas River Valley plans approved by USDA 6/30/1B:2
Delta plan includes 31 counties 11/6/17A:3
Delta redevelopment program sought 4/21/1B:2
East Arkansas advised to align itself with Memphis 5/18/2A:3
Foley tours Ozarks region 2/10/2A:1 2/12/9A:4
Hearnes selected co-chairman of Ozarka 9/8/8A:3
Mississippi River area 4/6/1B:3
multicounty plan for Arkansas 3/20/5E:2
Opitz well-qualified for job with Ozarka 12/25/4A:7
Ozarka banks ruled out before 'basics' 11/12/7B:8
Ozarka bill calls for $681 million 10/6/1B:7
Ozarka delayed by federal spending, Faubus says 4/16/1A:3 4/19/3A:1
Ozarka director promotes program 1/14/10A:1
Ozarka director speculation 3/20/3E:1
Ozarka field chief named 12/10/1A:3
Ozarka head hints move to local aid 6/25/2A:8
Ozarka may be enlarged 3/8/3A:4
Ozarka region officially designated 3/2/1B:7
Ozarka start announced 2/22/1B:7

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (continued)
Ozarka to be headed by William M. McCandless 5/14/2A:4 5/18/5A:2
Ozarks area uses wrong resources, economists say 9/25/4C:1
universities pool aid for Ozarka 4/20/1B:7

REHABILITATION
program for physically and mentally handicapped 2/4/1B:4

REHABILITATION, VOCATIONAL
see vocational rehabilitation

RELIGION
Benedictines lead life of prayer and manual labor 8/21/1E:1
challenge of the big city 8/28/1E:1
'Death of God' idea fades 12/31/8A:3
'Death of God' issue examined by Drane 10/12/7A:1
10/13/7A:1
evangelists ask for a decision 9/4/1E:1

REPUBLICAN PARTY (ARKANSAS)
AHD probe demanded 4/7/2A:5
becomes majority party as result of Rockefeller election 11/10/1A:5
considers backing Democrats in some races 3/3/5A:1
criticizes new bridge in Perry County 4/13/1A:2 4/14/2A:1
criticizes paving by Hampton home 4/14/1A:3
every county represented at state convention 8/28/6A:4
Faubus says welcome to any state records 4/6/12B:3
fund-raising dinner features Dirksen 4/7/10A:4 4/29/1B:6 5/1/1A:4
isolated paving in Newton County attacked 3/2/1B:3
REPUBLICAN PARTY (ARKANSAS)
(continued)
Madison voter records
see public records
patronage rules prepared 12/16/18:2
pay for candidates denied 2/26/2A:1
platform (complete text) 9/18/15A:1
platform planks not copied 9/8/1B:5
Pollard named chairman 12/11/1A:3
Pollard was once a Democrat 12/18/24A:2
Prairie County case reaches supreme court 2/26/2A:6
Prairie County case speeded by supreme court 5/18/1B:5
5/24/1B:5
Prairie County control lost by state GOP 6/7/1B:4
probe of two agencies dropped 12/29/1B:3
record number of elective offices sought 11/6/21A:1
ribs Democrats on voting rules 7/23/6A:4
says court decision on bank deposits shows value of two-party system 3/29/2A:4
state convention held 9/4/1A:5
united for 1966 elections 3/20/10A:5
will probe 2 state agencies 4/2/9A:5
see also elections
REPUBLICAN PARTY (NATIONAL)
Bliss tries to heal wounds 4/3/1E:1
national gains expected in 1966 election 4/17/1E:1
new look sought by national party 8/14/1E:1
RETIREEMENT SYSTEM, STATE
See employees, state

REPUBLICAN PARTY (NATIONAL)
feature article 12/18/4E:1
popular group 6/25/6A:4
REVENUE, STATE
see taxation, state
REYNOLDS, EVA BELL
obituary 3/24/10B:3
RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW
see labor laws and legislation
RIGHT WING CONSERVATIVES
see conservatism
RISNER, JAMES ROBINSON
North Vietnam releases purported confession 5/3/5A:2
paraded by Reds in Hanoi 7/9/1A:7
prisoner of war in Vietnam 4/20/1A:2
RIVER TRANSPORTATION
see shipping
ROADS
beautification program must wait for legislative action 1/21/1B:4
bids called for by AHD 6/1/1B:4
bids taken for $7 million 6/23/1B:8
billboards total 23,000 in state 9/22/1B:3
bridge at Morrilton is historic 2/27/5E:2
bridge construction at Ft. Smith 2/13/15A:2
bridge with museum could become symbol of Little Rock 12/4/7A:1
Clarence F. Byrns bridge dedicated 12/30/1B:3
Cleburne County dead end road improved by highway department 10/21/1A:2
contracts let by AHC 2/24/1B:8 4/28/1B:6
contracts let by AHC total $4.22 million 3/24/1B:6
contracts let by AHC total $5.65 million 1/13/1B:6
ROADS (continued)
contracts let includes river
10/27/7A:3
contracts let on 14 jobs
11/24/18B:6
contracts let total 15
8/25/18B:8
contracts let total 16
7/29/18B:4
contracts let by AHC total
$2,807,000 9/29/5A:2
county roads added to state
system 1/13/18B:2
11/24/18B:7
feasibility of toll road through
Western Arkansas 3/10/18B:8
14 jobs programmed 6/23/18B:5
Green Thumb Project in 5 counties
1/6/5A:1 3/5/3A:2
Green Thumb Project is successful
4/3/7A:1
Interstate routes open 25 more
miles 10/27/7A:4
Interstate system half finished
in state 12/23/18B:3
Interstate 29 routes sought for
state 1/7/18B:2
Interstate 40 cost dispute at
Conway settled by supreme
court 4/5/18B:7 4/26/18B:6
isolated paving in Newton County
3/2/18B:3 3/16/13B:3
3/3/2A:6 3/19/3A:3
Little Rock bridge with museum
proposed 11/5/1A:2
Mississippi River Parkway
Commission meet at Helena
10/2/1C:2
price-fixing by asphalt firms
to be probed 6/18/1A:5
price-fixing by asphalt
suppliers investigation
1/13/1B:5
programmed by AHC 5/26/1B:8
projects approved by AHC
4/28/1B:7
projects authorized by AHC
12/29/5A:6
Pulaski County study suggests
$146 million program
11/23/1A:5
tax defeated in 4 counties
11/11/1B:6
ROADS (continued)
Turnpike authority sought
12/25/1A:2
turnpike for west Arkansas
planned 11/17/1B:8
see also
Arkansas Highway Commission
Arkansas Highway Department
Arkansas River Navigation
Project
ROBINSON, SAM
retires from state supreme
court 1/11/1B:5
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
Bellmon speaks to rally
10/19/1A:3
broad base of support resulted
in election 11/13/1A:5
Brunson blasts leadership
10/9/3A:6
budget recommendations will
be made within two weeks
11/29/1A:6
budget requests presented to
ALC 12/13/1A:2
COPE refuses to endorse
10/23/1A:5
calls for state payment of
medicare fee 2/19/5A:1
2/26/1A:3
campaign opening set
8/5/1B:4
campaign opens 8/17/1A:3
capital punishment opposed
12/7/1A:3
chose GOP ticket because of
principles 11/7/2A:2
college students favor
10/19/2A:7
colleges receive $25,000 as
gift 12/28/1B:7
Colonial Williamsburg host
8/21/13A:3
computers used in campaign
8/25/1B:4
constitution reform will be
goal of lectures 12/14/11A:4
county chairman in Republican
Party will advise on
appointments 12/9/3A:1
county judges attack AHC
criticism 10/23/6A:1
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP (continued)

dares foe to talk on spending 10/7/18B:3
Democratic women review successful campaign 11/15/18B:3
Democrats: for Rockefeller chairman named 10/12/1A:7
Democrats for Rockefeller group forms 8/28/6A:1
Democrats invited to join him 9/4/1A:5
deplores politics in education 4/27/1B:2
disappointed at Wirges conviction 2/4/2A:7
Dubinsky says he was never associated in politics 11/2/11B:3
education cure to poverty ills 3/3/5A:3
education harmed by politics 6/18/10A:3
education plan includes free books, teacher pay raise, and elimination of fees 10/12/1A:5
Eldridge, John D. resigns Demo party post to support WR 11/2/11B:6
elected governor 11/9/1A:2
election total near 300,000 11/10/1A:6
employee quality will be stressed 11/16/1A:3
endorsed by Arkansas Gazette 10/16/2E:1
endorsed by Daily Leader at Stuttgart and Advance Monticellonian 11/6/21A:1
endorsed by Hope Star 11/4/2A:2
endorsed by Lee Ward 11/4/8A:4
endorsed by Life 10/26/1B:5
endorsed by Pine Bluff Commercial 8/13/2A:3
entertains Bolivian Partners for Progress 2/8/14A:1
farmer says he lost land because of dikes built at WR's request 11/8/18B:4

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP (continued)

Faubus advice would be asked, if elected 10/2/3C:8
Faubus invites him to National Governors Conference 12/6/1B:4
Faubus should apologize for handling of welfare increase 3/4/1B:2
favored few will back Demo winner 6/15/1B:5
federal taxes should be shared with states 5/7/5A:1
files for governor's office 1/9/2A:3 1/12/1A:2
finance heads for 9 regions named 9/11/15A:7
forest experiment station urged for state 10/23/2A:3
Fulbright losing in stand on war 5/27/3A:1
Game and Fish Commission is private club 10/26/1B:4
Harvey urges submission of budget views 11/19/3A:1
highway commission chairman advises filing of suit now 10/19/1A:2
highway commission chairman calls for explanation of charges 10/20/1A:4
highway commission statement stands 10/21/1A:3
highway Commission would be fired 10/18/1A:3
highway policy of AHD criticized 10/6/2A:7
holdings will be revealed, but not placed in trust 12/4/1A:3
Hot Springs development plans 10/14/1B:2
Hough named finance chairman 8/4/1B:4
hum of progress preferable to discord of mob 9/19/2A:2
humorous answers given for attacks by foe 10/20/1A:3
insists that AHC resign 11/18/1B:4
issues will be discussed 8/27/1A:3
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP (continued)
Johnson coddling machine he once fought 10/30/1A:2
Johnson plans not known, he says 10/28/1A:2
Johnson will not debate 9/24/8A:4
meets Johnson at Booneville 10/15/1A:4
meets with Faubus, reviews budget 11/15/1B:7
municipal taxing limits deplored 11/16/2A:6
name-calling by Johnson bolsters resolve 9/20/3A:1
named to Ft. Benning Hall of Fame 3/6/21A:4
opens state campaign headquarters 8/11/1B:6
Paragould support is strong 10/5/1B:8
patronage promises by Democrats charged 10/25/1A:2
penologist needed at state prison 9/7/2A:3
people will reject smears and vote for change 11/8/1A:6
Pickens named finance director for central Arkansas 9/7/1B:6
pictures of campaign appearances 11/6/9A:1
Pilkinton not candidate who would have sold committee appointments 12/6/10B:1
planning campaign begins early 5/23/2A:6
plans no mass purge at capitol 11/16/1B:6
poll by ABC shows 13% lead 10/9/3A:4
poll by Newsom shows lead 10/27/1A:2
poor is used by Johnson, he says 11/2/1A:2
Porter, Louise, past Pres of Democratic Women's Clubs, supports 10/28/16A:4
predicts Faubus to announce welfare increase 3/6/3A:2
professionals would be used in AHD 4/30/6A:4

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP (continued)
regional economic development plan 10/28/1B:8
reports agitators may be imported 9/10/1A:3
Republican Party shouldn't overlook Nelson Rockefeller as candidate 12/9/3A:2
rights mean responsibility 2/13/5C:6
sailplane plant may be built 9/17/5A:4
says Ozarka knowledge would surprise Faubus 3/19/8A:6
school consolidation act opposed 10/22/1A:7
school desegregation guidelines court case offered 9/7/1A:6
school improvement is state's no.1 need 10/16/14A:1
school of social work will get top priority if elected 9/16/18A:1
secrecy will be no part of program 11/5/1A:3
skeptical of Faubus decision not to run 3/22/1A:4
"smut" literature replaces signs at Texarkana 11/4/2A:5
South Arkansas business leaders favor 10/27/1B:8
South Arkansas support grows 10/27/1A:2
speech to Dunbar negroes 3/8/12A:4
state voters cannot be bought 9/23/1B:8
statement on roads challenged by AHC 1/13/1B:4
summary of campaign 11/6/6A:1
TV appearance beside foe's empty chair 9/30/32A:2
tax accountants vow to prosecute thief who took records 11/4/1A:4
tax records missing from accounting firm 11/3/1A:2
tax sharing with states proposed 7/22/13A:1
Time features 11/30/1B:6
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP (continued)
tourism plans revealed
10/25/5A:1
training needs of workers
stressed 9/30/4A:6
Warren Chamber of Commerce
criticizes ad blasting
Rockefeller 10/12/16B:4
welfare grants could be
increased 6/28/5A:3
welfare patient pay to doctors
is too low 12/12/12A:1
welfare workers hear appeal
for support 9/28/1A:6
will work with General
Assembly on bi-partisan
basis 12/7/2A:4
Williams, Fred and Frank
Fletcher, join campaign
10/14/10A:5
Wilson, Robert E. Lee III
supports 9/28/1B:4
wins smashing victory in
primary 7/27/4:4
Youthful Arkansans for
Rockefeller meet at Petit
Jean 8/28/1A:3
see also
elections, 1966
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
APPOINTMENTS (continued)
Blackwell named to highway
commission 12/3/1A:2
Eldridge and Burleson named
legislative secretaries
12/23/1B:5
Faubus appointees uncertain
of future under Rockefeller
12/28/1B:3
Ford invited to remain in
education post 12/7/1A:3
Ford will remain in education
post 12/8/1B:8
Hawkins, William A. picked to
head Selective Service
12/28/5A:2
Lindsay asked to stay as
police head
12/28/1B:4
Moss invited to remain in
welfare post 12/7/1A:3
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
PHILANTHROPY
gift of $50,000 to Conway
County Hospital 5/6/1B:5
ROCKEFELLER, MRS. WINTHROP
testifies before House
Committee 7/29/4A:1
ROCKS - COLLECTORS AND
COLLECTING
Mountainburg museum has fine
collection 7/31/6E:4
ROGERS, ROBERTA BERTRAN
obituary 3/6/4C:2
ROMNEY, GEORGE
may be leader of GOP
7/31/1E:1
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN D.
visits Arkansas in 1936
5/29/4E:1
ROSS, JAMES A.
candidate for supreme court
3/28/14A:1 3/29/1B:6
ROZZELL, FORREST
fund priority should be set
10/11/5A:3
says U.S. fits school plans
to political need 2/26/8A:1
see also
Arkansas Education Association
RULE, HERBERT C., III
file for Perry-Pulaski house
seat 4/22/11A:8
RURAL COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT
see
Arkansas Rural Community
Improvement Contest
RUSSELLVILLE (ARKANSAS)
reclamation of mine area
for park 5/7/10A:7
RUSSIA
co-existence policy after
Khruschev 3/6/1E:1
Wortham, Buel arrest
see
Wortham, Buel
SCOPE
see
Special Committee on Public Education

SCREL
see
South Central Region Educational Laboratory

SEFOR
see
nuclear reactors

ST. VINCENT INFIRMARY
expansion grant 1/7/7A:3

SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL
space stations 7/3/1E:1
Western union plans station at Ink 11/9/1B:4

SATTERFIELD, J. V. JR.
obituary 3/8/1A:6

SCHLESINGER, ARTHUR M. JR.
see also
books

SCHOENFELD, NATHAN L.
heads Election Research Council 5/1/3A:6
will not seek re-election 4/18/2A:1

SCHOLA CANTORIUM
see
University of Arkansas

SCHOLARSHIPS
Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow awarded Caryl Rasmussen 3/25/30A:2
National Merit includes 139 Arkansans in Semifinals 9/29/10A:1
National Merit Scholarship winners 4/28/16A:1
ROTC winners announced 5/20/2A:1
Rhodes nominees are Durham, Fisher 12/15/1B:6
Scottish Rite study grants awarded 4/3/13A:3
Woodrow Wilson grants go to 4 Arkansans 3/10/5A:1

SCHOOL ELECTIONS
see
elections, 1966 - school elections

SCHOOL LAWS - ARKANSAS
AAUP chapter at U of A thanks Mrs Epperson for evolution lawsuit 5/15/5A:1
Bennett opinion may open way to free spending 10/30/3E:1
briefs filed in evolution teaching ban suit 5/7/8A:3
evolution, Bible can't co-exist pastor says 3/28/10B:6
evolution teaching ban appeal before state supreme court 10/20/1B:4
evolution teaching ban court suit 3/18/2A:1 3/19/5A:1
3/26/3A:1 3/31/8A:1
3/29/1B:2 4/1/4A:3
3/30/8A:4 4/2/1A:2;2A:1
evolution teaching ban favored by Faubus 4/5/10B:8
evolution teaching ban ruling to be appealed 5/28/2A:4
evolution teaching ban voided by state court 5/28/1A:3
Polk father indicted for violation of attendance law 5/7/12A:3
see also
vaccination

SCHOOLS
AREA endorses Jim Johnson 7/19/1B:3
AREA will fight consolidation 2/5/2A:1 2/20/6A:1
2/14/5A:1 3/2/1B:2
all NDEA funds applied for 2/6/12A:1
Altheimer Negroes seek halt of construction 2/17/2A:7
3/8/1B:4 3/31/1B:6
3/12/6A:6 4/1/8A:3
Altheimer school suit dismissed 6/5/17A:2
bond issues total $28 million for fall vote 9/13/3A:1
Bradford sanctioned by AEA 6/9/1B:8
SCHOOLS (continued)

Bradley (Lafayette County)
- complaints investigated by AEA 4/28/1B:3
- Bright Star refuses federal funds 6/9/1B:6
- Brinkley (Lost Cane) votes to merge with Manilla 4/3/5A:7
- Clarendon drops fees 1/19/1B:4
- College Station faculty resents inferences in report 9/25/6A:4
- College Station model school plan seems dead issue 9/21/12B:1
- College Station plans model for underprivileged children 5/11/5A:3
- consolidation act certified for ballot 8/6/9A:1
- consolidation act defeated 11/9/1A:4
- consolidation act would close districts in 56 counties 10/30/3C:1
- consolidation backers say children would benefit 10/23/2A:1
- consolidation by initiated act planned 4/8/1B:8
- consolidation cuts districts to 400 7/2/2A:6
- consolidation efforts resumed with quality as prime criterion 11/10/1B:7
- consolidation foe has federal grant to study reorganization 9/25/3A:1
- consolidation idea finds little favor on school boards 2/10/1B:7
- consolidation of Pulaski districts would require 60.5 mills 6/3/1A:2
- consolidation petitions filed for initiated act 7/8/1B:6
- consolidation plan stands, Shepherd says 8/17/1B:8
- consolidation planned by Bono, Cash, Egypt 2/16/1B:8
4/27/10A:8

SCHOOLS (continued)
- consolidation plans defeat scored by Ford 4/2/3A:1 4/3/4A:1
- consolidation plans of AEA defeated 3/13/1A:3
- consolidation plans required from counties 1/20/1B:8
- consolidation proponents meet at Little Rock 10/21/1B:7
- consolidation proposal opposed by Faubus 10/21/1B:8
- consolidation proposals may be opposed by AREA 11/11/1B:2
- consolidation won't spread, Ford predicts 3/29/3A:1
- Cord-Charlotte defeats merger plan 5/24/1B:1
- David D. Terry is carpeted 12/9/9A:6
- desegregation see desegregation
- DeWitt ousts superintendent 6/22/1B:4
- DeWitt vaccination dispute 1/23/17A:1
- discipline of students is clarified 3/12/9A:5
- ESEA fund use sets pace in Arkansas 3/29/3A:3
- ESEA funds not applied for by 16 districts 3/12/10A:1
- ESEA orders form backlog in education office 5/4/1B:2
- Faubus to look into reports of whipping 1/27/2A:3
- Fayetteville chosen for AFROTC program 3/24/1B:2
- Fayetteville ends most fees 5/12/1B:3
- Fayetteville Supplementary Education Center 6/26/12A:1
- federal funds deferred at 14 schools 9/14/18B:1
- Ford sees mergers of small schools before proposed act is passed 2/5/1A:1
- Greenbrier project studies school problems 6/26/10A:1
SCHOOLS (continued)

Greenbrier seniors give up trip to help friend 5/8/15A:1
Hall High radio club 2/20/20A:1
Hartman - Coal Hill plans merger 1/27/1B:2
initiated act planned to abolish 150 districts 1/16/1A:4
Lawson rejects consolidation 6/2/1B:1
Leola worried about consolidation 3/6/19A:1
Little Rock expenditures increase 8/7/7A:1
Little Rock fires negro dentist 6/25/2A:7
Little Rock gets recommendations from SCOPE 10/2/5A:1
Little Rock negro schools show attendance gain 2/27/15A:1
Little Rock parents object to Jackson School sale 2/22/1B:5
Little Rock population shifts change site for new school 1/2/4A:1
Little Rock super high school grant refused 1/13/1A:3
Little Rock system studied by University of Oregon 12/27/16A:1
Little Rock's Metropolitan High fills a vital need 1/23/5E:2
low assessments short change 229 districts 1/30/7A:1
lunch program aid reduced by state 4/6/1B:2
McClellan plant is one of the best 1/23/9A:1
Magnolia learning aid center gets grant 9/21/1B:8
Marianna hot lunch experimental program 3/6/13A:1
Marvell opens private school 10/3/1A:3
Mineral Springs, Howard County districts agree to merge 6/7/5A:1

SCHOOLS (continued)

Monticello model school funds approved 9/8/1B:8
NCA admits 6 from Arkansas 4/5/1B:2
Newport students march to support U.S. 11/11/1B:2
nurse shortage in state 3/10/2A:1
Peabody Survey of Pulaski County 6/19/17A:1
6/20/6A:1 6/21/10B:2
Perry - Casa is example of need for merger 7/7/4A:1
Pine Bluff Citizens Council plans white private school 9/1/1B:2
Pine Bluff Negroes protest conditions 4/20/1B:4
Pulaski County consolidation recommended 12/2/1A:5
Pulaski County group formed to push mergers 2/16/1B:6
Pulaski County merger spurred by downtown tax 12/18/3A:1
Pulaski County plans merger of 4 high schools 10/16/7A:1
Public education in state to cost $200 million 2/10/1B:7
Pulaski County Board affirms stand on discipline 5/12/5A:5
Pulaski County Board hires University of Arkansas for study of needs 11/16/8A:6
rural schools seek more state funds 3/24/4A:1
school census, by county and district 8/7/4C:6
Scott whites moving out may upset racial balance 10/16/3A:6
textbooks and teacher pay raise both possible, Ford says 10/11/5A:1
Truman will furnish free high school texts 3/18/1B:7
SCHOOLS (continued)
Turner School boycotted by Negroes 2/15/1B:7
2/16/1B:5 2/19/3A:2
2/17/1B:5
White Hall adopts rules for operation 3/4/2A:3
White Hall asks custody of 2 children for vaccination
2/3/5A:4
White Hall board explains firing 2/23/1A:3
White Hall board fires superintendent 2/10/7A:3
White Hall children placed in custody until vaccinated
3/1/18:3
White Hall children vaccinated, returned to parents
4/9/6A:4
White Hall children vaccinated under court order
10/7/22A:1
White Hall father agrees to vaccination 2/4/1B:3
White Hall father explains vaccination stand
2/5/8A:2
White Hall fires elementary supervisor 3/29/1B:4
White Hall firing probed by AEA 3/10/1B:2
White Hall reacts to school firing 2/20/12A:1
White Hall sanctions imposed by AEA 6/6/2A:7
White Hall schoolman ordered to leave 4/29/1B:4
White Hall supervisor seeks hearing on dismissal
3/30/10B:5
White Hall teachers organize for protection 2/10/1B:3
2/19/3A:2
Winslow installs 2-way radio in buses 2/1/1B:3
see also education vocational schools
SEARCY COUNTY
Quorum Court wants part in county affairs 12/4/2A:6
SERVICE MEN, DISCHARGED
VA expects 4,800 men to use new GI bill in Arkansas
4/22/9A:1
Vietnam Veteran first in state to qualify under new GI bill 5/21/2A:4
SEX RELATIONS
researchers discuss work before medical students 1/19/1B:6
SEXTON, SAM
see Brazil
SHIPP, D. HARVEY
obituary 7/18/12B:3
SHIPPING
tax proposal on river shipping criticized 1/20/2A:3
see also transportation
SMITH, GERALD L. K.
see Elna M. Smith Foundation
SMITH, WILLIAM J.
has assisted many governors 5/15/22A:1
SMITHY, CLAUDE
see University of Arkansas
SMOKING
Arkansas Council plans vigorous anti-smoking campaign
4/29/1B:6
cancer link doubtful chest expert says 9/29/1B:3
cigarette sales show no decline despite warning
2/8/1B:3
TB Assn. film, "Point of View" 4/22/24A:2
SNAKES
boa constrictor finds a home at Armorel 12/2/15A:2
overrated as killer 7/3/6A:2
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
state agency is most accurate in nation 12/3/5A:3
SONGS
"My Happy Little Home in Arkansas" (history) 9/25/5E:2
SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE
 citations of honor awards 5/15/22A:5

SOUTHWEST EXPERIMENTAL FAST OXIDE REACTOR
 see nuclear reactors

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
 expenditures in state will hit $26 million 1/16/3F:1
 experimental relay system used between Little Rock and Memphis 12/13/10A:2

SOUTHWESTERN STATES TELEPHONE COMPANY
 asks that customers pay for office 2/6/1C:5

SPACE, OUTER
 scientists study question of life 4/3/1E:1

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC EDUCATION
 commends teacher for filing evolution suit 3/31/8A:3

SPRINGHOUSES
 serve as refrigerators in early days 6/5/4E:1

STAMPS, FOOD
 see food relief

STATE EMPLOYEES
 see employees, state

STATE FUNDS
 banks to pay more for state deposits 3/8/4A:3
 contingency fund report delayed by Faubus 6/21/3A:1
 contingency fund report released 7/2/1A:3
 interest rate on bank deposits increased 9/13/5A:4
 list of banks, state deposits 3/29/2A:1
 surplus of $50 million invested 3/19/10A:2

STATE PURCHASING
 auditors urge colleges to place larger initial catalog orders 8/13/10A:2
 preference act may be costing state 5/28/2A:6
 preference law has many defenders 12/18/3E:5
 united card system abandoned 12/9/1B:5

STATE PURCHASING AGENT
 Sturgis resumes post 4/1/1B:8

STATE REVENUE
 see taxation, state

STATES RIGHTS PARTY
 see National States Rights Party

STEINKAMP, GEORGE R.
 obituary 8/11/1A:5

STEPHENS, DAN D.
 may seek office 3/29/1B:2

STEPHENS, W. R.
 cautious about governor's race 3/29/3A:4
 honored by trade magazine 11/24/1B:4

STILL, WILLIAM GRANT
 biographical sketch 1/30/4E:1

STONE, EDWARD DURELL
 apartment reflects his influence on American homes 9/20/4A:1
 says U.S. is not artistic wasteland 10/30/1C:1

STRIKES
 Jacuzzi Brothers plant violence 1/14/2A:2
 Jacuzzi settlement reached 2/25/13A:1
 missile site workers walk off job 10/27/11A:2
 missile site strike is settled 10/28/1B:4
 Ottenheimer Brothers workers say rights are violated 11/24/12B:8
 Ottenheimer court suit returned to state court 11/4/1B:2
STRIKES (continued)
Ottenheimer court suit transferred to federal court
10/28/4A:4
Ottenheimer injunction limits number in picket lines
10/26/2A:1
Ottenheimer strikes erupts into violence 10/26/1A:2
Ottenheimer union sends delegates to tell nation union story 11/17/5A:1
Statistics for Arkansas, 1965
7/18/6A:3
Steelworkers offer reward in shooting at Jacuzzi plant
1/15/5A:1
see also labor disputes
STRONTIUM--90
see radiation
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE
Grinage attacks new SNCC policy
5/25/1B:6
Hansen seeks transfer of drunkenness charge to federal court
3/31/1B:8
see also civil rights
STURGIS, MACK
see Arkansas Highway Department State Purchasing Agent
SUEZ CANAL
use is brisk 2/6/6A:1
SUICIDE
rate among young is rising
11/6/17A:1
world rate is 1,000 per day
11/25/5A:7
SULCER, KENNETH S.
AHC knew of pay raises from start 5/18/4A:3
answerthen used 7/19/1B:6
blasts Bennett-Faubus scheme 3/31/2A:1
blasts claim he isn't serious candidate 3/19/2A:1
blasts politicians as puppets 7/23/6A:7
bond brokers bilk public 7/22/1B:5
SULCER, KENNETH S.
calls Faubus poll 'draft trick'
2/15/1A:2
critical of Hays candidacy
4/15/2A:1
evacuation fund reform needed
6/8/1B:5
endorses Johnson for runoff
8/2/1A:2
enjoys fighting the machine
7/24/2A:3
files for governorship
7/11B:2
hits state withholding tax
3/16/1B:8
Holt is puppet of machine
7/8/3A:3
Holt's ad in Statesman attacked 7/10/4A:1
loses bid for nomination
7/28/1A:6
Negro would be named to state board of education
5/18/4A:4
pension plan for appointees attacked 5/11/1A:5
pension plan should be voided by General Assembly
5/19/10A:5
polls information called for
7/7/3A:4
polls not paid for by party, Catlett says 7/9/3A:7
says Mississippi County isn't "safe" for Faubus
2/3/1B:8
Smith, power bloc attacked 6/4/6A:4
University status for 3 schools proposed 5/28/6A:5
vote devices should be paid for by state 7/14/3A:6
welfare raise-possible now 7/25/12B:6
welfare rolls used by opponent 6/24/1B:7
will run for Osceola mayor if defeated 7/16/6A:6
SUPREME COURT OF ARKANSAS
see Arkansas - supreme court
SURPLUS PRODUCTS, AGRICULTURAL
see also
food relief

SWARTZ, DELBERT
obituary
4/25/78:3
TAXATION, LOCAL
National Guardsmen not subject to auto fee 1/13/10B:5
see also tax, property
TAXATION, PROPERTY
average tax assessments, by county 8/2/1B:7 12/30/1B:8
property tax laws need revision 12/4/1A:3
ratios, by county 1/5/2A:1
TAXATION, STATE
Arkansas rate lowest in nation 7/14/2A:6
cigarette stamp is profitable for wholesalers 3/6/1C:6
cigarette tax loophole Is windfall 12/17/2A:2
collection totals 3/1/1B:3
4/1/1B:3 5/3/1B:5
6/1/1B:5
collections hit high in 1965-66 7/1/1B:7
collections total $19.5 million in November 12/1/1B:4
collections total $20 million in Sept 10/1/3A:2
continued growth of state income seen 11/16/1A:5
farmers exempted from withholding 1/26/1A:3
general revenue growth 1958-1968 11/16/2A:1
labor will oppose bill on income tax deduction 12/16/30A:1
sales tax collection sets new record 2/1/1B:8
8/2/1B:4 9/1/1B:2
simplified state income tax plan called for 3/12/6A:3
withholding by farmers creates problems 1/15/3A:1
withholding by farmers delayed indefinitely 1/22/1A:7
withholding formula corrected 1/21/1A:4
withholding hit by Sulcer 3/16/1B:8
withholding results in some overdeduction 1/19/1B:4

TAXATION, U.S.
see internal revenue service
TEACHERS
Arkansas Teacher of Year is Norvell W. Kelly 11/4/4A:4
Brickey's school denies salary gap 1/12/2A:1
college screening of teachers Is not a witchhunt, Swain says 3/25/1B:4
colleges required to screen morals, acceptability 3/15/1A:4
degrees held by all but 4% of state's teachers 10/18/11B:2
Education Dept list used in Faubus poll 2/25/13A:1
job security needs pointed out by Ford 2/10/3A:3
Negroes ask halt of aid to schools with salary gaps 1/9/10A:1
Negroes reveal ATA-AEA merger stand 2/15/1A:3
Retirement System improves, report shows 10/14/1B:4
salary averages, 1954-55 and 1964-65 7/13/18A:2
salary averages difference explained by Ford 1/29/2A:7
salary averages of college teachers (national) 3/15/2A:2
salary increase cannot be made unless legislature acts, Ford says 10/13/1B:4
salary increase possible without special session of legislature 10/11/5A:1
salary increases may get top priority in General Assembly 12/4/3E:1
salary increases promised by most candidates 7/15/1B:5
salary raise this year requested by ALC 12/7/1B:6
TEACHERS (continued)
salary raise hinted by Bell
7/12/2A:5
salary raises from surplus
approved by ALC 9/18/13A:1
salary raise of $500 possible
Faubus says 3/8/1B:2
salary scale for Little Rock
8/7/7A:1
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
see
University of Arkansas
Graduate Institute of Technology
vocational schools
TELEPHONE COMPANIES
rate setting explained
12/11/3E:5
see also
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
Southwestern States Telephone Company
Western Arkansas Telephone Company
TELEVISION
boom in sales of color sets
1/9/1C:1
Midwest Video Corp influence
try 2/15/3A:6
TELEVISION IN EDUCATION
Conway station to be on air
in fall 2/25/2A:3
3/2/1B:5 3/4/1B:6
KETS begins broadcasting
11/29/1B:5 12/4/3A:1
KETS cancels Williams play
as "profane" 12/10/2A:1
KETS director defends his
decisions 12/18/5A:6
KETS joins national network
9/2/1B:8
KETS program announced
9/18/5E:2
KETS will carry most NET plays
12/13/1A:4
Paragould program 1/15/7A:4
4/6/8A:3
study proposes station at
Little Rock 5/28/3A:1
TELEVISION STATIONS (continued)
4th station planned for Little Rock 1/2/1C:1
TELEVISION STATIONS (continued)
KARK decision explained by
FCC 1/23/1C:5
KARK sale approved 1/19/1B:4
1/20/7A:1
UHF station approved for
Little Rock 3/23/11A:1
TERRY, MRS DAVID D.
honored for school work
5/27/1A:3 6/15/8A:1
TEXTBOOKS
old readers collected by
Mrs Mitchell 5/1/5E:4
THEATER
"Hello Dolly" coming to
Little Rock 10/4/1B:4
THOMASSON, JERRY K.
joins GOP, files for attorney
general 4/8/5A:4
two key Democrats don't pay
taxes, he says 10/28/1A:3
THOMPSON, THOMAS GLEN
endorses Carpenter for runoff
8/4/7A:3
loses bid for nomination
7/28/1B:8
seeks lieutenant governor's
post 4/21/14A:6 4/26/1B:2
TITAN MISSILE SITE FIRE (SEARCY)
see
U.S. - Air Force
TITANIC ENTHUSIASTS OF AMERICA
U of A student is secretary
4/13/5A:1
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS
charged with violation of
Sherman Act in state
10/18/1B:2
TOBACCO-PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
see
smoking
TONTITOWN
history 8/14/4E:1
TORNADOES
Sheridan area hit 4/14/16A:6
TOURISTS
see
travelers
TOYS
troll dolls exhibited at Little
Rock 8/21/5E:2
TRADE SCHOOLS
see
vocational schools
TRADE UNIONS
Garment worker gains ground in state 1/16/3C:4
Hoffa says Arkansas hard state to organize 10/16/1A:3
low wages in South will be attacked 6/28/1B:2
membership reaches 112,000 in state 1/20/1B:2
Ottenheimer election won by ILGW 1/13/1A:5

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Arkansas toll high for July 4 holiday 7/4/1A:6
death toll in state declined in 1965 2/23/1B:2
Little Rock rate up 3/6/4E:1
1965 state report 3/3/3A:8

TRAFFIC SAFETY
inspection law is suggested by panel 9/21/1B:2
panel seeks study of state needs 8/13/9A:3

TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
judges asked to report cases 7/30/2A:5

TRANQUILIZING DRUGS
North Little Rock doctors hint that drugs may be cause of mysterious death 1/24/10A:2

TRANSPORTATION
problems of city transit 5/22/1C:1 6/5/11A:1
5/29/5A:1
tax on waterways would slow industry 11/10/18A:1
Transcontinental building new terminal at Little Rock 5/28/5A:1
see also shipping

TRANSPORTATION - HISTORY
trolley cars in Little Rock 11/13/4E:1

TRAVELERS
Ozarks tourism awaits paved roads 8/21/4E:1
statistics on money spent in Arkansas, 1965 12/9/12A:4
statistics on state visitors in 1964 5/25/7A:3

TRIMBLE, JAMES W.
defeated by Hammerschmidt 11/10/1A:2
early returns in general election indicate close race 11/9/1A:5
Faubus noted strength of opponent 11/16/11A:1
files for reelection 3/6/1A:7
recalls events of past campaigns 5/29/3E:1
vows to fight for Buffalo River dam 4/16/2A:4
wins nomination 7/28/1B:2
see also Congressional Delegation - Arkansas

TROUTT, J. W.
obituary 12/4/3C:2

TUBERCULOSIS
control program fading away 12/1/1B:5
statistics on Arkansas patients 5/22/9A:1
TB Association meets obstacles in test plan 3/2/5A:2

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
committee plans study of state's needs 6/2/4C:1
hospitals still needed doctors say 12/12/12A:1
McRae closing asked by legislator 12/15/1A:2
McRae facility should be closed, consultants say 12/17/3A:1
merger of facilities expected 11/24/1B:2
merger problem will be left to General Assembly 12/20/9A:5
sanatoriums should be phased out, specialist says 12/7/1A:2
see also desegregation

TURRENTINE, GEORGE R.
obituary 12/4/3C:2

TYLER, T. E.
endorses Basore in runoff 7/30/3A:1
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1B:8
seeks lieutenant governor's post 4/13/2A:1
U.N.I.C.E.F.
see
United Nations Children's Fund
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
see
flying saucers
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
see
Russia
UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND
tough job is getting tougher
12/4/1:1
U.S. - AIR FORCE
Fayetteville chosen for high
school AFROTC 3/24/1B:2
Henley takes all suits in
Titan case 3/31/18:2
suits in Titan silo deaths may
be settled 6/24/9A:3
suits settled in Titan silo
deaths 7/29/13:2
Titan blast widows receive
Social Security 8/4/11B:6
U.S. - ARMED FORCES
Arkansas National Guard to
choose its general
12/21/1B:4
Arkansas National Guard to
train at Ft Chaffee
5/7/2A:1
army reserves short of uniforms
4/10/10A:4
head of National Guard tells
Ouachita cadets he's fed up
with Vietnam protests
3/27/2A:7
National Guard trains at Fort
Chaffee 8/17/18:3
reserve units are filled
2/9/1B:2
U.S. - ARMY - CORPS OF ENGINEERS
five executives honored for
saving U.S. $22 million
12/18/3A:4
U.S. - DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
missile defense policy
examined by experts
10/30/1E:1
U.S. - ECONOMIC POLICY
agricultural restrictions
restudied in view of world
famine 1/16/1E:1
credit brakes are on
8/28/1C:2 8/29/14A:2
U.S. - FOREIGN RELATIONS
Ball tells Little Rock group
world turmoil will increase
5/6/1A:3
Ball to speak at Little Rock
4/15/1A:3
making of foreign policy
3/26/1E:1
U.S. - NAVY
'mothball fleet'' takes to sea
again 7/10/1E:1
U.S. - SOCIAL POLICY
Great Society off to a wobbly
start 12/13/7A:3
Great Society slowed by
Vietnam war 12/14/18B:1
Great Society under attack
by GOP 12/15/19A:7
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
AAUP censure continues
4/30/2A:4
Adkisson named Vice President
9/28/12A:5
budget of $34.5 million
approved by board
4/23/3A:1
censorship denied by Dr Mullins
5/25/1B:3
censorship of poetry draws
protest 5/24/1A:4
distinguished alumni awards
5/15/4A:5
enrollment may reach 18,000
by 1975 4/3/15A:1
enrollment of 11,291 sets
record 10/7/1B:8
faculty additions total 45
8/12/1B:2
faculty additions total 108
9/16/5A:4
fees increased 7/8/2A:7
freshman orientation program
6/12/11A:1
graduate program should not
be expanded unless funds
are increased 9/28/5A:5
Holt, Tom - Razorback Stadium
gardner 5/15/5E:2
home for vice-president at
Little Rock 7/5/1A:3
Homecoming 44 years ago
recalled by Fulbright
11/11/1B:4
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (continued)
honorary law degrees con-
ferred on Murphy and
McConnell 5/22/22A:1
IREC hopes for $1.5 million
for business data center
4/10/2C:6
IREC to assist business and
industry 3/30/1B:8
Kruh resigns post as dean of
Arts & Sciences 9/24/1A:3
Law School students seek funds
for improvement 4/10/16A:1
Little Rock University merger
proposal see
Little Rock University
Milam resigns as dean of busi-
ness college 5/29/3A:7
Nagasaki survivor teaches
10/25/7A:3
new facilities are ready for
use 9/4/4D:1
plane purchased 1/29/5A:2
ranks 1st in South in number
of National Merit Scholars
who have graduated
5/6/3A:4
Razorback band (feature)
11/20/3E:2
rejects CCHEF recommendation
on budget 10/27/1B:7
researcher reports possible
harmful effects of UHF broad-
casts 11/2/10A:3
SNCC workers files for student
president 4/10/3A:3
Schola Cantorum has no recruit-
ing problem 3/31/18A:3
Schola Cantorum leaves for
tour of Europe 6/24/1A:4
Schola Cantorum will tour
Europe 4/27/1B:4
Smithy, Claude dies 11/16/2B:2
student newspaper backs univer-
sity status for ASC
5/12/1B:2
teacher resignations reported
heavy 6/5/3A:1 6/26/1A:4

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (continued)
Whillock named assistant to
president 6/19/5A:1
writing program is unique
5/8/5E:2
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS GRADUATE
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
laser research 8/7/18A:6
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS LAW SCHOOL
Van Dalsem would move to
Little Rock 6/11/3A:1
wants to raise standards
10/29/3A:4
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MEDICAL
CENTER
animals bought at Little Rock
pound for research
11/18/2A:1
bed rates increase
6/16/7A:3
bone growth research
1/9/9A:1
cornea transplants 1/2/15A:1
Ebert resigning as head of
Dept of Medicine
5/3/1A:7
emphysema research project
1/30/14A:1
explains refusal to admit
patient 4/24/6A:1
immunology study seeks to
bypass body's defenses
1/23/19A:1
kidney transplants from
dead person 1/16/3A:4
parasitologist links cats, rats, worms in cancer
search 1/16/22A:1
radiation injury repair
study grant 9/26/2A:6
survey of drug dispensing
system 5/3/1B:8
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MUSEUM
Ozark fossils attract world-
wide attention
11/4/1B:4
URBAN RENEWAL
see
city planning
VIETNAMESE WAR, 1957- (continued)
Arkansans meet a major challenge in Vietnam seas
9/25/1E:1 10/2/1E:1
Boatright, Alvie helps keep spotter planes in air
12/8/19A:1
CAC units bring hope to villages 12/18/1E:1
civilian army aids natives 6/5/1E:1
Little Rock pilot describes war 1/30/8A:2
McMellon, Arthur D. won the heart of Ben Cat residents
11/20/1E:1
map 2/27/12A:1
Moser attacks protesters 2/17/1B:6
opinion varies on American policy 1/2/1E:1
protest march at Little Rock 2/12/1B:6 2/13/1A:2
protest scheduled at Pine Bluff 1/12/1B:4
Stiles writes of war, adds customs 1/16/1E:1
teach-in at LRU 2/13/5C:1
Victory is the name of the game 10/16/1E:1
war is a way of life in Vietnam 6/19/1E:1
see also
Great Decisions, 1966
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
6,100 persons aided during 1963-65 1/10/12A:1
see also
blind
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
bids on 4 new trade schools 3/15/1B:2
courses offered 5/18/1B:3,4
opening delayed at 3 schools 9/27/11A:4
state program is successful 9/8/1B:1
technical school near Camden approved by state 11/6/3A:3
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS (continued)
technical school near Camden is approved for federal aid
11/4/1B:8
technical school near Camden proposed 5/18/2A:1
11/3/12A:1
trade schools at Harrison, Marked Tree, El Dorado, and Forrest City to open
5/18/1B:2

VOTER REGISTRATION
list by counties 6/17/9A:8
list by counties for primary 7/13/1B:8
total for general election is 740,609 10/28/1B:2
total for general election is 749,609 11/8/1A:8
totals for 48 counties 10/23/15A:1
totals for 63 counties 10/26/18:4

VOTER REGISTRATION LAW
intent to move to county is sufficient for registration, Bennett says 6/15/1B:3
residence determined by intent Bennett says 6/11/1A:5
residence ruling wrong, Luck says 6/13/6A:1

VOTER REGISTRATION LAW (continued)
servicemen may vote in Arkansas without registration 5/5/4A:6

VOTING BOOTHs
will be available for 1966 election 2/25/11A:8

VOTING MACHINES
Campbell discusses reasons for failure of court to act 1/12/12A:3
Pulaski County authority to buy challenged 3/24/14A:3
Pulaski County contract ruled valid 4/16/3A:1
Pulaski County Election Commission signs new contract 3/23/15A:1
Pulaski County proponents ponder next step 1/16/13A:1
Pulaski County Quorum Court refuses funds for fifth time 1/11/1A:7
quorum court members explain opposition 2/2/1B:2
repairmen are on duty during election 11/8/2A:7
trouble is minimal and returns speedy in state's first use 11/9/8A:7
WAGES
average hourly rate for women in state 6/21/5A:1
see also income, personal
WALKER, EDWIN A.
interview at Little Rock tells how to undeceive people 10/12/11A:2
WALKIN' PREACHER OF THE OZARKS
see Howard, Guy Wesley
WAR EAGLE FAIR
see Arts and Crafts
WARD, LEE
endorses Rockefeller 11/4/8A:4
files for 1st District House seat 1/28/18A:1
Fulbright accused of making false statements 5/11/1B:3
Gathings lives in bygone era 6/15/21A:5
loses bid for nomination 7/28/1B:2
seeks debate with Gathings 3/29/3A:1
Vietnam policy supporter 4/28/11A:3
Vietnam trip in preparation for race 4/14/1B:4
WATER
Arkansas faces threat of water going other way 11/20/14C:1
NWC meets in Arkansas 11/6/21C:6
state criteria for water use gets approval 12/30/1B:2
WATER SUPPLY
Dardanelle, Marked Tree plan to buy 1/14/11A:1
Greenwood builds new system 2/13/14A:1
Marvell has coin-operated meter 3/25/1B:3
WATER TRANSPORTATION
see shipping
WATER VALLEY DAM (PROPOSED)
deauthorization urged by Army 12/11/3C:4
Faubus asks modification of plans 5/26/2A:1
WATKINS, CHARLES L.
obituary 8/30/9B:4
WAUGH, EVELYN
obituary 4/11/16A:3
WEATHER
animals used in predicting weather 12/11/14E:1
prediction aids for the amateur 7/10/12A:1
see also droughts
WEIR, JAMES
arrested after hassle at sale 1/26/4A:3
charges to be dropped by U.S. 2/1/4A:4
jailed so buyers can take farm 3/22/1B:3 3/23/15A:7
mortgage foreclosed on farm 1/25/14A:1
suit on allotments is dismissed 2/2/2A:6
WELFARE DEPARTMENT - ARKANSAS
see public welfare
WESTARK JUNIOR COLLEGE
name changed from Ft Smith Junior College 2/4/107
WESTERN ARKANSAS TELEPHONE COMPANY
Atkins fights closing of office 1/16/12A:1
Atkins office will be opened 1/29/8A:1
WHELEY, STORM
friends urge draft for governor 4/8/10A:4 4/13/2A:8
WHELCHEL, Y. W.
hired by state - OEO 6/8/1B:2
WHITBECK, FRANK
may run for governorship 2/2/2A:7
will not run for governorship 2/9/2A:6
WHITE, WILLIAM C.
Chinese-American friendship league 4/20/1B:5
reasons for Chinese exile given 6/5/6A:6
WHITE RIVER
follows a long, scenic route 10/30/4E:2
WHITTEN, VERNON H. says Faubus is running under another name 6/29/7A:6
WILDLIFE RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Newton County game preserve 5/15/4B:2
WILLIAMS, THOMAS JEFFERSON obituary 7/22/12B:4
WINROCK FARMS
Santa Gertrudis sale attracts 3,000 5/15/16C:2
WIRGES, GENE see Wirges - Hawkins dispute
WIRGES, JOE
biography and feature story 7/24/5E:2
retires as Arkansas Gazette reporter 7/8/1A:4
WIRGES-HAWKINS DISPUTE
authorship of columns disputed in trial 2/3/1B:7
change of venue denied 2/2/1B:7
Elsie challenges legality of Roberts' court 1/12/1B:2
Faubus says just political 2/5/8A:2 2/6/2A:1
hearing set in Conway County 1/5/1B:7
libel suit by Scott is dropped 3/16/1A:2
Wirges asks delay in hearings 1/7/1B:3
Wirges found guilty of perjury 2/4/1A:2;2A:7
Wirges loses plea to stop trial 1/25/1B:8
Wirges perjury trial 1/31/12A:4
Wirges pleads innocent 1/8/3A:4
Wirges sentenced to 3 years term 2/6/2A:1
witnesses split along party lines at trial 2/1/1B:7
WIRTZ, W. WILLIAM
tells Little Rock group war won't stop anti-poverty spending 1/9/1A:2
WITHERSPOON, GENE see Arkansas Polytechnic College
WOMEN
Faubus praises work in government 11/16/1B:7
job bias 2/27/1C:3
WOODROW WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION see scholarships
WOODWARD, JOE D. may be candidate for governor 3/17/1A:4
WOOLSEY, MARK E. candidate for supreme court post 4/26/1B:4
withdraws from supreme court race 5/16/1A:2
WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION
heart attack on job results in compensation 10/18/1B:6
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
Pearl Harbor bombed 12/4/5A:1
WORTHAM, BUEL
appeal filed 12/29/1B:4
arrested on charges of stealing bronze bear 10/14/1A:2
bail should be offered, U.S. advised 12/31/5A:1
bail will be provided by North Little Rock 12/31/5A:1
charges filed, trial will be held 11/27/10A:4
compelled to testify, Gilmour says 12/24/1A:4
expedition of case called for by U.S. 11/15/1B:2
experiences leading to trial related by Gilmour 12/25/1A:2
Gilmour asks permission to visit 12/15/9A:5
Gilmour visit denied 12/17/6A:4
Gilmour vows to bring him home 12/7/28A:1
indictment says guilt admitted 12/16/2A:4
may get amnesty if appeal fails 12/27/7A:3
WORTHAM, BUEL (continued)
may go on trial in Russia
11/13/18A:3
plea by friend's father taken
to Russians 10/24/1A:4
pleads guilty, expresses sorrow
for acts 12/20/1A:2
Russian lawyer retained for
trial 11/29/8B:5
Russian report of guilty plea
denied by U.S. Embassy
12/4/4A:4
Russians report guilty plea
entered 12/3/7A:3
seeks bail pending appeal
12/28/1B:8
Senator Tydings asks Russians
to grant bail 11/26/5A:7

WORTHAM, BUEL (continued)
sentence of 3 years in labor
camp 12/22/1A:3
show trial ahead, Gilmour
says 12/18/2A:1
suggested swap for spy
rejected by Rusk
12/22/5A:3
taking sentence well
12/23/18A:1
trial by Russia
12/21/1A:6
trial by Russia a virtual
certainty 11/16/17A:1
trial date set 12/10/7A:1
value of stolen statue
is revealed
12/6/18B:4
YARBOROUGH, ANNA NASH  
writer of note 2/6/5E:1

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM  
Williams resigns to join army 3/8/12A:1

YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUBS  
booklets attacking Boyce 2/18/1A:3
Boyce asked to resign 2/14/1A:4
Boyce claims fraud in membership cards 2/13/1A:2
Boyce may resign post 2/15/1A:5
Boyce says bogus cards coming in 2/12/3B:3
Boyce upheld by court in charter denial 3/19/1A:2
Boyce urges independence in party affairs 3/20/2A:1
Coleman says Boyce, Files met secretly 3/4/1B:3
Coleman says records withheld 2/25/2A:5
Coleman seeks presidential post 2/23/1B:7
Coleman suit backed by Faubus, official says 2/26/8A:8
Coleman withdraws from race 3/18/1B:2
committee says 10 charters should be denied 3/11/1B:7
committee votes to charter 22 clubs 3/13/3A:1

YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUBS (continued)  
County club sends 458 cards 2/18/2A:7
dispute over party unification 11/20/1A:3
Files elected president 3/21/1A:6
Files may run for state president 1/31/2A:2
Files to run for presidency 2/27/2A:1
Jones enters race for presidency 2/10/5A:6
membership cards disappear 2/9/1A:3
membership cards picked up by state employee 2/10/1A:2
minority report recommends seating of 12 clubs 3/12/8A:5
most clubs will be seated 3/9/16A:2
panel hears factions, delays report 3/6/3A:1
Pickett plans YDC race, Jones pulls out 3/14/3A:1
rejected clubs sue for charters 3/16/14A:5
two neutrals seek to unite factions 2/10/5A:5
see also  
Boyce, Sam

YOUNGER, EDWARD  
named dean at Virginia University 2/1/1B:1
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

bear dies at Little Rock zoo
5/27/1B:5

deer stolen from Little Rock zoo 5/26/1A:5

Little Rock gets polar bears 4/5/1B:3

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS (continued)

Little Rock zoo is popular 1/23/4E:1

Ruth is popular elephant at Little Rock 3/6/5E:2